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documentation relating to the conference --correspondence, the
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Clausen. Six memoranda are also presented. (For a review paper,
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I. THE PLAN AND PURPOSE OFTHE'CONFERENCE

The Nationk-Longitudinal Surveys

_ . . .

The National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience (NLS)

were initiated in 1965. In that year the. Labor Departments Office of

Policy, Evaluation, and-Research contracted with Ohio State. UniversitylS

Center for Human Resource Research (CHRR) and, separately, with the

Census Bureau, with the latter taking responsibility for sample.design

and data collection and the former taking responsibility for development .

of the study design, development of the instruments, data analysis, and

reporting.

The primary purpose of the NLS,,has been to analyze sources of var-

iation in labor market behavior, with emphasis given topolicy relevant

research issues. Since resources would not permit coverage of the entire

labor force,-four cohorts were selected as being ones facing unique-labor'

market problems of concern to researchers and policymakers alike. Two

young cohorts; men and women 14-24,years old, were selected becauSe of

the problems associated with the preparation for, initial entry into, and

adjustment to the labor force. Women 30-44 years old were selected because

of the problems associated with reentry into the labor force by women

whose childrearing responsibilities-had diminiShed. Finally, men 45 -59

years old were selected in order to study-.facrs associated with their.

declining labor force participation, such as skill obsblescence, health

probleMs, and age-discrimination.

Data have been collected over a ten-year period for each cohort,

beginning in 1966 for the male cohorts, in 1967 for the, older women, and

in 1968 for the younger women. The sample for each cohort was designed

to represent the civilian noninstitutional population of. the U.S. at the

time of'the initial survey. After an initial personal interview, data

were collected annually or biennially through a combination of personal

interviews, mail surveys, and telephone interviews. :

The questionnaires have covered a broad range of variables related

to the respondents' labor market experience and social and Psychological

characteristics. The content of the questionnaires has varied from :year

to year, yet a number of items have been repeated, producing timeseries

data for some of the content.

In addition to its responsibilities for:analysis and reporting, CHRR

has made the data available to the research community in the form of public-

use'tapes and supporting documentation. Thanks in part to this arrangement,

the NLS, designed for a broad range of research on labor force behavior,

has come to be used by.researchers from several traditions within economics

and from many social science disciplines, and has become a major resource

for research on social change. The NLS data have been used to produce

numerous reports- -and
publications_not_Onlyby_researchers at CHRR, but also

by an even greater number of,outside researchers.



The usefulness of the NLS for economists and other social scientists
linterested in the study of social change has beenenhanced by the decision,
in 1977, on the part'of the EMploment and Training Administration of the
Department of Labor to continue support_for_the_NLS_Tor-at--1east-five---

_ more years. This decision embraces continued collection of data from
the original four cohort panelsand:the addition of two new youth panels
of men and women aged 14-21. In the two new panels, increased emphasis

will be placed on understanding the effects of employment training,
particularly the effects of formal training programs of the various levels

of government.

The Social Science Research Council has had a longstanding interest
in studies such as. the NLS, An interest which has extended both to labor
market research as a substantive area andAo longitudinal

1
surveys as

-vehicles for studieS of social process and social change.. Recently,

under the stimulus of Robert Hauser,-the Council's Advisory and Planning
Committee on Social Indicators has been expressing strong interest in./
these potentials of longitudinal surveys,and has, ata Conteguence,taken
anactive interest in the development of plans for the NLS. -MbreaVeri
the NLS Project Director, Herbert. Parnes, has 5or some time beenterested,..
in a review of the accomplishments of the NLS. Following.convertions
between Howard Rosen, Director of the Office of Research and Development
of the Employment and Training Administration, and Robert' Parke, Director
PTSSRC's Center _for Coordination of Research on Social :Indicators, the
Employment and Training Administration suggested thait SSRC'Preparea
proposal to hold a conference on the NLS with the purpose of bringing
together aVariety of social scientists to examine theNLS.'BoththeLabor
Department an;: the Council saw the extension and expention .Pfthe NLS'as:
providing an opportunity for taking stock of the research that had been

done and. for §1anrailg ahe&d,. The aim-Was to outl:Ine productive directions

for the .NLS the nentfive years - ''from the point of view-of research on'

specific labor market issues and-Tram the perspective of reseaich

on social change..

1Sevelal BSRC committees over the years have dealt directly or indirectly

with labor market issues. Included among those are the Committee. on Labor
Market Research (1943-1956) and the Committee on Manpower, Population,

and: Economic Change(1965-1968). Among the products of the former'comMittee

are two monographs on labor mobility, One of which was wr4tenby. erbert
Parnes, who is the Project Director for the NLS study at'CHRR. See Gladys'

L. Palmer, Labor Mobility in Six Cities: A Report on the Survey of Patterns

and Factors in Labor Mobility, 1940-1950 (New York: SSRC--;--1954).; Herbert

. Parnes, Research on Labor Mobility: An Appraisal of Research Findings
in the United States (New York: SSRC, 1954).

2Herbert Parties produced a brief overview himself for the National

-Commission 'for Manpower Policy. See Herbert S: Parnes, "The National
Longitudinal Surveys::Lessons for Human Resource Policy," in Current Issues
in the'Relationship between Manpower '1:esearch and Policy, National

'Committion for Manpower Policy, Report. No. 7,-March 1976.

-2-



Conference Planning Meeting

SSRC-convened-a-planning-meeting -ch-Ma-97-19717todeteimine the
topics which ought to be covered by the conference acid to suggest the

people who should be asked.to partiCipateinvarious ways.

Specifically, the planning meeting addressed the following questions:

1. What important substantive questions concerning the life cycle
and work can be answered with longitudinal.data?

2. Who is best qualified to speak to these questions, providing
comment upon:

a. The types of data required to answer these questions,and the
extent to which such data exist.in the NLS or elsewhere?

b. The analytical strategies which may be brought to bear on

. these questions?

c. The implications of answers to the foregoing for. the plan of

the NLS, itscontent, sample design, and other attributes?

Participants in the planning meeting' from

CHRR, the Department of Labor, the NLS research community, SSRC, and

other.social scientists with relevant expertise. (A liSt of the

participants is included in the section on.Documentation.)

Specific Objectives of the Conference__

From the May 9 planning meeting, and( subseq en-kdiscussion, four

specific objectives for the conference were,set: /P
iG

1. Review previous work. The conference should-proVide-a---
comprehensive review of research based on the NLS. It

should serve as a basis for identifying important work
which ought to be 'extended, content which has been
underutilized, and- future research issue's which are
emerging out of previous work..

2. Identify new directions. Recent social changes, for
example increased female participation in the labor market,
changing family structures, and changing.:sex-role definitions,
have greatly increased the importance of certain research
issues for the years ahead. The conference 'shOuld identify
these issues and the means by which the NLS can address them.



-

3. Suggest analytic strategies The research potential.of the

longitudinalhature of the NLS data has not been fully realized.

Increased attention should be given to analytic methodS by

1.0Tich its longitudinal aspects\can be exploited.

4. Comment on survey content. In light of the first.three

objectives, the conference should provide commentary on the

content of the NLS guestionnaireS and,make suggestions for

modification of existing donten and introduction of new content

The conference planners expected that the conference wo la also

-contribute toward the more general-goal offostering the scientific study

of social change by broadening the awareness in the research community

of the NLS and its products and potentials, by stimulating greater

utilization of existing NLS.data,-and by broadening-the community of

researchers ready to analyze forthcoming NLS data.

Selection of. Conference Participants

It was felt that the goals could best be -met by a relatively small

Conference which would allow and encourage full participation by all.

The number of participants was limited to about 50 and most Participants

were assigned formal roles as presenters of papers or Memorandai-aS
. /

discussants, or as rapporteurs.

Participalits were selectedff
1m th relevant disciplines, to perform

a variety. of functions. SOme,74part3fip,4, S were selected for their unique

association with or use of thekNLOOgthsuch users, it'Wes' felt, would

bebeSt able to identify gaps and'Poblems with the data-set. Some were

theorists w10 could suggest how the'NLS could be used or adapted to test

-evolving and_already developed theory. Others were individuals with

strong substantive interests who were.called_uponbecause it .seemed clear

that the NLS7hadthe potential to make:important contributiOns:to-xesearch-

in pursuit of those interests. And some were included who could bring

to bear upon the NLS relevant experience in the analYsis-bf-other.

iOngitudinal-data. Finally,the.conference included representatives of '

the institutions most closely involvedW1th-the NLS-----CHRRthePepartment

of Labor, and the_Bureau cf\the Census.

Conference Format

The conference was organiZed into plenary and condurrent-sessions.

The plenary sessions were generally orientedaround the broader and more

general topics, such as ie review of research on the NLS and the

identification of future research issues, and the concurrent. sessions



around more specific substantive topics. The final plenary session
included summaries and reconsiderations from the concurrent sessions.
Each sdssion included presentation of a paper (in the initial .plenary
sessions) or a memorandum (in the concurrent sessions); prepared
coritmenteryt.usuaily.by two discussants;; and open discussion. The
papers and memoranda Were distributed by mail to all participants 'in
advance of the conference.

10



II. CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS: REVIEW AND COMMENTARY'

James. 11. Peterson

Introduction

The National tOngitudinal Surveys of Labor. Market Experience (the

NLS) were originally developed as a study of labor force behaior from

`Several disciplinary persoectiVes. Consequently, the4nitial questionnaires

oontainedjitems of interest to social psychologists, demographers and

;sociologiSts,_as well as to economists, andinterest in, the NLSon the

/part of.social'Sdientists outside the field of labor economics has

broadened even further Over the years. Sweet pointed to\a possible

explanation for this broadening, and in so doing perhaps exgressed one

of the main reasons for'the broad perspective taken.by conference
P -

participants:

These surveys have, it seems to me, changed greatly in\their

charadter,. moving from a wellfocused study of the dynamics of

labor'force behavior toward being an "omnibus" social science

survey. I do not mean to criticize this evolution. 'Indeed,

this kindofan evolution might well have'beeh expected for the -

simplereason that virtually all of life's activities are

implicated either as cause or effect in thelabor force behavior.,

of men and women.

At the same/time the community of social scientists actively working'

with the data has broadened. One of the objectives. of the conference.

was to strengthen and extend this broad range of interest in the study.

The conference/focused on the NLS study -- its achievements

and .potentials. Yet because of the broad range of research questions

for which. the NLS might be considered anappropriate data base, and

the variety of disciplines among the participants, 'issues andjideas were

discussed which have import beyond what any one study could ever hOpe to

accomplish. Although the findamental substantivefOdus of the NLS is the

explanation of labor force behavior,:discussion at the conference often

toOk,on a zomewhat broader perspectiVe in which labor .force p6rtiqipation

was viewed in terms of what, followingDuncan, might be termed the socio-

:economic life CyCle.1 The aim of this review is to capture some. the

main conference themes within-this socioeconomic life cycle perspebtive,

.andto present specifics on the NLS in a strtcture organized by thiS '

broader set of ideas.

From the perspective of the socioeconomic life cycle, labor force.:

behavior can be seen as imbedded in a set of social structures and social

processes organized around the progreSsion'of the individual through

various life. stages. These social structures make certain'patterns of

progression more frequent than others.' The particular pattern.experiended-

lsee Otis Dudley, Duncan, "Discrimination Against NgrOes," The Annals, 371,

May 1967, pp. 85 -103.
-6--



by an individual, and the specific stage that individual occupies at

a given time, have important cOnsequences for labor force behavior.

We can reasonably expect such Variables as labor force participation,

:attachment: to work, occupational achieveMent, and the meaning attached

to work to be strongly influenced by the sequenoe nd timing of

different life cycle/Stages.

is
The original design of the NLS explicitly recognized the importance

of life cycle stages for labor force behavior. Lacking theresOurces
which would be required to mount a study 'of the'entire labor'force, the

designers of the. NLS chose specific age-sex,cohorts of individuals'for

'study because it was recognized that each faced some unique labor market
problems: older men.becauSe they are approaching retirement; mature women

because many are returning to the labor force after being, out to care for

growing children; and young men andidomen because they are just becoming.

established in the labOr force.

-From a life cycle point'of view, the relationship between family

and work is especially important. moreover an area of} research..

which hassuffered negledt. Yet a person's family status, the relative'
impOrtance tothe individual of 'family and work, the size of familyi and

the work status of a spouse,to name just a few variables, can all be

expected to greatly influence labor force behavior.. 0

A life.cycle appro ch also leads one to take a Iong-terM perspective

on labor force behavior. If life cycle stages and patterns are strongly
related to labor force bebavior, then we must look for determinants pf
that'behavior which may'deVelop over a long period of tithe. A particularly

important aspect of this long-term per?spective.is the process by which a

person's work attitudes and skills are developed --what may be labeled'

labor'force socialization.. It is evident that the family --
the family of origin --plays an especially critical role in this prodess.

Both'of these themes -- the iirocess of work-family interaction, and

"the process of labor fOrce socialization -- are developed below. Another

.important set of ideas fits lees directfyunder the life, cycle liei.Spective;

yet is important for the understanding olabor foroe:behavior. These

ideas:center around the structural (as opposed to the individual-level)
determinants of labor: force behavior. This theme is developed in a third

section belOw.

The final 'section is,deuoted to a discussion of some ofthe method-

ological:issues raised at the conference that are relevant for longitudinal

-and life cycle research.
4

C!)
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Work-Family Relationships

One's labor force behavior cannot be understood in isolation from

life's other major domains: family, childrearing, community involvement,

friendships, and leisure activities. The importance placed on and the

meaning derived from work can be prOperly understood only if work is

viewed in relation to these other areas of.activity. Furthermore, one's

placement in sets of social relationships associated with these other

spheres -- most notably the family -- both provides Options for and places

constraints on labor force activity. The inter.- relatedness of these

various domains was a main conference thert, especially in the presenta-

tiQns of Morgan and of Featherman and subsequent discussions. As expressed

by Morgan:

Massive changes in birth rates, population, labor force participation,
family composition, and the labor market combine to demand better
underStanding of the processes by which people enter and leave the

\ ,
residences, and families. Much progress has \been made 1

cations,

''

labor market, sort themselves into particular jobs, job 1

nt, famil

studying

separate aspects such as job search, unemploym

\

mate selection, and even the effects of prograld

the incentive to work, It is the-argument of this ndpapp:jr-icth,east
iplanning,indi-

vidual decisions in these areas are commonly join decisions, with

multiple objectives. and constraints, and often. nee to be studied

as such.

This inter-relatedness becomes particularly crucial in the ages from

the mid-teens to the early twenties when major and consequential decisions

must be made in many of...these domains. The individual's preferences,

skilis, and 'perceptions, the available opportunities , and the order in

which choices are made must be taken into account in seeking an explanation

of the ways in which people sort themselves into various social and

economic' categories. As Morgan argUed, "with such a .complex search for

several things, subject to various .clbjectivesand constraints, it seems

unwise ,for the researcher to focus on any one of them without at least

using theOthers as part of the explanation."

Morgan organized much of his discussion around the notion of "joint

decision" --, deciSions that influence one another. }e stressed that an.

individual's decision concerning job selection is'part o£ a larger decision

making process in which this, decision both affects and-is_affected_W
famlittal and residential,considerations.:-- selection-of-a-mariage-Parther,--
that Partner'Srjob selection, their decisions concerning family formation
(i.e., children), and their choice of place to live. 'Most of the discusSion

of this notion of joint deciSions centered around the relationship between

work and the family, with the point that more than one individual partici-

pates inmost of these decisions being emphasized. As expressed:by Ryder:

The typical life course proceeds with the merging, by marriaga, of

two individual familial sequences. This is at least a jeint
decision, rather than one that can be. conceptualized as responsive

to the preferences and prioritie.3 of any one .particular individual.

(in a causal rather
_All. choices made subsequent to' that decision

-8-
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than a temporal sense) are joint not only with respect to occu-
pational implications, but also with respect to both of the two

major parties involved. Subsequent to the birth of the first

child (again in a causal rather than strictly temporal sense)

choices presumably incorporate some weighting of the interests

Of .the child. ..Not only dOes one want to have a sense of prior-
ities, within the'individual being questioned, but also a sense
of the weights that will be attached to the priorities of al:

affected individuals, in coming to the single joint decision.,

Although there was general agreement about the importance of the

work-family relationship, there were differing opinions concerning the

importance of the residential location decision. Ryder felt that deci-

sions concerning leaving home and quitting school are likely to be a more

important integral part of the decision-making process than is the resi-
dential location decision, and suggested that the familial and occupational

considerations should be broadened to encompass these decisions. In Ryder's
view, "the familial and occupational vectors are much more important than

the residential vector. One reason for that view is that I'think the
description of social change during the process of modernization is most

conveniently conceptualized as a gradual shift of priorities from the

familial to the occupational sphere."

The interdependency of faMily.and work-exists throughout the life sJ

cycle. In the childhood years the family of.otigin serves as. a primary

agent of socialization of the future work force. This is the subject

of the following section, so willnot be pursued further here except to

emphasize parents' central.xole in develovirig children's work attitudes'

and expectations, especially aabound up in,-sex roles,. and the role parents

may play in developing initial job skills and in providing resources for,

education and/or for obtaining jobs.

The'work7-family' relationship is perhaps most evident and most'complex

in the critical years of transition to adulthood. The order and age at

which certain decisions or events- occur can be expected to have long-

lasting effects. Of particular importance are the following: selection

of a marriage partnet, first job, birth of the first child, and amount

- of-education obtained. The detrimental effects of early parenthood on
Aubsequent socioeconomic achievement,:particularly for'women, are well

known. 2 But what effect does the-timing of marriage have on the amount of

education received (or vice versa)? Does this differ'by sex? What effect

does the amount of education received have on the characteristics and

qualities of the marriage partnerselected,and_how_do_these-relateto
subsequent marital stability, family size, and occupational achievement

for-both.the husband and wife? The recent upturn in the age at first

marriage raises some questions about this transition period. -gweet, for

example, asked:
First, exactly what are young, unmarried adults doing?. To.what extent

are they living independently of the family of Orientation? What

effect does the length of the interval between the completion of
---edudation and marriage have on subsequent labor force and familial

behavior? Does. this effect depend on the activities end living arrange-

ments during this interval?

2
Zee for example, Frank F./. Furstenberg, Unplanned Parenthood: The Social -

Consequences cf Teenage Childbearing_.(N.Y.: Free Press, 1976).
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Although research is beginning to provide partial answers to some

of these questions, work needs to be done to consolidate and extend this

research through developing more comprehensive theories or models.

Particularly lacking, as Sweet pointed out with respect to the question

of teenage childbearing, is a good understanding of the antecedents,

as opposed to the consequences, of some of, these choices and events.,

The following comment -- again by Sweet -- expresses the general

nature of the research questions which need,to be addressed with respect

to the transition to adulthood:

There has to date been little study in the United States of the

process by which children leave the parental hcusehold:' The one,

notable exception is the work done with the Michigan panel data.

More study of this important process from the point of view of

the parental household, as well as from the point of view of the

.young adult leaving the household, would ,be quite valuable. There

are many forces affecting this transition, including the economic

resources of the young adult., the economic resources of the parents,

the housing situation in which parents are residing, the social

environment of the'arental household, the educational status of

the child.

Beyond these transition years, the family is also the locus of

changes which affect the labor force behavior of the current generation

of workers. The interdependence of.laborkforce behavior and the emerging

types and changing frequencies, of family structures needs further research.

Continued in'lreases in the, last decade in the rates of divorce and,

possibly, of separation have led to an increase in theenuMber of famllies

headed by a single parent, usually female. The process of marital

dissolution also.brings
additional' persons into the labor force, though

it j.s.not entirely certain what the causal linkages might be. At what

rate do those who find themselVes newly divorced enter the labor force,

and.is'their entry primarily out of economic necessity? Do women-in

failing marriages who are already in the labor forde-feel more .indepen-

'
dent of their husbands and therefore more willing.to terminate the

marriage? Or do those who anticipate a divorce or-separation try to

secure a job before the break-up occurs so asto Provide. themselves With'

some means of support? This is clearly a complexissue in which any one

of the above hypotheses could be true for some subset of women. The

dynamics of these processes and the characteristics of the persons or

situations ,in which they apply need careful study. Toward this end,

longitudinal data on the timing of events in these-processes_are crucial.
4

One of the major variables which may underlie the process of marital

dissolution is change in sex-role norms. Sweet noted that the division

of labor and the distribution of power within households appear to be

changing. The proportion of -women working continues to rise, especially
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among women with preschool children, a group whose labor force partici-
pation rate has traditionally been quite low. Time use studies show
that in. comparison with previous years wives are spending considerably
less time in childcare and family maintenance activities, whereas
husbands have changed little.

3 What are the major factors accounting
for these changes? How and to what extent may these changes foster
further changes in the same direction? What is the effect of the exper-
ience of work on women's future desire to work and probability of working?

Although social expectations with regard to women appear to be
changing, so that it is increasingly acceptable for wives and mothers
to work, expectations for men do not appear to have undergone much change.
Even when a wife works, the husband is still expected to contribute a
major share -- preferably more than half -- to the household income. It

is still the case that very few husba.J'is Voluntarily take on the home-
making and childrearing roles in lieu of labor force participation while
their wives work to support the family. It appears that the work of
married women is viewed as a supplement to, not a substitute for, the
husbands' work. In addition, Douvan pointed out that it is still generally
expeAed that women, should "work only on the condition that work-family
integration is possible; their work commitment is contingent on its fitting
with family goals."

Changes in women's roles may require some adjustment in men's roles
as well-. Trend data.from the NLS which would chart continuities and
changes in both men's and women's roles are needed in order to describe'l
and understand the adjustments which take place. Moreover, the conse-
quences of changing roles for other aspects of labor force activity need
to be studied. Where both-thusband and wife seek substantially full-time
and permanent emPloyment,.there may consequerr:es for the career mobility

of each. Career advancement often regaireS mobility, especially

in. higher status jobs. Since a move leading to :,iancement for one
partner may restrict the other's opportunities. for advancement, some
sacrifice in advancement is, in the aggregate, more likely for dualcareer
families than'for single-career ones. In this circumstance; what decision-:
making processes and expectations are developed within,-the family to guide
the development of both careers? 'The impact of dual-career families may-
be even broader, as suggested by Miller: .

If men in their thirties are now making job decisions with respect.
to hours of work, geographic location, or other factors within the
constraints of their vives'jobs, then it is likely that some aspects
of jobs will become increasingly important and others less so.

Location, for example, might become more important because of the need
to find-two jobs in the same area.- With-two-earners in_the_family,job
security might become less important and the intrinsic satisfaction derived

from work more so. In any event, as changes such as these occur and
become more. frequent, there is likely to be a significant impact on the
way people sort themselves into jobs..

3See for example, John P. Robinson & Philip. E. Converse, "Social Change
Reflected in:the Use of. Time," in Angus Campbell and Philip E. Converse,
.eds., The Human Meaning of Social Change (N.Y.;: RusSell Sage FOUndation,

1972), pp. 17-86.
, -11-



In the foregoing we have sketched a broad set of variables' and

relationships which must be addressed in studying the work-family

relationship. Breadth is desirable in sketching a research agenda.

However, individual research projects such as the .NLS must be more

circumscribed. Ryder said it well:

There are several senses in which all of the preceding is obvious:

life is complicated, influences abound at several levels

simultaneously, measurements are difficult tomake and difficult

to assess aftek-they have been made, and respondents can be

perverse in providing information. But there is a general

conclusion -I draw from this--that we should keep the scope of

our inquiries modest in dimensions, and attempt to measure and

relate just afew things at a time, doing what we do with the

utmost of care and circumspection.

Labor Force Socialization

Much of the research on labor 'market experience has focuSed on

processes and effects which take place within a moderately shorttime:

4. span, as in most studies of unemployment, job mobility, discrimination,

and use of time. Not surprisingly, the predominant study design is

cross-sectional with retrospective.questionsused to develop whatever

time dimension there is Many of those studie6 which.do-take 4:4onger

term perspective, such as sociological studies of 'Intergenerational

mobility, examine only a feui basic demographic background variables.

from the earlier generation. What'is underemphasized in this line of

research is more detailed attention to the long-term processes by which

occupational and educational skills and aspirations' are developed,

sustained,. and changed, and are subsequently translated into actual-

educations; jobs, and careers,

Watts and Skidmoke argued that such a long-term Perspective Is,,

,needed in labor market research, a theme echoed throughout the conference

and_applied.io the NLS. A life cyclefraMewoik,in studying.lalbor_market___

behavior leads naturally to this long-term perspective. The'pekceptions,-

experiences, and constraints which influence educational and occupational

behavior are in large-Measure a function of life cycle stages:

Parnes concurred with Watts and Skidmore in their Call,for a long-

term perspective!

It is terribly important, I think, for both researchers and policy-

--makers:to.heed-theik_plea_for greater emphasis on longrun per-

spectives in understanding and dealing with labor market problems.

In a policy paper that I prepared last year for the National

Commission for Manpower Policy I argued.that human resource policy
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has given "inadequate emphasis Ito long-run as compared with
shortrun programs...that-relatively too much Attention has
been given to sewing the disadvantaged, and reIatively-too
little attentio to preventing labormarket disadvantage
from developing."

One of the objectives of taking a longer-term perspective is to
gain a greater understanding of the processes yielding new generations
of workers. What influences do the perceptions, skills, and aspirations
formed in childhood and adolesdenc.-; .1.1:'.vt on subsequent occupational

. behavior? And how long lastina are the effects? How and to what
extent are the attitudes and work exoeriences of parents. transferred to'
their children? Whatever the answer to these questions, it is reasonable
to expect that much of the individual ariation.in labor market behavior
is to be explained by processes at :7:ork prior to entry into .the/laber market.'

The importance of this early labor market sOcialization-for sub:
sequent Occtipation'al behavior underscores the need to study this behavior
in the context of the family. and the life cycle. ThefamilY of origin.'
is the primary agent, of this initial socialization:/Yet socialization
continues throughout the life cycle--through edUcational and subsequent
labormarketexperience,

The work experience and attitudes of parents may be\expected to have
.

.a strong impact on the values toward work and the work skills which their

Children form prior to entry into the labor force. 'Whatcontributioni
for example, did theexperiences ofparents in the Depression have on the
work attitudes'and expectations of. those who entered the labor force
.shortlyalterwards?4 Are the attitudes of parents passed along in a
fairly stable fashion to their Children, or do children react by forming
contrasting attitudeS? Are there stable differences in socialization
between. the sexes and among various ethnic, relicioils and income groups?
Better understandingof'such questions requires from the NLS amore detailed
examination of the prodesses by which this socialization. takes Place within
the family.

Perhaps the mostbasic'question is how a child's initial Perceptions,-
-values-,:-and aspirations with regare to work are formed within the context
,,of the family. -Work, however, must be understood in ,relation toother

.
basic areas of'life's' attivities -- such as family, parenthood, leisure//
activity, and peer relationships. The relatiVe value.of each area can't/
be expected to change to some degree throughout one's life'cyCle.--Never7
theless, perceptions, values, and skills held at the time of initial
entry into the labor .force are likely to be espedially important in terms
of their long-run Consequences- as they will be influential in determining
the timing, and level of entry.

4Some insights on this issue may be.found in Glen H. Elder, Jr., Children
of the Great Depression (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1974).
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JustXow and to what extent do parents transmit to their children
values and aspirations with regard to work and other of life's basic

domains? .Because the;NLS study does not include samples of'-young

children -- those of the age when such attitudes are init-ia-1-1yormed --

participants. at the conference did not devote much attention to'this

question. Nevertheless some tentative thoughts relating to it wer.-

expressed by Douvan:

The parents' contri ution and social support for th child's 1

education is interesting as a. possible determinant of the childj's

ocupational,attaiuthent, but it can also be thoughtf as an
index. of the parent - child relationship as well -- the\extent t

which parents communicate with their offspring and acctively pa -
ticipate in planning their.future during the crucial formativ
years. -Such an index may be a-powerful predictor. (at least for
males) of the young person's identification with the goals of1

:the parents and thus-of-his social class aspirations. YoUth: ho

do not share a close interactive_ relationship with parents

be less likely to achievelhigh occupations BUt it may also
,bethat'close identification with the fatherwill lead theio y

-to-Stable class aspirations (I want a life likemy father's)'

rather than to upward mobility. The situation for the young

female is different: since the mothers ii-e-theseY6fing-Viatie

will have lived their adult lives.inthe traditional statu
system in which a woman's status was defined by her hu-Sb-dh '

attainment rather than her own occupatipn, the daughter ca
identify closely with the mother yet aspire to a class po ition

and work life quite different from the mother's -- without that

aspiration; standing as.animplicit rejection of the \

Indeed, if the NLS could. provide a better:understandingofthe ways in

which parents' own work experiences serve as models (either poiiiiVe.or

negative) for their children, it might go a long way in helping explain

the association between parents' socioecahomic-Sackground and their\

children's socioeconomic achievement. .

Educational and_ocbUpatiOnal aspirations.are_among the_values ,

developed during childhood and, adolescence whichare of particular
,

importance for socioeconomicachievement. Thesp are issues around whi6h

many, parent's form strong:expectations-expectationswhich are likely to ",.

be communiCatedAn direceas well as subtle ways. It is iMportant to \

undetstand how these expectations are communicated tOtheir'children, hOW\

early children develop their own expeetationslandhow these expectations\

change as the time for educational and Occupational decislonsnears. ;

Another aspect,of early socialization of,- importance for socioeconomic

achieyement is the development of-sex-role attitude'S, especially those

_relatedLtP___PW-1:1_ParPand work. It is evident that we arejn.an era of

rapid social change in thith-tegard; a great deal of.conscidie-=Ehihkih4-7-
And public debate is centered around the issue of the appropriateness of



previously held sex-role norms. How are the division of labor and
distribution of power in the family changing and how do they affect
sex-role socialization in children? With regard to female children,

Douvan suggested that:

The interaction of mothers and daughters is likely'to change
in areas related to work and achievement. .Traditionally
fathers have ber) crucial as work models for male Children,

'and women have served as models for daughters in family roles.
With the growing expectation that women too will spend most
of their adult lives in the work force, there may be some
dislocation in. the value transmission line between mothers
and daughters.

"Certainly the primary mechanism through which sex -role social-.
ization takes place is through the role models provided by parentg.
If so, the continuing increase in the proportion of female-headed
families and in the proportion of mothers. (particularly-mothers.of
oung children) who are working may be. expected to exert'a strong ,

/'influence on the socialization of their children. Just how sociali-
, ration is affected may be influenced by such factors as the tYpo of

/ .work,_the.amount of time each parent can spend-withthe-child,-and. the-
(_::_. '..chil&-care arrangementswhich are used..

./ /

_______

i
-In a cautionary. note, however, Parnes,pointed cut the...difficulty._

of measuring parental inputs of the type we have been discussing:

.

.

To acknowledge the importance of current nurturant services to
.future-Productivity.Provides few clues as `to how to -.identify and

measure .the specific inputs.; which makes the..greater contribu7
--tion to the future productivity of the child--an hour's worth

--_
of reading or an hour's.worth of, hiking? Or, does the answer
depend on what is read or where the walk taker Place? .0r; is__
the really iinporant-Zfactor the nature of the interaction',

.. . .

' betweenlparent and child in,either activity?
----- .

Socialization includes.providing children With7-some _actual exper-
,

ience with the various roles. which they are\learning.. With regar to

labor force socialization, parents develop same initial labor market
skills in their children. This can occur thrugh various household
taSks'zand.responsibilities,:as well as through \the Y4nds of activities,
both formal (such as organizations, neighborhood., jobs, etc.) and
informal, in.which parentsencourage their.children to Participate.

was suggested at the conference that this issue Could-be'addressed
bvthe NLS by the collection of data on the use of time by both parents
and children.

Therguestion -of the contributiOn which parents may make to the
development-of_labor_market_skills_in_their_children_ls_of_interest in
the context oftlong-term .social change.Byder noted -(in.comments-guoted

_
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abOve) that a- primary feature of social change associated with modern-,

ization hat been a shift in.priorities from the familial to the

occupational spheres. This haS been associated with the declin^ of

the family per se as a productive unit. Given these changes, it might

be expected,, that the role of the family in teaching labor market skills

has also declined,. or at least changed dramatically Which teaching

functions'has the faMily,abandoned in this area, andwhich ones has it

retained? .Which new ones, if any, has it taken on in response to changes

in the kinds of labor market skills needed? It might be suggested, for

example, that much of the burden of transmitting skills,,has shifted to

other institutions. If so,- the-role of the family may have become that

of providing its children with the necessary motivations and resources.

In that role the family may serve mainly to orchestrate and support a .

progression of experiences which its children obtain in institutions and

settings other than the family.

Chief arming these other institutions and settings is, of course,

the educational system. As a person proceeds thrcugh adolescence and

into young' adulthood, the importance of the educationalsystem for

socialization increases. The ample literature on the-relation of educe-

:tional:inputt to'occupational outputs will not be reviewed here nor:was

it'a central topic of discussion at the conferenCe.. However,.selected

research issues falling-within.this topic were raised'at being particUlarly

olevant in the context of
socioeconomic...socialization and in need of .

research attention.

There is a needfor better understanding of the:role of non-formal

,and non- traditional kinds of eduCation in the development of labor,market:.

skills. Suter pointed out that,the growing diversity of educational

programs renders theUsual measure of educational.attainMqPt,interms of

:years of coMpleted schooling,_less useful. Helargued, for example, that

"two years of completed college no longer is:indicatiVe'of the-type''Tof-

education received sincejunior colleges today offer widely differing

curriculums which-may affect the.occupational choices of graduates."

More attention is needed.tojthe.causes and:consequences:of this. widening,'

array of educational opportunities. What-specific range of skills,

.ettitudes, and knowledge- -that is,- "human bapital"7"-does each kindof

educational experience develop? Whal- occupational constraints and opPor-

tunities'arise out of these differin_ xperiences? -Parnes, forexample,:

pointed to an:unresolved issue in the :onomics of' vocational education

on which the NLS could provide data -- does vocational education actually

pay off?

Even less formal kinds of "education" maybe important forms of

socialization, These are the kinds of activities which families may

"orchestrate" in the. sense introduced above. To tap thete kinds. of

activity, Michael suggested studies of the use of time by youth,

particularly these n`ot yet in the labor force.mong those activitiesa
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which may be particularly important for socialization -isparticipatidri

informal organizations. Though such activities.. may indeed teach _

spedific skills, their greater impact may be through the formation of

attitudes and values. Going further, Sullivan argued that besides.

looking at formal participatiOn by youth in organiZations, researchers

should look at volunteer work as an introduction to the world of work.

The problem of sorting-out causal relationships in this area may be

difficult, howeVer, as self- -selection is likely to be particularly
--importanteverthelessu_social participation and volUnteer work may

be imPortant mediating variables as they confirm, strengthen, or further
develoP previously held attitudes, and teach some general and perhaps

even specific job skills. Such- -activities- may, -in fact, playanimportant

role in occupational choice and ineveloping occupational and educational..

expectations.

Early experiences with job-searching and with part-time and summer

jobs may be another activity with important consequences:. Though such

jobs'are unlikely to teach specific job.skills which will be of use:_later,

they may teach more general jobskills and attitudes whichare important

for obtaining awl. maintaining a wide variety of jobs. But another function

was mentioned by Presser when she suggested that difficulties. encountered

in looking for summer jobs may be amotivatini factor TAichToperates to

raise educational aspirations. Much the same could-be.said of the: actual

job .eXperience/itself.

The role of the family in developing educational aspirations in its

children has already been mentioned. But its role in helping its children
realize the levels of education to which they aspire also deserves,atten-

:

tionfrOm,NLS researchers. _Stafford asked, for example: "How much dO

families continue to support children of college age? 1:)o they provide

income support only while attending. college?" While:the.ability_of parents:

to support the higher education of-their-children has long been'recogniZed
_
as an-iMpOrtantaspect of social mobility, less attention has been paid_
to-their willingness to provide support and the extent to

willingness (or.eveninsistence) affects the educationalylene and exper-

iences.of their children--

"Explicit in most of the discussion at the conference, arid:implicit.

in the paragraphS'above, is the notion. that educationjs a form of human

capital development, a concept which has guided much ruz, based'research.

Some questions raised.by this .conceptual framework which have not been

sufficiently explored have to do with.the rates at which different kinds''

of education depreciate.. Changing patterns in the:demand for labOrwill
of coursb, affect. the rates_of_depreciation_of_different.kindswOrk_.
skills whiCh may be imparted as pArt of the'educational process

there/Some permanent minimum value of a given kind.and,leVel;of education?-

Or is the value of education'primarily in securing a certain level of

entry'into the labor forde? These questions COuld)be7studiedusing

______L____NLE_,idata-by_comparing the entry level jobs,of_thOse,entering:the labor
-market-immediately after completing their education with .0-ioeeiwiiOWeit

fOr a period of time (taking into account thecapitel.formation value

of the activities engaged in'rauring the period of unemployment)..
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.__Although education is most often viewed as a form of capital for-

mation, it Was also pointed out at the conference that certain forms

of eduCation, particularly same adUlt education, are primarily a form

of consumption. In studying the effects of education on socioeconomic

aohievementsand socialization, care should be taken to differentiate

between these kinds of education..
, .

Labor force soCialization, as with other forms of socialization,

does not end with the attainment'of adulthood. It continues, perhaps

With less intensity, through the remaining stages of the-lifeCycle.

'Much of the discussion of this issue at the conference centered .around

the memorandum presented by Douvan.

Her presentation was organized around threesocial-psychological

issues, which have already been discusSed above in relation to ,child-

hood.socialization:

a. the meaning of work and its determinants, including broad changes

in the culture over time

b. the relationship between` work and other life areas, joarticuiarly

family life

c. shifting norms about sex roleS and women's participation

productive system. ,

To these three-issues we might add:"

d. the development of work skills through education and experience

Li
. . -

e. Perceptions' about the labor fOrde, its struOt 're_and.

The question which needs to----be-addressed in terms of\ hese five issues is

how the values, skills and perceptions which a person brings .to the work

,situation..4or which keep the person from work) are ma*ained, strengthened,
. ,

/

weakened, or changed as-a-result-of-work experiences or-social_andcultural

factors.) ,
\

Experiences deriving from the stages in the life 'cycle may be one

x.'

important source of change, independent of bit teracting with work

experiences. Marriage and family building, fP exa4ple,. create,needs,

pressures, and satigfactions which love the potential of greatly changing

previously held values and patterns,. They obviously induce many women to

leave the labor force, wfiile-inducing others to join;-they''reduce'-the-

relative importance of work for some, and increase it for others; and they

may induce reevaluations,in some individuals of the meanings assigned-to

work. The Aubsequent shrinkage of the family and the approach of -retire-.

ment age still later may also operate to induce change in yet other direc-

tions: Douvan sketched out some possibilities with regard to the attachment

to wotk:
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Is itHpossible that attachment. to work changes over the life

cycle 'so that the young demand intrinsic reward from work and

care less about hours or high pay, the young middle-aged

.(absotbed with family responsibilities, demands, and pleasures)
want high pay and reasonable hours more than intrinsic grati-

fication; and the middle-aged want intrinsic reward and
'.',reasonable hours to allow greater self-development and

broadening of life-satisfaction? Do people, in-other words,
change the'role they assign work in self-definition and life-

-satibfaction as they'move through various life stages? Do we

come to appreciate the multiplicity of life as we get older

(cf., the midlife crisis and midlife change research). or do we

grow .increasingly monomanic--deciding that life is work or fame

or money or whatever individual value we fix oni--

ClearlY'individuals vary in, this some broaden and some nc ow

their goals and. gratifications as they.growolder. We can

profitably, look at.patterns of change in attachment to work

over life stages (alwaYs controlling. for job claSs)' and see

if it is. possible to predict such outcomes as psychological
stress, physical mobility, and life Satisfaction, -.

What is needed from the NL8 is a better Understanding of the factors

which lead some individuals to change one way, and others another.

Amongthose factors might be socioeconomic class backgroundand current

status, interaction patterns and satisfactions 'within the family, and

the initial skills and values brought to the work situatiorCand their

relationship'with actual work exPeriences'and satiSfactions..A

Meanings and norms associated, with labor_force'behavior may also

be developed, maintained, and changed by experiences on-the-job,.as

Shore,suggested:

With regatd to the "meaning" of work (which I would take to

include motivational considerations), it might be useful to

.

distinguish respondents in terms of whether theyvaluevork/
employment largeiy in terms of its instrumentality for achiev-

ing things Outside'of wor)c or as an experience of personal

significance in its own right: It should be'insttuctiVe to

',learn, if there are Motivational. "types, hOw'these.disposi7

:tions affect and are affected by labor market "experience:

'The study of labor force socialization should also include attention

to.intergenerational changes in-the-procest and 'results of socialization;

1Differences, fot example, in the attachment to workof two different age

cohortSmay be due:in part to life cycle stages (intracohottchange).and

in'part.to.generatiorial differences (intercohortchange).- Longitudinal

studies such as the .NLS 'will be required to make these distinctions.

Even so the task will not be easy: it appears thatintracohort cbangeS

are not monotonic, and vary according to such other" variables aS:social

Class, race/ethnicity, and sex. :"
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Nevertheless it 'should' be possible to detect some of the major

long term. changes in the development of work perceptions, skills, and
norms, and then to-relate them to other social changes and changeg

in the process of socialization. Douvan suggested what some of these
intergenerational differences might be: .

,Within occupationsor occupational classes, can we demonstrate
generational differences in the attachment to work? Do the
young, who have grown up in a time when traditional work values
have been radically challenged, demand more intrinsic gratifica-
tion from work (as, for example they seem to do in school,
claiming that theycannot learn what is not interesting to them
or has no releva ce)? Or do they, on the other hand, devalue the
work life itself d ask only that work. provide the money and free
time (i.e., the.ex insic rewards) which Make-posaible satisfaction
of other self clef' ed needs outside the productive sYttein7_,

In conclusion, f one is to understand-labor force behavior-Tit is
necessary to trace ver time the conditions under which labor skills and
attitudes are devel ped, maintained, and changed, and it is necessary
to place work in a 'der context which encompasses the.other major life
domains, and to and stand the changes in these domains which are
associated with pro ression.through the life cycle. -Onlyin this way
can one more Gderstand the characteristics which the person brings
to'the labor market, and which help shape behavior.there.

4, - Yet the characteristics,which worker's bring to the labor market.

Constitute only part of_the explanation of labor force behavior. Equally
important' are the characteristics of the available jobs and work .

4. situations and the, structural, factors'Which determine their distribu-

'tion. We turn next to a-consideration of these kinds-of Variables.
c

Structural Or Demand Side. Variables

In the previous section we argued that, a longer7termpertpective
is needed by the NLS in the study of the-socioeconomiclife 'A

broader frame of reference i$ :aso':needed. Much of the .research
labor market experience, $tratificationand mobility, the NLS included,
ha-a focused on the individual (and occasionally the family) as the unit

`ofHanalysis, This hag been an appropriate and prodUctiVe'focus.
generating a wealth of data:characterizidg the indiVidual in terMs of
various background, social, psychological, and experiential qualities
Yet one bring's these characteristics to bear on situations over which,

:dne',Tyl-ive little influence. The outcomes are determias1mUch by
tWcharacteristics ofthe situation as by the characteristics Of the--- --
indiVidualonferende participants called attention tOthis'repeatedly
And urged that longitudinal studies such as the NLSgive more attention ---

tothe:measurement and analysis of structural variables. In.the words

of:Miller:



Q.

We seemalito be in agreement atthis,00nference thaklOngitu
dirial surveys 'Shouldhave as at least one loCuS.Of their
the. analysis of hoW social and economic change Occurs
problem is to determineWhat are the structural ohangeS-that-
Are taking place and whose. interactions with individual:behavior
we wish -to observe.

One of main:structural factors influending-labor forge behavior
is the le el: an distribution of, the demand for labor itself This

subject as not afocu'of the conference, and consequently it will not
be deve oped-herso5 Rather diecussion'foc4sed on theconiequences' fOr
individuaLbehallor of structural variables as they interact with
individual :characteristics.

This theme was develope'clin the_sessidh organized around a paper
proSented'by Rosen on the quality of working4ige Rosen's main point
waS'tO argue for the inclusion in the NLS. of questions deseribihgthe
nature of:the work environment, part of trie'demand Side of the market

The. panel data that we have now are best.suited.to studying:What
might be called the supply side of the labor market: \They do not
tell us very much about the other side of the market',4e demand
side. Indeed,,, the very 'flack of data on the deMand'side

. the.development of demand relatiOnShips. spe:no:
reason for being'foreed to assume that supply' is all that matters.
if it is possible `o obtaihInformation::that 'could incorporated_
a widetclass,pf'hypotheses.

He went-on to support the need for"Suchdatafrom a,policy pointof
as well. :` "If-we are going tolget any sensible, public policies-that
essentially operate at the level of WorkingconditiOns,then we had\
better find out what those working conditions are, and'hOw they interact
with tllesocio-economic characteriStics-of workers that we can and do
measure." There was wide agreement that such data would be useful td')
reSearchers with a variety of theoretical, and substantive interests, and
that it was both feasible and not costly to obtain some 'Ofthis data-by
adding items to the questionnaires. Considerable discussion also centered
around the possibility of collecting data'on work environment. from.a
sample of employers. While many supported thecollectiOn of such. data
in principle, some pointed out practical difficulties in doing so with
the NLS difficulties with sampling employers; matching.,employers.and'
respondents; gaining cooperation, And cost.

`Participants In Rosen's'sessionr.and'discussionsl_n other .sessions
extended these .ideas to other contexts. Andrisani pointed out that the
demandside of the labor market'inVolves institutional forces and that
information about them might petmit anal /sis of the degreeto:which-social
and economic institutions serve the sOcial,.economic,and_psychological:needS°

. of individuals. The impact On the indiVidual of the.socialpsychOlogical

'However a recent article by Spilerman, a conference'participant,..._
directly addresses:the questiOn of the relationship of the labor

:market. structure and socioeconomic achievement, See Seympur Spilerman,

"Careers, .Labot Market Structure;-and Socioeconomic Achievement,",
.American Journal of Sociology R3, nO'.3, November- 1577,'Ipp.'551-93::.
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structure was the subject of a discussion by Xobs. In the discussion
of discrimination, it was recognized that

such_as_theLhi_r_a_r_Ohpystemi the size, ana 4.1.
of the firm

'i>

characteristics of the work groups influence-
We,tUrn now to a discussion of some of these research

-hlrli--s-ueinte
rPehr7n-Iclitliity;--___:

social andOne of the main- points made by Rosen was t4,

psychological amenities and disamenities associated
with

:t--1::::::::s.

situation may-be-a source of nOnmonetary rewards
set:of indexes

the work

"The available wage is only one out of a multidimensional

important."
rt nt."

of employment opportunities that demand decisions.
Nonmonetary conditions of work are ecivally A research 4.

question arising from thistituation is the extent .t6 which ,the net
non-wage amenities operate either as substLtutes

fot or
complements to

i
n Alfferen-wages. They may, in fact, operate both ways situations.4-_

If they are substitutes, then wage differentials 1, be explained in
partby differences in amenities. If they are lementary, wage
differentials may actually understate the diff

---vcenipces in
"Among com-

parable
woriereCeived by .different categories of individuals'

rewards

1:ritillIslatrlites mayparable whites and blacks," Andrisani suggested not
4only receive a disproportionate share of the better

paying
jobs,. but

alto a disproportionate share of the jobs with
better P

--u
erquisites."

Research is needed to develop ways of. meastxring'..these non -wage
amenities, and then deterdine for what kindS nv

individuals
or in which

-

situations they act as complements.or as suppi:.
sMents to

wages. 'In this
regard Rosen pointed to 'some of his recent work

in which
it Was possible

to impute employees' implicit valuations of some of the non-wage
characteristios of their jobs.

consequences for individuals'

of society's structures--its roles and.institqt

Discrimination is a pervasive feature
socioeconomic

of with
is a part

the Processes,

with profound'

Discrimination
on the

the greatest
by which these structures operate. Discrimin the basis of race

-attention from scholars, policy-makers,
is perhaps themost evident - -it receives,

-Lilt awareness

of other basesof discrimination is growing--d public.
at leash

Of physical handicaps, age,, or life style.
growing -- discrimination on the

While the concept'of discriMination maybe , t this levelof
generality, its actual observation and measurement concrete level

is more problematic. This quickly became app: conference
discussionS of di5ckimination. Dissatisfactions with past and current

11:1! Itlr aing

notions,of discrimination were quickly express more satisfaCtory

labor market discrimination. Survey to identify an-

thOugh
definitions were more difficult to formulate.: 'D emarked that:

to attempt

ernes r

Researchers will continue d quantify

foi'Variables that will help to differentiate

research should therefore

need, think,
give more careful attention,to the development measures that

demand and
supply factors in affecting. differences

between
-n occupational

.of
will contribute to this effort. There is

specialooial

txibutions between the sexes.

dis-
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The one point of universal agreement was that the concept-of discrim-

ination needs sharpening.

Lillard pointed out that although legal and legislative definitions
do,exist, discrimination is no-k'a well-defined theoretical concept. He

:--said-that.Idespite theoretical models that view discrimination as a taste
that discriffilnators are willing--to-pay-fori---i-t---i-s-dirfficult to translate__
these concepts into operational measures when.one does empirical work.

The'NLS measures discrimination by asking respondents to indicate
whether they feel they have ever been discriminated-Against with.regard

to_work. Sullivan drew a distinction between'this measure of discrimina-

tion, which she labelled subjective, and measures based on independent

observation,,Which she labelled objective. Otherf] pointed. out the diffi7

culties of determining the components of subjective discrimination, and
the likelihood that these components will vary considerably between

-individuals and over time.

Current measures of-discrimination are more sophisticated than simple
'-

descriptions of racial or sexual differences in the relevant variables. .

Multivariate techniques are used to partial out the effects of various,

background.variables--such as education, experience, and training--which
might account for the observed differences. The residual difference,

once these other variables have been controlled, is assumed to be. due

'"to discriminatione.and is used As a measure for it. .Yet'two areas of

dissatisfaction were expressed over this kind'of measure of discrimination.

First, objections were raised to the measurement of discrimination in terms

of unexplained differences--a sort of measurement by default. Discrim-

ination in this sense is merely unexplained variation, an indirect,and

poor method of operationalization. ,Presumably with the addition of more

and better explanatory variables to the models, the amount of unexplained

variation, and hence "discrimination," will decrease.

Second, Lillard expressed the view of many when. he argued that greater

attention is needed to the problem of accounting for racial and sexual

differences in the "explanatory" variables. If income differences between'

blacks and non-blacks can be partially accounted for by differences in

education, why do blacks obtain less education? What are the differential
returns to education (or other background characteristics) by race, and

what effects, does this have on the relative investments in education by.

race? Althotigh research attention is shifting to these kinds of questions,
even this only pushes the explanation back one step.

Another definitional issue raised by Sullivan is the question, of the
dependeht variables in terms of which discrithination is measured. -"Sex

and .race differences in what?" she asked.

Differences in earnings--especially differences that amount to
unequal pay for equal work!--are typically used as indicators of
employment discrimination. While this is adeqUate.for comparing
income streams, it-provides little information about the dis-
crimination found in pay that is unequal because of unequal work.
Four additional areas--level of occupational attainment, job con-

tinuity, job equity, and career mobility (or pace of'achievement)--

deserve consideration as well.
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By discrimination in occupational attainment Sullivan-means the
differential-ratea-by-sex--or-race-at-wh-persons-are-able to- convert

their educational background into occupational level. The same concept

should also be applied to other background characteristics which measure,

directly or indirectly, the development of human capita-

A Job continuity refers to differential rates of interruption

reduction.of work, through-job-lossilayoff,--or
work. Sullivan uses the term "job equity" to refer to the amount of

investment workers have in their jobs in terms of seniority, job

security, and fringe benefits, especially retirement programs. Finally,

career mobility refers to differential rates of advanceMent, through
proMotions, added responsibilities, ..or movement to better jobs. with

other employers.
_

Out of the difficulties and frustrations in dealing, with the kinds

of definitional problems described above, came a recognition of the

need for greater attention to the understanding and measurement of

the processes by Which discrimination occurs. The non-wage areas of

discrimination suggested by Sullivan may strike much more closely at

these actual processes. Indeed, much of the racial and sexual differ-

entiala in income (as opposed to wage rates for specific jobs) can be

expected to be attributable to differences in occupational attainment,

job continuity, etc.

For example; differentials in occupational attainment and in job

mobility are due in large part to the processes by which jobs are found.

If many jobs are found through family or friendship networks, as some
, .

discussions in other sessions of the conference seemed to,indicate,

then existing differenCes may persist simply because of the recruitment

method, whether discrimination is consciously intended or not., As

Sullivan observed, "friendship networks used in job search are an

alternative way of explaining why relatively few women or minorities

are hired in a given firm." Are employment agencies or personnel,

managers color-blind in the assistance they give or in the practices

they' 'observe? If not, what processes or structures reinforbe and

perpetuate the differences'in practice's? In this regard, both Sullivan

and Lillard called for more data from the NLS on the sources of

information used by job seekers, to see what effect various` sources of

information,might have on the discrimination process.

To study the process of discrimination on-the -job, that is differ-

ential rates of intrafirm promotions, Travis suggested looking at data

on job performance, and attitudes toward work.: In this way It may be.

possible to identify activities in which workers may engage which relate

to-discrimination. To extend this idea further, it would be desirable

to identify both'the explicit and implicit criteria.on which employers

base promotion decisions, and the extent to which:workers of different

.kinds are aware of boththese kinds of criteria. 'Here again, networks --

, in this case networks of co-workers-- may be an important factor in

differential rates of promotion.

1.1
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A long-term perspective on discrimination is entailed in the focus

.on_career,mobilitY. Sullivan. expressed this perspective in saying
"besides indicating discrimination in levels of achievement, career.
mobility shows discrimination in the pace:of achievement." This long-

____term_perspectiv.e_takes__a..more dynamic view of the process of

-discrimination.- _ ..

'Longitudinal data, such as that whichthe NLS could provide, become .:

particularly important for studying discrimination over the long-term.
Such data allow researchers to follow those discriminated against along

----,-j the_several dimensions suggested_by_Sullivamand_others:_earningsand-
\woirk-conditions, job security, job equity, job continuity, and career.

.

However, even good_longitudinal designs based on the individual as
the unit of analysis may be-insufficient: Whdther done consciously or

Inot, discrimination isin large part-the result of decisions made by
those in positions to offerjobs, or gi.Ve-promotions. Thus a fuller
understanding of discrimination will require, studies based on data .
abiout these- c4xision-makers. ''''''' are their characteristics, attitudes,'

motivations, and beliefs? Assuming they are disproportionately taken
from among their undiscrimj,natedagainst majorities, to what extent do
thy use their positions and powers to maintain that situation? As

inc easing numbers of minority rdembers attain such-positions, will they
use their powers to reduce the discrimination against their own minority?

A; cthnnprehensive research program indiscrimination would require coor-
dinated-research projects aimed at bothpopulations--the discriminated
agaist and the discriMinators--using a longitUdinal design. Conference
participants recognized that, while the NLS could become the vehicle for
such a' research program it would require a 'considerable shift in focus

\.
,

and redirection:of resources. Consequently many questioned the approp-
riatenesg of using.the NLS for this purpose. NevertheleSs, they felt
thatwith Onlysome minor modifications much valuable data could be
obtained, particularly on such issues as pace of achievement and job
continuity. , .

iscrimination may be-among the more evidenf examples of how labor

marke behaviOr is influenced by structural factors. Less evident,

perha s,\are the'ways in which labor market behavior, attitudes, and
the p chological well-being of the worker are influenced by the social -

Y
psych 1:logical characteristics of the job requirements and- work situation.

Douva introduced some possible relationships in this area in her discus-
sion f th6 social - psychological potential of the NLS.

i

e need to know something about the interpersonal setting of work,-
exfent'does the work allow and support interpersonal

e Chan e? Surely this is a buffer against alienation and a,
s urce of job commitment for some peOple':. It may predict job

stabi ity in many people for whom it is not a consciously
lient aspect of work.

T.. wha
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( ---\
She sent on to suggest that the consequences of alienationy be..
modified by one's sense of"control over his situation: alienation

migh haVe a greater demoralizing effect on one who believes his

situation is due to his own actions than if the blame can be placed

on forces outside of one's control. This suggests that self-esteem

may 1)6 another important variable which is influenced by the social -.

psyChological characteristics of the job, a point which Bachman /

stressed in his comments. .

.

/'-
___ _ ..... __,____.

..-----------

That the social- psychological characteristics of the job-have.\
important consequences was stressed in Kohn's presentation describing

his work onthe:relatiohships between occupational conditions and

pSychological funCtioning.

Sherwin Rosen listed many aspects of occupational structure

such things as promotion opportunities, industrial work hazards,

size of the establishment, employment stability asmeasured,

for example, by turnover statistics for the establishment,

racial composition of the workforce, average wage, hours of

work, and extent of unionism. All of these are clearly

pertinent to an understanding of occupational. structure.

For my particular interests,, though, this list is not only .

incomplete, it leaves out precisely thothe dimensions of. occu-

pational structure that are most crucial, in that they have

the greatest effects on indiVidual psychological functioning.'

Kohn and his associates have:

indexed more than fifty separable dimenSibns of occupation,
including such diverse aspects of work-experience as the sub-
stantive complexity of work, the *routinization or diversity
of the flow of work,. relationships with co-workers and with

supervisors, pace of work and control thereof, physical and
environmental conditions, job pressures and uncertainties,
union membership and participation, bureaucratization,Aob.
protections, and fringe benefits. These indices provide the
basis for a broad descriptive picture of the principal facets
of occupations, as experienced by men in all types of industry
and at all levels of the civilian economy.

/

Several of these appear to hAre a substantial impact on men's`.
.psychological functioning once education and other relevant occupational
conditions are controlled. These may be grouped into four general areas
which Kohhdencribes, as position in the organiZational struCture,
occupational self-direction, job pressures, and jobr'uncertainties.
Although Kohn's work has concentrated mainly on assessing the relation-7
ship between these structural characteristics and measures of,psych-
ological.functioning, he suggested,that "it is at least a tenable
hypothesis that the same occupational conditions also affect labor
market behavior - -in particular, that theY influence people's decisions
to stay in their jobs or to seek other jobs."
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In this regard, attachment to work may be an important intervening
variable. Douvan stre'ssed the importance of measuring attachment as it
is known to.vary'considerably, especially in relation to such variables
as job status, and sex. We might expect that the kinds of, structural
variables outlined by Kohn may go far in explaining some of this
Observed variation.

One ,of the basic aspects of labor force behavior and one which
has been,touched on indirectly in some of the previous aiscuSsiOn, is
the proceSS of finding jobs. .Job- finding is perhaps most imPOrtantr,
for socioeconomic achievement--it is the process:by which background,
,education, skills,:and experience are translated into occupational
status. Given-the-importance-of_entry_levei_job for subsequent socio-
economic development, and the role of job changes in the procesiPT--------.
intragenerational occupational mobility, an understanding_of_jobr_
findingds central to the development of an understanding,of socio-
economic achievement. This point was stressed by Granovetter:

Job- finding is very important to study.carefullybecause it is
a crucial intervening variable in any theory of income. and
economic opportunity. All our current theories of income
postialate some set of factors which lead to income: for human-
capital theory it is an "investment plan;" for status attainment,
it is background, education,'and attitudes;, for segmented labor-
market theory,,It is the particular labor market segment you
"end up" in.'

But all these theories have a "black box" between'their set
of factors (the input) and income (the output). 'None of these
explain, how the connection is made between their favorite
factors and income--hoW it happen's that pdople acquire a job
whose income corresponds to the causal.factors cited.

Job-finding is a process in which the interaction between struc-
tural variables and individual level variables is particularly
evident-. Conference discussion of this issue centered around a
memorandum on the job-search presented by McCall, who discussed several
job search models and the changes and.additions'that can make the
models more realistic. The core variables of the models are the cost
of search, the distribution of potential job offers (in terms of wages),
and= he individual's reservation wage--the minimum wage the individual:
is Willin9 to accept. The basic process is assumed to be one in which..
the indiVidual engages in a series of job searches, each of which ,

involves a cost and results in a job offer. The searcher,iS assumed
to.maximize the difference between the highest wage offer and the total
cost of searching.

The variations which McCall indicated could be made include
allowing the reservation wage to, change over time (it is usually assumed
toy ?-decline if one is unemployed), allowing for variable costs per search

_



(for example, on-the7job search does not involves the cost of fore7

gone wages), allowing the cffer distribution to change over time

(because of fluctuations in the economy). and allowing.,, the inclusion

of non-wage amenities in the value of a j'ob offer.

Such models were felt by many to be too simple and too removed

from reality; even granting the kinds of modifications discussed .by

McCall. Borus suggested that the costs of search include non-economic'

costs, such as health coSt's-,7 eit-thA costsof-botherinT-friends-or7-------

relatives. Moreover, repeated rejections might inflict a heavy psych-.

ological cost on the individual. It is possible that such non- economic

costs have more influence on search behavior than the monetary costs

of gathering information, making applications, etc.. Borus also argued

that-the-costs_pf search vary by level of.occupation.

.
Although McCall did indicate that non-wage amenities couldbe-tAkeft--

into consideration in figuring the value of the job offer, he did.not

elaborate on this point; The skills and interests. of the searcher limit

the kinds of jobs' searched for to a very.narrow range. These factors

must be taken into' consideration in calculating the offer distribution:

And such non-wage aspects of jobs As location, prestige, opportunity -

for advancementworking conditions, etc. may be as imiortant asthe

offered wage.

GranoVetter introduced.a distinction between job-search and job-

finding:
.

. .

Important as job-search may be, we'ought to keep firmly in mind

that it_isn't synOnymous with job-finding. This is true for two

reasons. 'The-first and more obvious one is.that.job-search may

be unsuccessful; the second and Imre important is that_Many

workers find new jobs without searching--jobs Come to them,:

Theories of job-search-are posed entirely from the supply Side-

of the labor market; but there is also, a demand Side--eMployers

seeking to fill vacancieswhich, is,not well represented in these

models. Even more complicated is the fact that workerd may get

information' about jobs which comes neither from their search nor

that of the employer,

With regard to making the distinction between'search and finding,., some

of the participants, particularly economists, demurxed,arguing in

.effect that one is always "searching'!--it's just a matter of hoW much.

Nevertheless, few disagreed with the basic points'Granovetter raised

-in connection with his second reason--that emplOyerS may do the searching,

and that information may come fortuitously:

. .

.

In fact, as- Granovetter argued, who does the searching and how it

is-done is highly structured. He.indicated that his :own research had

shownthat persons who are older, have higher incomes, or,occupycertain
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kinds of jobs are more likely to have obtained their jobs without

search.* Hills pointed to earls work on job search which posits that

employers wilkbear an .increasing portiOn of the cost of search as:the

position that' they needto fill becomes increasingly specialized. This

hypothesis is consistent with the kind of relationships folind,by.

Granovetter. Yet one suspects that these kinds of relationships only

.scratch the surface of the structure that is to be found in the labor

market with regard to job-finding and recruitment.

"The other point-tAat information may come fortuitously - -is related

and equally important. .Granovetter argues:

There is no simple way to measure the cost' of acquiring a unit

of information, in the way we can and do measure the cost of

producing sortie commodity. The point is that social structure
interfere4 with rational job-search models, because job-search

is closely embedded in social relationships, and information is

a commodity which.comes automatically as a byproduct of all`

sorts of social and business-interactions,in_waysAiffieult
to predict in the economic frame of 'reference.

...'

To a certain extent people can and some do manipulate their social and

business relationships so as to maximize the possibilityof obtaining

job information- The same social mechanisms can also serve to dissem-

inate information about the individual to prospective employers. In

wview of the frequency with which some-kinds of jobs are filled by

employer-initiated Searches, the latter directiOn of information flow

may be as importantfOr the individualaS the former: In any event,

little is known about how the structure ibf social relationships facil-.

dtates and mediates the flow of information about jobs. The NLS has

the potential to help fill this gap. What kinds of relationshiPs are

most facilitating for each income or occupational'le-lieIf Do thepattern6

of relationships which actually exist differ by race and sex,.for example,

and if so,what impact does this have on job- mobility?

One set of social relationships which received particular attention

at the conference in this regard is the faMily network. The most obvious

way a family may facilitate job-finding is to bring sons or daughters

into the family business. Less direct, yet certainlyrmore common,

is the situation where a parent or. relative has_direct access, through

that person's own employment or friendship network, to information whiCh

will facilitate the job-search.
,

The manner in which relatives\may be of help in job-finding is

likely to vary considerably by social class and the type of job involved.

'Granovetter suggested that family'neworksm4y be more important fog

blue collar workers in that lowerlevks Of:specialization (in comparison'

with white.collar jobs) increase the likelihood that children will seek

the same kind of jobs as parents.° However, Ryder pointed out that white

collar parents are Likely to have wider contacts and so be in a better .

position to assist their children in finding jobs in occupations other N.

'.. than their own.

6See Mark Grariovetter, Getting a Job: A Study of Contacts and Careers

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1974), pp.
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An assessment of the relativeroles of kinship, friendship, and
other social networks.in,the process of job-finding is needed. If

these networks are indeed important avenues to job.attainmenti.theit
consequences Willextend to other areas as well. To what extent, -.

for example, do networks perpetuate, status inheritance, or strengthen

discrimination? Or can one consciously, cultivate and make use of
networks to overcome barriers to mobility?



Methodological Issues

While much of the conference was devoted to substantive issues,-

,' attention was also given\to questions of methodology and deeign. As

with the substantive issues, the discussions of methodology and design
were focused on the NLS, yet the issues-raised and the conclusions
reached have equal bearing on much of the research being done in the
area of socioeconomic life cycles.

Significant changes in study design have been made for the new
youth cohorts. /These include adding questions about participation in
youth job-training programs, collecting supplemental data by matching to
'prograth,recorda'.dm respondents who have participated in such programs, and-
excluding from the panel those over the age of 21 (rather than 24 as in
the previous youth panels, or' 25, which would be required to cover young
people not covered in existing panels). The conferees were,nearly unani-
moueln perceiving these changes as motivated by an intention to use the
NLS as a vehicle for the evaluation of these training programs.. They
presented strong arguments both for the impossibility of evaluating 'programs
under the proposed design, and for the danger of drawing evaluative conclu-
sions from data produced by this design.

,

Rigorous evaluation requires' some form of experimental design". Three
features must be incorporated in some form: the random assignment of
subjects to experimental and control groups; the measurement of the depen-

---dent-VatiablesTat-two-points:in_timej with the application of the treatment
in between; and-the control of extraneous variable-a-which-might-also affect._
the dependent variables. With :the exception of the longitudinal aspect, of

the NLS, none of these features is included in 'the design. The strict .

application -of all these features is, admittedly, difficult to achieve in
social research, and one must often settle for an,approximation of a desired

1

feature. Even this possibility, however, is lacking :in the NLS design.

There is also a more practica1:difficulty. ,Executing the design
requires that respondents be able to provide information which is detailed .

:_- and accurate enough to allow the' precise identification of the programs
in whdh they participated. This goal, it was felt, may not be achieved
in'a,hi4h,propbrtion of cases. Respondents may not realize that programs
in which\they participated were training progrems they may forget,
especially\iftheir participation' was spsradic; they may be. unable to
provide enough-information to identify the parttcular,program; they might
be motivated\not to mention programs in which they had participated without
success. Enough doubts. about the feasitility of the procedure were raised
to indicate that\careful pretesting'ieiequired before. full commitment to
this approach is 'ade.

Given that the'k S design is not an evaluation design, the danger ,

exists, that users of th data may nevertheless be tempted to make evaluative
\

judgments from?the data, prisely because the study will gather a lot of
program data. Although suchjudgmentk<ire likely to be carefully described '

as "preliminary," "partial," or the test evidence to date," they can, for
that very reason,"be quite wrong. \Poor or even-harmful policy may result
when these "preliminary" conclusions become part of a .policy-making process.
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In view of these considerations, most participants felt the
c011eciion of. program data under this-design to be a poor use pfresources:

which could be better utilized to expand.the age range of the cohortsand
to draw a nationalbample of more adequate size.

i Thd NLS is and will continue to be a longitudinal study. Herein

lies its chief strength, especially fdr the 'study of the socioeconomic

life cycle. Discussion on this topic was stimulated by the recognition

thai t there has been a disappointingly small amount of truly-longitudinal

analysis based on the'NLS,data.
i .

INevertheless, the advantages of the longitudinal design of. the NLS'.

did clearly emerge from the several-discussions. Lazear identified four

adyantages of lon4itudinal designs in the study of socioeconomic achieve- /

meant :
,

4'

rt

Ji 1. It allows_one.to hold ability constant when studying
I

,

1

achievement in later years.

,

It increases accuracy of. response On fork history.'
rr

3. It allows measurement of effects in which timing' is mportant.

4. It separates 'aging effects from cohor.i\effects, as long as

\

\

\-\\</
more thah one cohort is included. \\I'l

s;, \ _. ,

This last point beari\special emphasis. Life cycle resear h is oriented

toward identifiring_asd,explainirig various typical and atypic matura-

tional patterns as they occur over-the stages of the life, cycle. To

identify such patterns i..\is essential to distinguish them from\those

attributableto cohort differences. The advantage of a longittidina1

design indeed its chief advantage7-is that it makes it_possible to bew.z--_______--

to sort out changes due to age differences fom those due to cohor

differences.
\\\ 1

-In this regard a third source of variation-=period effectsmust a\lso

be taken into consideratioh. Its effects were illustrated by Bachman: '\N

The Douvan paper mentioned life-cycle analyses and generational

variations; and the' desirability of disentangling them. I'd. N.,

like to. add secular trends as another thin to be sorted opt.i.:

.
For example, the Youth in Transition study folind a big drop-1-ii:-

trust in- government as the panel:of_young men went from age 15

to age 23;howeyer, that drop matched almost perfectly thadrop

in national cross-sectional surveys of public trust inqoYernment

during that same interval (1966 through.1974). If we had been

limited:,po;ourisingle cohort data,_and.if we had not known/of

the general drop in government trust, we might.have_mistaken this.

secular'trend for "some sort of maturational:or life-stage trend

occurring during late teens and early twenties.



Additions to or elaboratons of.the points made by Lazear emerged
in other'discUssions at the Conference. As already alluded to in the
discussiOn of diScrimination, there are some processes (such as mobility,and
the transition'to adulthood) which are defined'in terms of events
'occurring over an'extended period of time. A longitudinal design allows both
more accurate measur6tent of these proCesses than can be obtained with a
retrospective design,' arid the' measurement of the timing of events which
may be causes or consequences of these processes. To the extent that
some processes are characterized by positive or negative feedback cycles,
longitudinal designs aid in sorting through the problems of simultaneity
which obscure these processes:

The use .of longitudinal. designs raises research issues of its own.
Among these, and draWing a substanthll.amount of attention at the con-

,

ference, is.the tension which exists between the need,to replicate pre-
vious queStions and to add new content-cr.:revised questions. Many of
the advantages of longitudinal data, discussed:above, rest oh the assump-
tion-that identical measUres will be cClected at several points in time.
Such time series data are essential to :lapping out the changes' in states
and characteristics of individuals as',they make their way.through the
,life cycle.

Stolzenberg responded as follow,c5 to disappointment expressed at the
conference over the lack of more longitudinal analysis with the NLS:

I think that one of the reasons 'why_more truly longitudinal
analyses have.not been done is that the NLS data themselves
.are not truly longitudinal in certain key ways. Many
important variables have been measured at only two inter-
views in these surveys. 'Further, the coding of certain vari-
ables has changed from year to yearmaking_longitudinal-.
analysis difficult.. A third problem interfering. with;
longitudinal research on these data is that certain informa-
tion Was gathered only from odd'subsamples:

In other words, some important items need to be replicated more often.

.
Bachman expressed the importance of replication in another way:

,

It is critically important to have repeated measures in a,
longitudinal desigri (even though some longitudinal'designs

;

do not do so). Particularly in the case of the social
psychological measures, we have the' opportunity to calect

data prior to major events (such as leaving school /getting
a job:, etc.) and thus control for early levels ofthe--.
variable while trying to assess the impact of social exper2
ienbes or environments on 'later levels of the variable.
Needless to say, that is not possible unless the dimension
is measured early and repeatedly.

ati

Bachman also suppbrted the-need for repeated measures when he pointed out
their role inhelping to sort out:secular trends froM cohort or age effects.
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Not only is replication important, but it must be done carefully

andtexactly. Ryder drew upon some evidence from the National Fertility

Studiesto indicate that even very lAnor changes in the wording of a

question can induce significant changes in the distribution of responses(

Which may lead one to assume falsely,that change haV taken place.

Although no one disagreed with the principle of replication, some

argued thatkthere are circumstances where it may be inappropriate. Two

.primary justifications for change were given: to make improvements '

(wording changes) in specific questions or series which are not working

well, 'but" wherethe content they cover is wanted; and toadd important new

content, where such additions require the deletion of an equal amount

of old.material,

Although. no consensus emerged which would offer specific guidelines for

NLS researchers as to when an item should'be revised and when it should be re=

taiped Unchanged, many. participants did call fOr much greater attention

to,measurement problems. It was felt thatit is particularly imortant

in a longitudinal study to have measures of the validity and reliability

of questionnaire items, even if this requires collection of additional

.
data for comparison purposes. Only with such objective measures can

sound decisions be made as to whether an item is of adequate quality,

or needs to be revised.

On the question of .riew content, perhaps the strongest expression in

favor of change was made by_Shore when, he said we should "drop items

.unless there are really compelling reasons for retaining theM. Compare=

bility is a luxury, we can ill afford when the explanatory power-or so

many other variables remains untested." This would seem"to underscore

the need to measure the validity of items in the broadest sense of the

_Lword:_they_ShOuld be part
of-ah-explanatory-or-predictive. Model which is

supported by the data if they are to be retained.

, To take,fulladvantageof longitudinal designs .to-disentangle age,.

cohort, and trend effects, it is necessary to, replicate questions across"

cohorts, as well as, over time. intracohcirt replication (over time) pro-

vides the longitudinal data base for the observation of changes due.to
,

maturation.. But intercohort replication is needed to allovvfor-compari7

sons between cohorts to siprt out the relative contributions, to change of

age, cohort and secular trends.

For studies such as the:NLS which are based on several quite different

cohorts,, this means that each cohort should get the same set 'of core

questions. Lack of Sufficient replication of this sort was seen as. one

of the problems with the NLS, as Stolzenberg remarked:

I think it would be a good idea if survey instruments for

the different cohorts were made as similar as,PosSible when-

ever appropriate. In their'paper, Bielby,Hawley, and' Bills

.
-complain that not enough studies have been done which

investigate more than one cohort. I $elievethat'one reason

for this is that,the questionnairesfor the various :cohorts

Thr



are sufficiently dissimilar that it is frequently not possib
'to do parallel analyses on two or more of'the panels.

For other studieS,-where a much broader age range is involved, interc port

.replication simply means that allreppondents should be given-the same /-

core questionnaire,, whatever additional age-specific questions may be

added.

When longitudinal data are being used to measure and disentangle age

and cohort effects, extreme dare must beotaken to insure'that comparable
populations are being covered,in the different cohorts in the sample. In'

this regard conferenbe participantsidentified a weakness in the design

of the NLS. The initial youth cohorts did not include institutional or
noncivilian persona in-the populations from which the samples, were drawn.
ThiAintrodubessothe noncomparability into comparisons across ages, and
leads to -biased samples over time, especially with regard to the military

population.': At the time. of initial,sampling, a, large proportion of
young'Men.(age 18-22) were in the armed forces:relative to men of other

ages. Consequently, in terms of birth cohorts the men in this age range
are underrepresented, and those defined out of'the' sample (i.e, in-
the armed forces at the time the sample was drawn) Are certain to differ

in important ways from those included. Furthermore, as the cohorts age,
_the,original sample of men in this age range. will become less represen,-
.tative even of the civilian population, asmen in the military at the
:.time of sampling return to civi4An life., Thus intercohort differences

may be,due in part to differences in.population coverage, and intracOhort

differenceS may not reflect the true changes to be found'inthe entirecOhort..2

The notion of intercohort replication should also be extended by
adding sex to the cohort definition. One of the critiques of the NLS1
questionhaires has been that versions for males and females have been"
sufficiently different'to snake many important and interesting male
,female comparisons impossible. The continually increasing rate of female

participation in the labor force and the increasing numbers of female -

headed families:make the collection of simiiar data from males and females

a vital'objective. Only in this way can the trends'be faithfully mapped,
so that- one-can tell where convergence is takingplace, where differences'

peraist! and why. Although these points were made by conference partici-
pants in relAtion'to the NLS,,.. they apply equally well to much of the

researchn the area of socioeconomic development:

It is, likely, of course, that-explanations of male and of female

labor forbe participation may differ. Consequently, it is necessary
initially to conduct,separate.analyses by sex to identify these differences.

Nevertheless, those differences whibh do exist must be discovered using a

common analytic framework, and this requiressubstantially similar lines

-of questionning for both sexes.

One:further methodological issue was dealt with at length in a paper

presented by Singer. In the process of intracohort replication,complgte
histories of relevant events should be obtained. For socioeconomic research

this most bases include at least complete 9cCupation.,-. educgtion,

residential,. and family histories. Of course, periods of, data collection
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. . .

need not-be so frequent as to capture each evant as it occurs. Much of
the data can be obtained retrospectively. Alu_, wflut is consblered'

"complete" may vary according to one's 1111415G6de; sncOseeds. In 'many

contexts,for'example, an occupational piste confined
may be confined to gather-

.:ing information only'about the main jobs held
some

minimum periodef

building of explanatory
time. Histories. of thissort are required, Sin,..ei. iargues, to allow thethe

Models based on the nii '2 number of as

and the maximum amount of empirical evidencet
in

iCular, with----' eUch

data-it is possible to-look for regularities in time-dependent patterns'

of'behavior, and to:seek,to explain such pattern. .

.

.
.

.

rns.
.

.

statistics are concerned.

Complete histories have a further adVastag
e where be generativl

gate such data and generate age-dpecific
each :Prior age for each individual in the seivie, is pOssible.to agilr...

Since aq
age-speci4o

entire
sample for each age. Consequently, much.::::8

data

use, licle,tf

ta can 1- for

the data.

Summary' and Suggestions
,

In the process of evaluating the NLS
research

records and providing

guidance for the continuation of this
lmigitUdinal leh°r

market study, the
October SSRC conference on the NLS'produced of research ideas

''''
wealth

. which could be addressed by a study such as we have attempted

here to present the major themes which
emerged during

* conference.

broad areas of general consensus emerged
Although the discussions were lively and i

any one study to incorporate
The number of research ideas generated exceeds

ate them all,

cg have
Whi 1_ been developed sioo

far eXceetionnogtituunlicianmaml°11one
1

the capacity of

Ipome

ve.

gestions to which the planners of the NLs

ev:::::::

culd gshould
seryous consideration,

such
'as the NLS. The conference did not prodUce "" of the priorities
which should be given to these ideas. ii..1.,

a sense the NLS, thils
W--"" respect to task

remains,, and will be done in the hammnring the questionnaires.

'Nevertheless, it is possible to distill frQM the conferencie
a set of sug-

recognizing that they cannotdo it all.
/

It

Work and Family

1. The life cycle stage corresponding
.the

transition to adUlthood

completion of education, by

many significant
event

such as age,
entry into the labor

by which individuals influence the patterning
of th ee 4ents. are of
forc7

'et d. The choices

importance to the individual, particularly in t of, long-run ctins. :

strongly to labor force . especially
may ago be

iailY the
transitions to

e-ate

cularircesparticipation, and of Or;for labor market particip rtance, parti

not only to describe these P
for the quality of resource,allocation in labor xste. Data are needed

atterns of events,
",

under-h),It also
to aid ;in

standing the choices and causal influences Which/ them.

./

2. Later stages in the life cycle expected to relate
participation

parenthood, to post-parenthood, and to post_ -aeh ofried,
and the appris

retirement age. The adjustments that these stages, and how

and why they have been changing over time ntv, further study.
are made at
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3. ,The relative contributions of several social changes to the

increased rates of female labor force participation need to be sorted out.

Thesechanges include: changes in sex role norms; improvements in birth

control technology; changes in use of time, especially that revolving

around homemaking tasks.; the increase in divorce rates and in female-headed

families.

4. Greater understanding is needed of the dynamics of dual-earner

families. Attention should be especially devoted.to the consequences for

the career mobility of each, how decisions are made about whose.career

takes precedence; the social-forces influending such decisions, and the

long-run labor-force participation patterni of such families.

Labor Force Sodialization

1. The development of successive generations of workers takes place

.
in part through, the socialization. of young people before entry into the

labor market. :A' person's relative advantage or disadvantage in the labor

.
market may become'well established during this period. Mord attention'

should be given ttiunderstanding the role of families in-the socialization

process. . What labor market attitudes, knowledge, and skills do they im-

part to-their.children and with what effect?

2. The educational system is also a chief agent of labor force

socialization. Neglected areas of study include the socializing roles

played by the'qrowing diversity of kinds of formal education--vocational

and trade schools, continuing education, etc.--and by less formal kinds

of educational experiences, such'as participation' in voluntary organiza-

tions.

3. The work experience itself acts as a further,sociallAing: influ-

ence. How are knowledge, attitudes; and skills relating to w6rk maintained,

strengthened, or changed as a result of work experience, and how does this

differ by sex and race? To what extent can work, experience overcome

:initial labor force disadvantage? Attention should also be given to the

impact of these` socializing influences on.other areas of life, especially .

the family.

Structural or Demand Side Variables

1. Labor force participation of all workers is greatly influenced by

the structure of discrimination in the labor market. The potential of the

NLS for studying discrimination is limited unless the design is changed to

include. collection of data from employers. Yet even with the current

design there is the potential fordeveloping.better\conceptual measures of

discrimination,- and for describing discrimination as a long-run process

influencing both:pace and level of achievement.

2. Job-finding is the activity, through which occupational achievement

and mobility take place. It-may be viewed as a communication and decision=

making process through which available jobs and individuals are. matched. The
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structure of this process is not well understood. The NLS holds the

potential to gather valuable data on this process from the individual's;,

point-of view though its potential from the other side is again limited

by its design.'

3. Social networks - -of friends, relatives, or coworkers--may pro-

.
vide one of the chief mechanisms through' which individuals relate to the

labor market. Such.. networks may be particularly helpful for job finding, -

but may also serve to cushion the impact of'labor crises such as :unem-

ployment, and serve a socializing role. The NLS could provide data on

the structures of-such networks and the functions which they, serve in

mediating the relation between the individual and the labor market.

Methodological Issues

1. The full impact of changing cohort size on labor market exper-
ience and.on the timing and sequence of related life events'cannot be

examined with .the existing study design,, which omits persOns 22 .to 25

years old in 1978. These peoPle, born around the time when births in
the United States first exceeded 4'million annually, may be thought of

as comprising the leading edge of thebaby boom. Their omission from

the study.should be rectified in order to permit the testing and elab-

oration of current theory about the.effects of cohort size ontnemploy-

. ment, income, and career advancement, and the detailed analysis of the

transition to adulthood and entry into the labor market.

2. Given the problems inherent in the collection of matched program

data; and lack 'of an experimental design, the NLS is not' a suitable vehicle

for theevaluation of,training programs. Featpres of the study design,

such as the collection'of program data; 'which reflect primarily an

evaluative purpose, require resources that would-be better applied to a

more adequatenational sample'and a brOadening of the'age range of the

youth cohorts.

3.. The 'cohorts shOUld be defined in terms ofbirth cohorts,and all

youth the appropriate age--regardless of residential'or military
'service status--should be in the universe. Otherwise distortionSin
intercohbrt comparisons arise because of the relatively Iarga_proportions

in group quarters or the military during certain ages.

4. Complete histories of relevant events -- especially complete
occupation histories--should bp obtained-to provide more complete data for

the development of models of changes in thethe variables.

5.' Ongoing collection and analysis of methodological data'shouid be

instituted and maintained. Chief among the goals of, this methodological

research should be the determination of, the validity and reliability of

measures which are being replicated, so as to make sound judgments as to

which measures are working well enough to be kept and which should be

dropped in favor of measures which show more promise.
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6. The NLS should institute a program of ancillary surveys to perfect
.and test new content before it is incorporated in the NLS. This procedure
will -have both conservative and innovative consequences; both desirable.
By providing for developmental and testing work before the demands for new
data are reflected in the'main questionnaire, it will help to insure that
the demands for new data do not swamp the requirements of replication and
to insure that only well-measured variables have a ,Place in the main surveys.
'It will also offer an opportunity.to develop innovative new areas of inquiry
such as those Suggested by Morgan, in a setting which 'proVides an oppor-
tunity for reconceptualization and restructuring, relatively free of the
imperatives imposediby the deadlines for fielding the next wave of surveys.
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III. DOCUMENTATION

Correspondence

Copies of key items of correspondence documenting the development,
execution;' and results of the conference are providedin the following

pages. The first few letters pertain to the initial development of the

conference, and i-Cludethe'letter from Howard Rosen (March 29) in

which he suggee( aed that SSRC submit a conference prop09al, memo from

Robert Parke (April 20) outlining the objectives of the'May 9 planning

meeting, and a letter from Frank,Mott of CHRR April 25)_expressing
some ideas on reviewing the NLS.

The:next few items document instructions given to conference.

participants. The letter to David Featherman (July 15).illustrates
the 'guidelines given to authors of papers or memoranda; the-letter to

Nancy Karweit (July '26) illustrates the guidelines given to.disbuSsants;

and the memo of October 6 provides participation guidelines,for each

of the tasks.

Although examples are not included here, a great deal of cores-:
._

pondence has been directly stimulated by. the cofiference. Many of the

participants are now in direct correspondence with the NLS project
staff at CHRR providing further'suggestions.
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Social Science Research Council
GENTER\FOR COORDINATION OF RESEARCH ON SOCIAL INDICATORS
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036

Robert Parke
Director

(21n) 667-8884 \ April 20, (9'77.

To: Participants in the May 9 meeting to plan the SSRC conference
on the National Longitudinal (Parnes) Surveys

FroM: Robert Parke

Thank you for agieging to participate in the May 9 meeting to plan the
,conference on the National Longitudinal Surveys (NLS). We will meet afr

7the headquarters-of the Social Science Research Council,,608 Third Avenue,
New York, NY 10016. The meeting will start at 9:30.a.mand adjourn by

4:00 p.m. Guaranteed'hotel reservations have been made foioUt-of7toWn
participants for the night of Sunday, May 8, at the Sheraton-Russell Hotel,

Park Avenue-at 37th Street, a few bloclevialk from the Council. The Council

will reimburse your travel and subSistence expenses.

The Council has received a.letter from the Employment and Training Admin-

istration of, the Department*of-Labor,(Rosen to Parke,:Mard29,:enclosed):
suggesting that we submit a proposal for a conference to provide social
Science commentary on new directions for the NLS. We plan to respond to

this suggestion and to hold the conference late next fall, -to include ap-'

proXimately 20-participants. Following the conferencevand informed by
it, a small working group will prepare specific recommendations affecting

the surveys.

The purpose of:the May 9 meeting is to, plan the conference, that is, to

specify.the topics which must be,dealt with theie and to suggest, the people

who.shouldipe asked to prepare papers; memoranda, or other commentary on

those,topics. Hence the questions we must answer on May9 are:

1 What are the important substantive questions concerning the,
life cycle and work that require longitudinal data?

2. Who is best qualified speak to these questions, providing

comment upon:

'a. The types of data required to answer these questions, and

the extent to which such data exist in the NLS or elsewhere*.

b. The analytical strategies which may be brought to bear .on.

these queStions.
c. The implications of answers to the foregoing for the plan

of the NLS, its content, sample design, and othei attributes.

The UTZ is described in the enclosed NLS Handbook (the enumeration history

for each of the panels is given on Handbook page 2). Plans for the future



the survey are summarized in a February lb letter .(Rosen to:Parke,

enclosed). Note_hpre the intention to introduce new panels of young
peopleand"to dreP the older panele. The commitment to the new parielsi'

i am assured, is firm: it was etrongly endorsed by participants in a

meeting held on October 28, 1976 (summary enclosed). Mr. ROsen will be

. able tO add any available further information. about the future, of the

'
older panels when we,meet...I also enclose a paper by Herbert Paines

summarizing much of the NLS-based research, themost'recent personal in -.
terview schedules for all four panels, and a recent telephone interview

schedule'. for the young women.

Robert Hauser and Eleanor Sheldon will co-ohair the planning meeting

IT you have:any questions; please letme know.

Enclosures

To: Robert Hauser, U. of Wisconsin -SSRC: Eleanor Bernert Sheldon.

Leslie Kish. U. of Michigan Ronald Abeles

Herbert Parnes, Ohio State U. Peter Read

Matilda White -Riley, Bowdoin College
Howard Rosen, Dept. of Labor
Burton Singer, Columbia U.
Seymour Spilerman, U. of Wisconsin
Larry' Suter, Bureau of the Census
Robert Willis, National Bureau-of
EconomiC Research, :Palo Alto

Harry Travis, Dept.of H.E.W.

,



MAR 2 9 1977

U.S. DEt'ARTMENT. OF LABOR
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING. ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20213

M.r.Robert Parke
Social Science Research Council
17MassachUsetts Avenue, N. W.
Washington, :.D. C. 20036

Mr, Parke:

Pursuant to oar recent telephone conversations, I shodld
like to suggest that the Social Science Research Council-
(SSRC) submit to the EMployment and Training Administration
A-propotal to fund a'conference on the National Longitudinal
Surveys. The purpoSe of the conference would be to bring
together a variety-of social scientists to-orisider new
directions that might Ape taken...as-weinaugurate two
additional panels of male and female.youth who will be
surveyed over the next.10 years. In addition, following
the conference and based'On its discussions, SSRC would
hold a meeting of a small working group,to make'specific
recommendations on the surveys' redesign.

As, you know, the National Longitudinal Surveys have been
in progress since 1966 under the general direction of
Dr. Herbert Parnes at the Ohio State. University.
Dr. Parnes has expressed' the intention of Soliciting the
suggestions of a'broad spectrum of social scientists in
planning the content of the'new series of'surveys. :He was
very enthusiastic about the potential interest of the SSRC
in spondoring a conference that would facilitate this kind
of input, and expressed the hope that he would be included
among the participants.

We have been operating'on the assumption that the new
samples will be interviewed forthe first time in 1979.
If this goal is to be achieved; the proposed conference
would have to be held by Fall; and, therefore, work started
on it very soon.

I shall be looking forward to seeing your proposal.
a.

Sincerely,

77)

hOWARD ROSEN,
DireCtor, Office of.
Research and DeVelopment



THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

April 25, 1977

Dr. Robert Parke
Social 5cienceResearch COuncili
.1755 Massachusetts Avenue
,Washington,-D,C. 20036

It was a pleasure talking with you at the P.A,A. Meetings. The
following represent-a few-thoughts related to our discussion of the
other evening.

overriding oint-,--of course, is that there certainly is a
need Tra,:somebne to sit back and evaluate what we haye learned (both
positive aid negative) about longitudinal (panel) research. In the
most general sense, what has "worked" and what hasn't.?

(1) The basic premise behind panel research is that there are
certain kinds of research (in our case, relating to labor force
,t4Ynamics") where longitudinal results are superior to the traditional
approach of making longitudinal inferendes froM cross-sectional data
I believe longitudinal data is indeed superior in some instances..
However, Clarification of the=greas of research, where this iv true
:ould be useful.

-

(2) As you know, our survey questions are pretty much independent
of ofsch other from year to year That is, when asking, for example,
employment status on a given survey date, we do.not build directly on
the pre eding,years' responses. This has the advantage of minimizing
certain 'lads of respohse bias. On the other hand, it maximizes .other
data probl s, such as the cumulative effect of random-errors.' For
example, if particular item in the Young Woman's interview series
has teen asked eight times between 1968 and 1977 with (let's say) a.
five percent error rate (interviewer error, coding error-whateVer) each
time, any examinalion of curvey to survey patterns over nine years will have
considerable random"- oise". In my opinion, the relative advantages and
-disadvantages of,-61e t s approaches have never really been evaluated.

(3) There are a number of-areas where it is not entirely clear
what.the optimum questions to be asked are These include (a) items
measuring occupational change from year to year (b) items probing'
into patterns of job continuity (witness the woman who interrupts a
job but returns to the same employer, to the same.or different
detailed occupation) (c) items probing into the components of unearned

Center for Human Resource Research / College of Administrative Science / 1375 Perry Street, Suite 585 / Colionbus. Ohio 43201'/ Phone 614-422-1064
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income for retirees, and the poor, and (d) differentiation between pre-

and,post-tax earnings. An interview series such as the NLS must of
\

necessity obtain at least some information about many'different facets

oflife. As such, it is of the utmost importance to maximize the

quality of information obtained with :+ minimum number of questions.

We have tried hard to do this, but in some instances (e.g., occupation,

income) there may be alternatives preferable to what we have been doing.

(4)\Given the increasing problems due to confidentiality constraints,
it might be of value if further thought could be giver to better ways

to maxiMizethe public dissemination of,a considerable part of our> data

. "set which is\currently not available to either the NLS staff at Ohio

State or the public at large. For.example, the NLS potentially a

great data resoUrce for mobility research, but because of Census
confidentiality constraints, this potential will never be realized.

We need more methodological tools which would permit better dissemination

of this infOrmation while at the sameNtime maintaining the anonymity

of individuals. From a personal perspective, I also wonder, how much

-thoUght has gone into the Federal confidentiality rules,which often

appear ad hoc and subject to the whims of Specific individuals.

(5) As you know, our surveys are-in some instances annual, and in

' "some instances biannual reflecting cost constraints of the funding agency

as well as manpower constraints o± the Bureau of the Census. It seems

to me that perhaps more thought could be given to,the question of

what repreSents "optimal" spacing between surveys of the kind in which

we are engaged. Problems of recall obviously enter into this kind 'of

thinking. Attrition questions also enter into the thinking as intervieWs

close tOgether may minimize sample loss 'due to mobility but maximize

losi due to more quickly reaching the "annoyance threshold" og at least

some respondents.

(6) One final point which I feel might be useful to consider with.

new cohorts is that of having questionnaire spinoffs for subiets of

particular interest (e.g., welfarerespondents, veterans, heialth problem

groups) with more detailed questionnaires prObing into specific-areas

in greater detail. This would not only/provide useful specific policy-
oriented information, but could perhaps shorten the main body of the

questionnaire.

I would like to conclude by emphasizing two points. "First, I

believe a comprehensive methodological study of the type mentioned

above woold only be of real value if it is claim thoroughly. If a

competent survey research methodologist who also has substantive interests

in the social sciences couid,devote a substantial period of time to

such a study, it could be of inestimable value. If it is just a

sideline for an already overloaded researcher to fit in along with

all his other work, I don't believe it would be overly useful.
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Regarding committees or groups to help formulate directions; for
the future,.I'believe the best approach is to gain inputs from those
researchers whose research approach has been interdisciplinary (e.g.,
Oppenheimer,Easterlin, Eva Mueller, Deborah Freedman). This minimizes
the risks of leaving out of the intervieleschedules single questions,
or series of questions, which form the building blocks of major
theoretical perspectives in labor force analysis. While I am aware
of the difficulty there is in convincing people of this caliber to
\become involved in these review processes, I believe it is imperative
told() so, given the magnitude (in terms of manpower and money) of
the survey we are discussing and its current and prospective importance
to the social science research community. .

$inaprely,
A.

Frank L, Mott
Aesociate Project DirectOr
National Longitudinal-Surveys
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Social Sciencb Research douncil
CENTER FOR COORDINATION OF RESEARCH ON SOCIAL INDICATORS

1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.. Washington, D. C. 20036

Robert Parke
Ciirector,

(202) 667-8884

Dr.11:avid-Featherman
ttment Of Sociology
*iVersity of Wisconsin
1180 Obseryatory Drive
Madison, -. WI 537016 '`

Dear Dave:

July-15,-1977-.;

Thank you for .agreeing to prepare a memorandum for the SSRC conference',

on 'the NatiOnal Longitudinal (Parnes)BurVeys:beinglield:on 00tober 14-46,

1977 at.the Embassy Row Hotel in Washington, D,ó:. \

-.
. . . .

.

.

The NLS has been and will- continue to be a tajor.resource for' the
,

investigation of the labor force behavior of cohorts of Americans and of

a broad range of social and economic characteristics; attitudes,,and features

_of the socioeconomic environment'related' to labor force behavior. . The

Deparbnent of Labor has recently decided to fund continued observation of

thee. existing cohorts (nales 14 to 24 and 45 to 59 years old/in 1966 and

females 14 to 24 and 30 to 44 in 1966) and to fund surveys of two, new
youth panels (males and females 16'to 26'in 1979). The conference will

providea major opportunity for researchers in the social sciences- to

/influence the contents of the surveys, particularly the surveys, of the

two new youth panels, and to frame research issues and analytical strategies

to guide research uses of data from all six,panels. It will constitute an

important basis for planning the content and utilization of the NLS for

many years: Among the parIlbipants will be senior /staff members of the

Center for Human Resource Research, which plans and, runs the.surveys and

c conducts extensive analyses of them, the Employment and Training Administration

of the Department of Labor, which funds the surveys and ranch of the research.

based-on them, and the Bureau of the Census which conducte the field work

on-the existing cohorts. The conference is being conducted under the auspices:.

Of the Advisory-Committee on Social Indicators of the Social Soler-16e Research

Council andIs-funded by the Employment and. Training Administration/of

the Department of Labor.
j

The conference will begin on October 14 with dinner, and plenary addresses

on research issues in labor supply in the next decade and on analytical-

strategies for the use of panel data. .,.On Saturday morning we will hear a

presentation based on comprehensive survey of NLS-based research. The

balanceaof the program will be devoted to memoranda presenting suggestions*

for survey content and for analysis of survey materials/in particular

Substantiveareas, and further commentary on analytical strategies forNLS-

based research and on research issues that maY emerge in'the future.- Some

of the time we will meet in Plenary session, some\of the'time in concurrent

sessions structured by memoranda dealing with the substantive.research areas.

,
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'Ample time for commentary by discussants and other participants will be
provided. The conference will conclude on Sunday afternoon, October 16,
with a plenary session featuring recapitulations and reconsiderations by
memoranda authors.and discussants. The preliminary conference program is
enclosed.

Presenters of memoranda are asked to familiarize themselves with the
relevantcontent of the NLS questionnaires and, insofar aspossible, of
NLS-based research, and to'focus their memoranda on (1) suggestions for
additions to, subtractions from, and modification of the contents of the
surveys and (2) priorities for the analysis of existing-and future data
They are askepi to comment on the need for introducing suggested new content
into a.panel survey such as the NLS, as against putting it on a single-time
survey or a series of crossr-sectional surveys. .PreSenters should include
references to survey questions or batteries of questions which they believe
to be especially worthy. They should also cite thoughtful expressions .of
the need for information they recommend for inclusion in the surveys. We
will, within a few days, send you Copies of the most recent interview
schedules for the four existing panels .and a recent telephone interview
schedule for the young women, and a copy of the NLS-HandbOok, which describes
the surveys, and includes a bibliography of NLS-based research.

We are expecting from you a ten -memorandum on the Effects of
Schooling and the Transition from School to Wbrk, following the above
guidelines and serving the objectives of the conference. Ybu should assume
audience familiarity with the NLS and move quickly to the operational
implications of the issues you raise. One copy (original typescript) of
the memorandum is. needed by September 25. An honorarium of $250 will be
provided. The Social Science Research Council will reserve a hotel room
for you and reimburse the costs of your travel and subsistence.

Your active participation for the duration offhe conference is expected
if the Conference objectives are to be achieved. No conference activities

; .

are scheduled for Saturday evening, October 15.

I regret that the necessity of keeping the conference to workshop
size hakes it impossible to extend invitations to your research associates.
I hope that you will solicit and acknowledge their contributions. If.either

,I or my staff can be of assistance to you, please call onus: I welcome.

your participation and look forward to,a stimulating and productive conference.

Sincerely yours,

Robert Parke

.Note: While not wishing to intrude on vacations, I do need to receive
your acknowledgment of this letter., I also need, to know your address and
telephone number this summer and fall since. I may find it necessary to send

'additional sets of materials on the NLS and additional conference materials.

Enclosure



octal SciencaResearch Council
CENTER FOR COORDINATION OF. RESEARCH ON SOCIAL INDICATORS

.
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W , Washington; D. C. 20036

Robert Parke
Director

(202) 667-8884

Dr. Nancy Itarweit
Center for Social Organization of SchoOls

Johns Hopkins University \
3505 N. Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21218

Dear Dr. Kaxweit:

\\

July 26, 197,7

Thank you for greeing to serve as a discussant' at the SSRC conference

on the. Nation 1 gitudinal (Parries) Surveys'being held on October 14-16,

1977 at the ssy Row Hotel in'llashington, D.C.

The NLS has been and will continue to be a major resource for the

investigation of the labor force\behavior of cohorts of Americans and of a

broad range of social and economic environment related to labor force behavior.

The Department of Labor has'retently decided to fund confinued obseryati6n of

the existing cohorts (males 14 to 24 and 45 to 59 years old in 1966'and'

females 14 to 24 and 30 to 44 in 1966) and to fund surveys of two new youth

panels (males and females 16 to 26 in 1979). The !conference will provide a

major opportunity for researchers in the social sciences to, influence the

contents of the purveys, particularly the surveys of the two new youth panels,,

[;and to frame research issues and
analytical strategies to guide research uses

/ of data from all six panels. It will" constitute an important basis for planning

1
the content and utilization of the NLS 'for many years. Among the participants

will be senior staff members of the. Center for Human Resource Research, which

plans and runs the surveys and conducts extensive'analyses'of PleM, the

Employment and Training Administration of the Department of Labor, which funds

the surveys and much of the research based on them, and the Bureau of the

Census which conducts the field work on, the existing cohorts., The conference ,

is being 'COnducted upder the auspices of the Advisory anePlanning Committee on

Social Indicators of the Social Science Research Council and is funded by the

Employment, and. Training Administration of the Department of Labor.

,/ ,

The conference will begin on Friday evening, October 14, with dinner and

plenary addresses on research issues in labor supply in the next decade and on

analytical strategies for the use of panel data. On SaturdaY morning we will

hear a presentation based on a comprehensive survey of NLS-based research. The

- balance of the program will be devoted to memoranda presenting euggestions foF

survey content and for. analysis of survey materials in particular substantive

areas, and to further commentary on analytical strategies for NLST-based research

and on research issues that may emerge in the future. Some of the time we will

meet'in plenary session, some of the time in concurrent sessions structured by

memoranda dealing with the substantive researche.reas The conference will

Conclude on Sunday afternoon, October 16, with a plenary session featuring

recapitulations and reconsiderations by memoranda authors and discussants. The

preliminary conference program is enclosed.
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Presenters of memoranda have been, asked o familiarize themselves with

the relevant content of the NLS questionnaire and, insofar as possible, of

.NLS-based research, and to focus their memora da on (1) suggestions for

additions to, subtractions from, and modification of the contents of the

'surveys and (2) priorities for the analysis of existing and future data-

. We have asked that the memoranda comment on th need for introducing-suggested

new content into.a panel survey such as the NL , as against putting it on a

ringle-time survey or a series of cross-sectior4al surveys. Presenters of

memoranda have also been asked to include refer nces to questions or batteries

of questions which they believe to be especiall worthy, and to cite thoughtful

expressions of the need, for information they re,ommend for inclusion in the

surveys. Discussants are asked to familiarize themselves with the content of

the surveys, react to the memorandum, and present additional suggestions.

We are expecting you to discuss a memorandum on Episodes and Events as

Units of Analysis in Longitudinal Surveys by Natalie.Rogoff Rams0y. Dr. RamsOy's

focus will be on analytical strategies rather than on the substance of the

surveys, so some of the above guidelines will not apply to her presentation,

and you should feel free to adapt your role accordingly. Please limit your

1 comments tp 15 minutes. I have just received a letter from Dr. Rams0y,expressing

her pleas 4e that you will be a discussant of he presentation. It seems that\

her'thinki g on this topic owes a good deal to your writing., Presenters of 1

memoranda'h ve been asked to submit their memoranda in time to give discussants

sufficient óportunity to prepare their comments. We will be diligent in cur

attempts to 4e-C-iity-oompliance with this request, and will send you the

memorandum you are to discuss as soon as we receive it.

We will, within a few days, send you copies of the most recent interview

schedules for the four existing panels and a recent telephone interview

schedule for the young women, and a copy of the NLS Handbook, which describes

the surveys.

Your active participation for the duration of the conference is 'expected

if the conference objectives are to be achieved. No conference activities

are scheduled for Saturday evening, October 15. We cannot provide honoraria

for discussants. However, the Social Science Research Council will reserve

a hotel room for you and reimburse the costs of your travel and subsistence.
/

I regret that the necessity of keeping the conference to workshop size

makes it impossible to extend invitations to your research associates. I hope

that you will solicit and acknowledge their contributions. If either I or my

staff can-be of assistance to yoU, please/call on us. I welcome your participa-

tion 4nd look forward to a stimulating and productive conference.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure
Robert Parke.

Note:, Whi3e ndt wishing to intrude on vacations,I do need to reCeive your
\ ,

\ ,

acknowledgment of this letter.' I also need to knOW your address and 'telephone

*humber this\fall since I.may'find it necessary tolsend additionalsetS,of

materials ori the NLS and.additional conference\materials.',
.

,

.

.

-.
\ \i,..

,

I



Social Science Research Council
CENTER FOR COORDINATION OF RESEARCH ON SOCIAL INDICATORS
1755 Massachusetts Avenue. N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036

Robert Parke
Director

(202) 667-8884
October 6, 1977

To: Participants in the SSRC Conference on the National Longitudinal Surveys

From: Robert Parker

Subject ;Guidelines lor (1hr" ipan s

To facilita_ the smooth and productive flow of the conference, I have
prepared, brief general descriptions of each of the.roles needed for each

session. Whenever you are not assigned a specific role for-a given
session, you are urged to contribute through your active participation
in the open discussion.

Chair
The job of .the chair is to see that the session progresses smoothly,

productively, and acCording to schedule. The presenters and discussants
should be kept within their allotted times (15-20 minutes for presenters;
15 minutes for each/scheduled discussant). In chairing the open discussion
which follows the formal remarks, it is perhaps best to first allow the
presenter of the paper to respond to the comments of the 'discussants.
Following this discussion should be encouraged from all those attending
the session.

/

----The chair should provide guidance for this discussion if it strays from

the topic or 75.7 too much time seems to be spent on minorissues at the
expense of more critical ones. .

Presenter
The job of the presenter is to provide an oral v.immary'of his/her paper

or memorandum, 'ciround which the session is organized. These summaries,

which ..Aould be limited to 15-20 minutes and.maybe readorgiven from notes,
should stress the major findings, arguments, conclusions,. and suggestions
contained in the paper'or memorandum.

'Following the. comments by the discussants, the presenter should
participate in the open discussion.

In addition,;the eight presenters of memorandums in the concurrent sessions

(Saturday'afternoon and Sunday morning) will, be expected, during Sunday's
plenary se sion, to present a five minute summary of the principal points
from their session:

Discussant .

.,-,N
.

The di.,\,1=ss tit's job is to react to the paper or memorandum which
has been Present d, and to present additional suggestions: The discussant

shoUld feel free to clarifir, question, disagree with, or reinforcepointS
made during the/presentation, as well as to raise new Issues which the
\discussant, de s are relevant to the toipic-

More
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The formal remarks of the discussant should be liMited to 15 minutes.

Discussants are also expected to participate .freely in the general

.
discussion.which foilows the formal remarks.

If discussants have prepared written material's from which to make their

comments, a copy of these materials would be most useful, for the rapporteur

and for the SSRC staff who will be preparing the conference report. If

such materials are available, one copy should be given to James Peterson

or Edna Lusher, of the SSRC staff. SSRC will produce-a copy. for the use

of the rappotteur.

Rapporteur f

SSRC is committed to preparing a report of the conference, a task which

will be the responsibility of James L. Peterson of the SSRC staff. This

report will reflect not only the papers and memoranda which will be presented

but also the issues, arguments, and suggestions which will come out of the

discussions. Indeed these discussions, along with the papers themselves,

will provide the main substantive results of the conference. It is therefore

essential to preserve the substance of these discussions, and this as the

task--of the rapporteur.

The job of the rapporteur is to.distill, in written form, the essence of

the discussion following the presentation of a paper or memorandum. These

notes should capture the main themes, points; arguments, and conclusions

of the discussion. Both areas of consensus and diiagreeMent should be noted.

No notes need be taken on the paper or memorandum itself, as written copies

have.alreaclyjbeen prepared, unless the presenter includes fresh material in

the presentation. However, the formal presentations by the diScusSants, as

well as the informal discussion following should be completely coVerect.

It is, not essential to attribute remarks other than the formal remarks of

the discussants, nor to preserve the chronological order of the discussion.

.Rather, the important objective is to discern and record the ntent of the

discussion on the main issues which are raised.

The notes should.reflect the discussion as objectively as possible, rather

than present the rapporteur's own point of view. However, a rapporteur may

.

and is indeed encouraged to add his/her own comments and interpretation to

the end of the notes.

Notes should be submitted, in typewritten form if ossible, no later than

two weeks following the close of the conference (by October 30). If necessary,

notes should be revised so they are in prose, rather han topical form, and. .

are organized around the main themes of the discussion rather than chronologically.

5 N,
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---The i conference program follows.
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Social Science Research Council
CENTER FOR COORDINATION OF RESEARCH ON SOCIAL INDICATORS

1755 Massachusetts Avenue. N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036

Robert Parke
Director

(202) 667-8884

SSRC Conference on the National Longitudinal Surveys

Embassy Row Hotel, Continental Suite
Washington, D:C.

October 14-16, 1977

Conference Chairman: Robert M. Hauser

Conference Staff: Robert Parke
James L. Peterson
Edna Lusher

The conference begins on Friday, October 14, with

Registration and Social Hour 6:00 p.m.

Dinner 7:00 p.m.

Plenaty Session 8:00 p.m.

Morning sessions begin at 8:45 a.m.

The conference endS on Sunday, October 16, at 4:00 p.m.

Detailed program on following'pages...



Program

Friday, October 14 Evenin%

6:00 Registration and Social Hour Continental Room Foyer

7:00' Dinner Continental Room B

8:00 Plenary Session 1, Continental Room A

Chairman : Eleanor Bernert Sheldon

Opening Remarks : Howard Rosen

Papei

Paper

October 10i 1977.

Harold W. Watts and Felicity Skidmore:
Labor Force Issues circa 1984

Burton Singer: Individual Histories as Units
of Analysis in Longitudinal Surveys

Discussant Herbert S. Parnes

Rapporteur : Ann Ratner Miller

Saturday, October 15

Plenary Session

Chairman

2:45 Papez

11 r

Discussantr'.,

Rapporteur

10:45 Break

11:00- Paper

DiscUssant

Repporteur

Morning

Continental Room Ac

Robert M. Hauser

William T. Bielby, Clifford B. Hawley, David Bi 1,34
Research Uses of the National Longitudinal Sury ys

Andrew L. Koh
Ross Stolzenberg

: Larry Suter

Harriet 7.. Presser: Childrearing,
Work anci WerZaIe: Research Issues

,James h. Sweet

Lois B. Shaw

12:30 Social Hour Consulat ?estaurant (mezzanine)

Lunch: Consulat-- Restaurant



!.

Saturday, October 15 Afternoon

Concurrent Session I . Continerveal Room A

Chairman Seymour Spilerman-

2:00 Paper

Program Page 2

Natalie Rogoff RamdIfand Sten-Erik Clausen:
Events as. Units of Analysis in Life History Studies

Discussants : Nancy Karweit
Frank L. Mott

Rapporteur : Gilbert Nestel

3:30 Break

3:45 Paper

Discussants

Rapporteur

'Concurrent Session II

Chairman.

2:00 Paper

.

James N. Morgan, Martha Hill, Arland Thornton:
On the' Need for Better Data on the Interrelated
or Joint Decisions during conomic Socialization

Ann Ratner Miller
Norman B. Ryder

Gilbert Nestel

Continental Room B

Kenneth C. Land.

Teresa A. Sullivan: Needed Research on Employment
Discrimination:An Agenda for StUdies with:the NLS

Discussants Lee Lillard
Francine Blau

Rapporteur Clifford B. Hawley

3:30 Break

3:45 Paper Sherwin Rosen: The Quality of Working Life

DiscussanfS . Melvin L. Kohn
Paul Andrisani

Rapporteur Clifford B. Hawley

5:15 Social Hour

,Evening

Continental Royer
----..

:,,No conference activities are scrleduled.



Sunday, October 16

Concurrent Session III

8:45

4

Chairman

Paper

Morning

Continental Room A

Harry Travis

Program - Page 3

James A. Sweet: Potential Research on Families

Discussants a Karen Oppenheim Mason
Robert T. Michael

Rapporteur

10:15 Break

10:30 Paper

: Steven M. Hills

1

John J. McCall: The Job Search

.Discussants Michael Borus
Mark Granovetter

Rapporteur Steven,M. Hills

:

ConcurreniSession IV Continehtal RoOm B

/ Chairman : Frank L. Mott

---8:45 Paper David L. Featherman: The Effects of Schooling
and the Transition from School to Work

Discussants : Frank P.. Stafford
Edward Lazear

Rapporteur

10:15 -Break

10:30 Paper

: Larry Suter

Elizabeth Douvan: Social Psychological Potential
in the NLS

Discussants : Jerald G. Bachman
Richard P. Shore

Rapporteur : Paul AndriSani

12:00 Social Hour Consulat Restaurant (mezzanine)

Lunch Consulat Restaurant



1:30 Plenary Session

4:00

Chairman

Reports

Commentary:

GeneralDiscussion

Rapporteur

Afternoon

Continental Room A

Robert M. Hauser

Program, - Page.

The eight partj.cipants. who presented memoranda
in the concurrent sessions will each make a..
five-Minute report of the princiPal points krorii
their session as to analytical priorities and:
questionnaire content`.

Herbert S. Paznes

Peter B. Read

End of conference

6,



Conference Participants

Lists of.the participants,in the May 9 planning meeting and the
OCtober 14-16.conference follow.
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. Social Science Research Council
MAY 9 PLANNING MEETING

`C; EN 1 Di FOR COORDINATION OF RESEARCH ON SOCIAL INDICATORS

Mas!qA,c;ht,s;tts Avenue. N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036

F,-(J:7;:g.Parke
1:;;.octr),

(20'7; 657-8884

!Ronald Abeles
Sobial'Science-ReSearch Council

:05 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10016
212/557-9529

PartiCipants in the May 1977 meeting to plan the'SSRC

conference on the National ;Longitudinal (Parries) Surveys

Robert N. Hauser
Department of Sociology
University of Wisconsin
Madison, WI 53706
608/262 -6947

Leslie! Kish
institte for Social. Research
Univers2:ty of Michigan
Ann :Arbor, MI 48106
313/764-4424

Roberg. Parke
SSRC Center for SoCial Indicators
1755 MasSachusetts Avenue, N.W.
,Washington, DC 20036
202/667-8884.

Herbeit-S-.--Rarnes
Project Director
National Longitudinal Surveys
Center for kuman'ResourceResearch
Ohio StateJiniversity
Columbus, Ohio 43210
614/422-2809

Peter Read
SOc. :Saience Research Council

605
,New
.212/5

third Avenue
ork, NY 10016
7-9517

Nati da:MniteRiley
. of Sociology and Anthropology

owdoin.C011e9e
Brunswick, Maine 04011
207/725-8731

Howard RoSen .

:Director, Office of Research & Develoomeft
Employment .and Training AdminiStration
Department of Labor
WashingtOn, DC 20213-
202)376773351...

Ellen Sehgal
Office of Research &.beVelopMent,
Employment and Training AdminiStration
Department of Labor

! .

Washington, DC 20213
202/376-7344

'Eleanor Bernert Sheldon
Social Science Research Council.
605 Third Avenue
New'York, NY 10016
212/557-9521

Burton Singer
Dept. of Mathematical Statistics
Columbia University
New York, NY 10027
212/280-3653 \

Seymour Spilerman
Department Of Sociology
University of Wisconsin
Madison, WI 53706
608/262-4866

Larry E. Suter
POpulation Division
Bureau of the Census
Washington, DC 2023

:301/763-5050

Harry TraviS I

1445 44th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20007
office: 202/24571888

Joan Waring
Russell Sage Foundation
230 Park Avenue
New York, NY_ 10017

212/689-6622

Robert Willis
National Bureau of Economic
204 Junipero Serra .Blvd.
Palo Alto, CA 94305
415/326-7160

Research-



Social Science Research Council
OCTOBER 14 -16 CONFERENCE

CENTER FOR COORDINATION OE RESEARCH ON SOCIAL INDICATORS
1755 Massegfiusetts Avenue, N.W., Wa'shington, D. C. 20036 QQtQbar1741227
Robert Parke
Director

(202) 667-8884
Participants

on the
inthe OctOber 14-16'SSRC Conference
National LOngitudinal Surveys

Paul Andrisani
School of Business Administration
'Temple.University '

Philadelphia, PA, 19122
215/787-8102

Preferred: '4114 Crestover Road
*ilmington DE

Jerald G. Bachman
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IV. PAPERS, MEMORANDA

Most contributors to the conference were askedfo ten-pace
.

.

memoranda rather thanftir papers, the distinction between memoranda.1,

and papers reflecting differences in length, formality, comprehensive-

ness, and acccirdincrly,in level of effort. While'SSRC will publiSh,

certain of 'the contributionsland others will/appear°in journalS. and

elsewhere, Tublishability of the contributions was not deemed necessafy4'

given that the purpose, of the conference was to assist in planning.tlje

content of th NLS andrthe research based/On the NLS. Moreover; mos

;
of the indivi uals whose views Were needed, would have been reluCtan

to commit then selves to the preparation/of publishable papers in th

short time al 'med.
.

.,

___
.

The:topic:is which were chosen w- re:meant,toreflect the.sever 1

Conference 'goals. The paper by Bi: by, Hawley,.And. Bills, "Resew ch

Uses of the National Longitudinal urveys,". produced under a con mot'
i

1

between the Social Science Resear h Counciland'the University f

Wiscovsin's Center for Human, Pov rty esearch, provides a-revie
the'research. hich has been basal on the NLS data, primarily bY

researchers'o tside the CHRR. s pa t of this.review the aut Ors have
j

identified research gaps--area for which the NLS data-are ap ropriate\
1but which have received little or n'attention as yet.,

.1
!

While the Bielby, Hawley, and
the paper by'Watts and Skidm re,,"
anticipates' n w labor force ssues

focus over th next decade; it is
ranging paper.

ills paper reviews past/research,
abor Force Issued Circa 1984,"
/which are expected to come into
by design a speculative and broad-

Two cont ibution.s 1 with methodological_concerns.] The paper
by:Singer, "Individual istories as Units of Analysis in Longitudinal.

Surveys," showehow a ariety of Markov chain Models may be used in the

analysis of longitud nal data. he memorandum by RameOyfand Clausen
describes a Ata man gement tet nitifidTor the storage am, retrieval'of

large amountsfof li e history d ta.

The rem4nin paper (Press
Research Issues")' and the balan
stantive documents. Each treats
which the NLS4s or might be an
of the existing NLS data for the
fordmodificationS which will inc
the topic are (made.

r, "Childrearing, Work, and Welfare:
e of the memoranda Are /focused sub7
a specific substantive topic for
ppropriate data set. /The, relevance
topic is discussed, and suggestions
ease the relevance of the NLS for

I

The papers and memoranda'which follow are arranged in the order

in whichthey appear on the confer ce program.
1

1

I

I

1SSRC/is prepa4ng a report on the
report will develop an agenda for
It/will consist of an overview of
?visions of alsele:tion of three
presented. at le conference.
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cO\nference for publication. The
so'oeconomic'life cycle research.
the conference proceedings and
or pur of the papers and memoranda
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LABOR FORCE ISSUES CIRCA 1984

Harold. W. Watts and Felicity Sl'Amore

This essay responds to Robert Parke's request for a frankly speculative

discUssion,of\research'issues in the area of labor supply that are likely

to.develop in the 1980s. He even invites "soft" speculation, so we make

no apologies for any softness- in what follows. We do concentrate, in,

contrast to more sweeping exercises in futurology, on trends and problems

that are already clearly visible-but are being, if not totally ignored,

at least treated 'in far too peripheral a mannerby researchers. Even so,

we are sure there are many ways to go wrong in forecasting what will

1

(or should) dominate labor supply research in the 1980s. After all, even:

Orwell-seems to have made one mistake in his prophesies--the omniscient

one in,1984 will surely have to Called "Big Sibling," whateVer else Orwell

will turn out to have forecast correctly.

Two Important Changes in Basic Orientation

Two themes will recur throughout the discussion that follows which

we would like to draw explicit attention to here and emphasize

that they are both changes in the approach to familiar problems rather than

radically different issues for research or policy. The first is a change

in the way we conceptualize.society, and is closely related to the issue

of life-cycle histories as units of analysis that will be discussed by

Burt Singer. The second is a change in the way we think about the family

unit within society.

Researchers should keep in mind more consistently than they have in

the past the dynamic process of society--that society is a self-producing



unit composed of individuals with finite lives, who are born, mature,

produce; reproduce, and finally enter a dependent status prior to death...

la

The basic point .to be stressed is that choices made by individuals during

their lives are not only crucial to current labor output, but also to

the development of the capacity of future generations to produce output.

Publid policy will inevitably alter those choices;_the-overall objective

of research shotYld be to provide an accurate and comprehensiVe picture of

haw alternative policies can be expected to affect the character of current

and future labor supplies. It comes down to an exhortation to consider

the labor force society is deVeloping with as much attention as the one

we are currently employing. The practice of implicitly regarding'new

cohorts of workers as infinitely and indefinitely malleable whatever their

age is sterile. The intractible problems involved' in securing full and

remunerative employmentlor everyone. can almost certainly be traced,,in

large part, to a systematic neglect of the processes that yield new

generations Of adults with widely disparate habits,
skills, and degrees of

socialization required for full participation in our-society.

The second suggested change in orientation-is
concerned with. the norms

and prototypes that frame traditional
consideration of social problems,

policy measures, and research strategy. One of the most anachronistic

concepts is the four-person family - -a daddy-that works, a mommy that

doesn't, and two children. Average family size has fallen below fourbut-

that is not the major failing of this picture of normal reality. Tirst,

16% of all children are now raised in female-headed families ana 13%

of all family heads are female. We have usually regarded these\families,

although a disturbing and growing minority of all families, as the



exception, not the norm. The/umulative inziAlonc:it of this family type

is uOnawn, but must certainly be growing to a level at which it had better

be thought of As a Common and "normal' part of life in of n7 society. if

We are to gain insights intv labor force behavior or childhood experience.

We have boe.m told that 'WI the marriages not being formed will end in

divorce. Most of the expartners will for!, new marriages, but not

instantaneously. AS a consequence of the inevitable gap a much larger

fraction of women will have experienced family heaelhip for a period;

and a much'larger fraction of children will have experienced life in a

single parent family than current ways of collecting statistics show. It is

time to stop regarding interruptions of dual-parent families as a relatively

infrequent experience for children. It is much more widespread and

therefore probably less pathological not only in the truistic but also

in the behavioral development sense than our habits of thought would

suggest. This perspective is particularly important in any assessment

of the-family inputs to the development of human capital (as we shall

note further below). The female-headed family, however, is not the only

or most numerous intrusion on the family stereotype. It is not generally

recognized that over 50% of the mothers in two-parent families work and

over 60% of childless wives work. We are well past the point at which

we can even describe the dual-earner phenomenon as a significant trend.

It is now the most prevalent pattern. (Here again this is extremely

important in any assessment of human capital developthent.)

The 1975 figures are that 54%of mothers in two-parent families

worked sometime during the year, 61% of childless wives did so, and only

28% of husbands in husband-wife families were the sole earner on an annual

basis.



Growing fractions of unmarried 18-24 year olds can now he found

outside their parental families, sometimes in one-person households,

sometimes with other persons of the same age. This pattern is prr.,sent'

for students and non-students, and regardless of labor force status.

This phenomenon, which may be evidence of multi-household family

arrangements, needs to be studied to determine whether the degree of

economic dependence in the separate dwelling oittiation is similar to

the status for those "living at home." Parallirl questions are relevant

for the growing proportion of elders who mainn separate households.

"145



The strains created by the growing divergence of reality from the

old norms-,-wwhich have been built into many policies and practices--are

evident in the ferment for change in social legislation and employment

,practices.. But the old-stereotypes are still alive in rhetoric and analysis

of the family and the labor force. This conference is concerned with hot.

to provide a sound understanding of the labor force. It is particularly

damaging to have an outmoded and grossly inaccurate et of stereotypes

built into the framework of research analysis; and it will become increasingly

harder to understand and analyze labor force issues in the future unless

'we anchor our thinking in a:truer picture of the normal social context.

Parenthood and Work

Fist of all, it must be recognized that parenthood is work. We

all realize that work in the home represents an activity that should be

included in,GNP. We,all knoW that if a man divorces his wife and pays for

her services the measured GNP will rise. This is not, quite what we are

trying to say here., We are saying that the'"nurturant services" are a

particularly significant part of work in the home, and represent investment

as well as consumption. This recognition leads directly to the necessity of

including "nurturing" work in the analysis of (a) the deielopment of the

human capital that will constitute the labor force of the nextgeneration,

CO the market labor supply of the current generation, and (c) the re-entry

of women into the labor force when their children are grown. We shall

discuss each in turn.

From the dynamic point of view, the critical issues in the family /14o-

force interaction relate to the reproduction of a labor force of apiDrc.ptizIfe
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size and human capital stock to be consistent with full utilization and

exploitation of the technological and resource potential that will be

availa1le in the next generation. Economists have largely neglected this

process, except for the part that takes place in formal education. The

chang s in norms of family life mentioned above, plus the growing

docuxiientation of the limitations of schooling as an equalizing influence

in he development of human capital suggest that we can no longer afford

to/defend the neglect.

The tasks and functions performed by parents consume time and energy,

intellectual and emotional, in large amounts. If it is recognized that

-parenting-ia-wifjis easier to see that the household or family is

more than a passive engine of consumption. The social prOduct of the

genera ion depends on the quality of children of the current one.

Anything enhancing that quality (enhancing those children's ability to

produce and reproduce) should be regarded as investment. We have lately

been made more acutely aware by the falling birth rate that, despite the

increasing public role'in the support of dependent elders, we will all

one day depend on the productivity. of our children. Present knowledge

gives us little, if any, handle on classifying which household activities

inputs do relate to later outputs and how. A long-term longitudinal;_

survey of different cohorts, such as the NIA, could be a uniquely valuable

vehicle for pro: Lhe requisite information. Recall data cculd:be

collected frau the younger cOhorts, an extension sample could be selected

to get data from aeir parents. The cohorts in their child-rearing years.



could be asked about theircurierit inputs and the subsequent occupation-and

earnings, profiles of -those children tracked.'

The second implication of the recognition that parenting is work is

the really quite obvious realization that the amount and intensity of this

work will impinge on the parents' own market labor supply. The business

of rearing children is a competing activity with participation in the paid

labor force. The organization of household production; thus, can be _

expected to have definite effects on the amount,- nature,end.quality of

work outside the home. Becker ( 1 ) has recently considered the dimension of

(

effort as distinct from duration of a work activity. The distribution

of raw time among workers is fairly uniform; the distribution of available-

effort (meaning not only the Willingness but also residualeneigyavailable)

may not be. This argument provides a,Possible basis for an analysis of

wage rate differentials, in particular, male-female differences, which---

considering currant patterns of child rearingresponSibility7-could.he

partly due to relative differences in the residual ef7ort left for market--

work rather than frankly discriminatory rate differences. More generally,

to the extent that mores change with regard to nonmarketwork, this may

influence interpersonal wage rate differences. Obviously, "effort" is not

directly .measurable in any'objectiVe way. Any differences overtime as

discernible from longitudinal data will, in any case, at best reflect

intergroup rather than. interpersonal (or intragroup) differences. But

the whole effort question can certainly be eXpected to-affedt, not-Only.

cross-section wage differences but also the relative career success of a

given person over time. Perhaps the econometrics of unobserved variables

should beexplOited here.



The third implication of the recognition that parenting.ia work

'relates to the labor market reentry (entry) problems. Eaced-by-women who

have withdrawn from (never entered) the labor force because of parental

responsibilities. These problens are now generally recognized. We do

not, however, have a good understanding of either the reentry precess;, or

the'costs that have been incurred through depreciation of human capital.

Capital theory 11..atinguishes generally between depreciation which is a

result, of the use of the capital and depreciation which is simply_the

result Of the of time.

basically different from
\

if. it is used but rather

From this perspective human tapitalis .

other kinds of capital. It tends not to depreciate

to increase. Parenting may-buildnihe-capacity-:

to parent; it isconceivable that it reduces the Capacity. for other kinda,

of work.. Longitudinal data should be able to. provide information on this

crucial issue. And, again to the extent that mores are changing, it becomes

increasingly crucial. We need to know. not only different levelsof

human capital within cohorts, but also differing rates of depreciation

according to life experience. Then we need to look at between cohort

data topee whether those rates of depreciation of humanutapital have

changed. ConceiVably they tould_b4Ve,been reduced as society's expectations

have thanged. The opportunity cost of a year out of the labor force may-

.

have. been reduced as'TeoPle come7to expect to reenter, as employers expect

to.employ the middle-aged for the first time, as training_Opportunities to

refurbish -one's human capital open up.. Equally conceivably,_. it could

have increased. The opportunity cost of a year out of the labor force.

may have gone up with ,the increasing job complexity and specialization.



There are surely several oihetlissues that may arise out of a, greater

awareness of theiMpottance of patental\actiVities in forming'Our future
.

work force, and
the,ehanging-soCialiandonomic forces' that bear on the

allOcative choices made by parents. It peems likely these issues are

closely related to labor,fctce-behaVior both as cause and as effect.: Our

prediction is that many issues'of bothpOlicy and research willhefocussed

on the family and the parental role during the 1980s, and that these are

s'

'prime arena in which longitudinal analysis can make significant contribution.
1

,
_,

Traditional norms and practices; t-fri-Eta-family specialization

are breaking dawn. Families are experimenting and seatohing for ways to

reconcile the dual ro.les-of parenthOod and an extra - familial career. It
._------

,

. .

seems-dbUbtful whether any single pattern will:ever again command-the -'

sanction that,Eiodiety has given to the two-parent, single earner family.

IndiVidual pref7rences and talents are iikely.to result in a much more

varied eet'of /'/production techniques" and -associated market labor supply

behaviors. id a matter of research it is important to understand the

,
orces that le/ad to_alternativechoicee, and to evaluate the outcomes. of

V (.

7
those choices on the human capital forMation process.

z'

Citical Transitiong
I '

At least three types of transition in a persons labor force status

.are\of interest and possible importance' as we move into the. 1980a: the

transition from adolescence to.:regular and "permanent labor force status,

mid -]rife career shifts, and-the Move into retirement or semi-retirement.

These
' passages" are frequently. mentioned.but remain somewhat indefinite

and poorliunderstood. It is easy to find hypotheses, usually based on



casual.observation, that the patterns of behavior.involved in these

/.

transitions, are shifting, but therele not Much firm evidence. Economists,

in particular, are-to be faulted for abstracting from them-7perhaps

because suchdiscontinuities are uncomfortSble for human capital theory.

Initiskliabor Force Entry. The process of entry into the labor

force is usualiy.treated iS.:indistinguishable from the process of leaving

the student fOrce. We ordinarily assume that the econoMiczationale will-
,

suggsst a shift from schooling' to work_whep the appropriate. expected

returns pass their balance point and'cross over. Butreelity seems much

more complicated than that - -and iatheextent thst.eoc1-1 norms may be

changing this oversimplification.may produce progressively mOre.distoried

assessmentsofwhat is happening.

It looks as if the sharp once-for-all move from schooling to employment

is not as common as it once was There seems increasingly to be a more

or lessextended groping around inand-Out process that takes. place before

settling one permanent job p th. We assume this is true!

I

for those who have passed. \th 12 years-Of schooling benchmark, but it may

be aaprevalent for theses Longitudinal data should. givetusthe
.

opportunity to use this tre d-to among acher,things, a

systeMatic look .at the chla labor market hypothesis and all the

I I

--implications-thatrie assumed to flow from it. I I

Researchers would do well to examine the ways in which those who
1 ,

end up in the "good part" of dual labor markets use their opportunities1 .

to 2 --..ate and project themselVes into a promising line ,of endeavor:

Freeman ( 4. ) has suggested that young persons are quite:Sensitive-to'



market signals about how much nd what kind of schooling pays off. But

young workers may have a differ nt idea about what "paying off" means.

Without dependents and with their youth, a job with a current income

adequate for current wants (a car, skiing on the wedkends) may be fine.: A

dead: en. job; is perfectly satisfactory wither this kind of time horizion.

; .

offiln the lifetime career sense may be a measure that many workers

0

laying

become interested in'at.a somewhat later stage.. .-One can, in fact, imagine

a labor market in which the dead !end jobs were all taken by -the young- and

.4itrOng with the short time horiZOns,and that,. ransition from thOse to

.more open ended careers it a later,stagewas the normal pattern.
. .

.

A:dual labor Market Ans&Ang to this description would not-, we; think,

generate such censure.

:Observation of.the duality of the labor market has generatedmany:

hypotheses about recruitment-into the secondary ( bad ) part andabOut

barriers in the way of mOving from one-part to the other that are

unconfirmed. Detailed observation of employment patterns by means of

longitudinal data should yield clearer definitions of the nature and

possible socializing function of first jobs in the so=called secondary

labor market, and provide a more satisfactory understanding than

is now possible concerning how (and how many). persons seemed to get

"trapped" in it..

Mid -Life Career Shifts. Mid- career transitions have not yet become

'.7.
7'so.--prevaleht asto make us confident in.asserting the existence of a

,

.

,

..

_:....-- trend. But there are enough straws in the wind to support specUlatidn,

that more people may be choosing ildistinct change in career during their

forties. The increa ing:prevalenceof two-earner families and women

attempting to reent r .the labor force when their children have left the



11

---. household lead us to expect an increase in mid-life career shifts. When

two members of the same family have, or.in any case want to ursue, a ,

/
career, compromises have to be made to the extent that the "best" job

I

'opportunityforeachisnot.nthe same place. Expanding job opportUtities

for womego and the new recognition that both' earners should have equal;
,

.

opportunity (if not'at the same time, et least one after the other), can

be expected to result in anI rinereased-proportion of the labor force mAking-
,... L

major employment shifts to accomodate the mobility needs of their spouse.

Related to thin is the view that people in their middle' years want c:

need ajmajor career shifty for psychological reasons --in economic parlance,

perhaps a variety of job experiences d4ring one's working life is a normal

good. If so, the increasing incidence of two-earner two-income families

will enable more people (particularly when the children are out of the

house) to afford to indulge this preference. The expansion of opportunities

for adult education'Will work in the same direction. as well as being a

consequence of thelphenomenon. Exploitation-of the opportunities

__provided by longitudinal data, s the only effectiVe way of. increasing bur

knowledge of the extent and nature of, the processes of career change.

The Moveinto Retirement. The transition to retirement is, of course,

a very current concern both because of increasing recognition of the

rights of the elderly and because the conaequences for the age /distribution

of the dropping birth rate. This has already led to the relatively

sudden passage of legislation raising the compulsory retirement age.

It is not obvious to us (George Meany, Margaret Mead, and"Grandpa Walton

not withstanding) that there is a general inclination to prolong 'work as usual'
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on the part of paople in their sixties or seventsi or that one will

develop in z:esponSe to increased opportunitl, The may, however, be

,

a potential supply of part-time and/or part-year Works who retain good
1

1

health and vitality. And there probably will be a desire '4:,7; the part

of the younger, Smaller cohorts whose taxes wil" rt\them to exploit

1 \

what incentives there may be to keep the elderl _ullY employed.

.-As the alder cohorts begin to contain more dual-earner families policy

questions about' the s of the transition for spouses who differ in

age and/or health s e pretty sure to be raised. In particular,

the incentives and alternatives presented; by public and private retirement

pOlicies will be more carefully scrutinized thani in the past, .93ut with

reafiect to is passage, too, we are so far unable to answer effectively

the behavioral questions on which solutions to these puzzles must depend.

, Ail these transitions have important implications for the size and

shape of the labor force. They also have, and we regard this as even

more crucialpotentialvjmplications for the flexibility of the labor

forceits capacity to accomodate to shifts in demand. This implies

that knowledge of their behavioral underpinnings may yield the ability

for policy to increase the flexibility of the labor force and reduce the

' size and persistence of labor force bottlenecks. Longitudinal analysis

provides a unique opportunity to observe

individual antecedents, and to chang

is likely to be an increased interest

It is now time to

in

these changes, relate them to

in market opportunities. There

how policy might.affect these

observation
labor .3nages." consider how theory and

can be of help in designing policies to do just that

6



\Evaluation of Policy Changes

13

Evaluation of the social impacts of policy change is sure to be

with us'forever. And. if the current legislative initiatives for tax

and Welfare. reform, energy use, public job creation are any indication

there will be plenty to evaluate in 1984.

An ongoing longitudinal. data bate is a very powerful and flexible

tool for cross-checking the results of more closely focussed evaluations

and, even in the absence of specialized studies, broad-based longitudinal data

can be used for quasi-experimental analysis of. the before and after

variety (Campbell 2 ). Longitudinal data allow investigation of

discontinuities along the time dimension within a model which explains

the time trajectory of a certain behavior.. An example would be analysis

of a time series of fatal automobile acedents over a period that includes

the institution of a 55 mile speed limit within a model including, say,

passenger miles travelled, dimensions of the automobile stock, the age

of drivers, and so on.

Changes in the income tax, social security taxes, and income supports

for working families, whether they come from the Carter's welfare T.;'eform

or other leglm1Nrion, will alter the relation between gross and net earnings,

and may changct the effective
differentials among wage rates according to

sex or family status. The NLS should provide excellent opportunities

to examine the net consequences of the changes on the labor supply of

various demographic groups.

A large-scale public job creation effort will be undertaken if Carter's

welfare reform package is adopted, designed to guarantee jobs for persons
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with family responsibilities. Even if Carter's proposal does not get

through the Congress,' we feel confident that expansion of public

job creation programs is inevitable. Job creation programs have not been

notably effective in the past. It seems almost inevitable that by 1984

everyone _will-be-clamoring-to-know-why thii-policy initiative
has not

lived up to the promises made for it. Program records, of course, can

be expected to tell us about those who take the jobs. They cannot be

relied on to give us plentiful follow-up data on them, however; and even if

they have data on unsuccessful applicants, they will havemOthing 6h-

those who, though eligible, do'not apply. A general survey like the NLS

will only include a small number of cases, but even those will be a lot

betten'than no evidence at all.

Work requirements, in our view, are becoming increasingly the subject

of scrutiny and potential change for the same set of reasons as public

job creation. The American public generally seems to hold the view that

(a) most Americans would rather work than take handouts, (b) the government

has the responsibility of providing a job for anyone who needs (mia, and

(c) those who are able-bodied and don't want to work should not get away

with it. We now have a President who shares these views and is committed

to making (b) and (c) happen.

Many economists and program designer are convinced that as effective

work requirement would cost much more than it is worth, implying tha'f;

work tests likely to be included in legislation are'unlikely to have an

effect. But there is not much evidence on this issue and our prediction

is that this will be increasingly considered an indefensible gap. As
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(of if) the economy moves closer to full employment, an the income

z

support program affects the reservation wage for those ' pected to work,"

longitudinal data such as the NLS should be ableto shed light on the

if any, of work requirements. Various-groups, for instance,

are treated differently with respect to work requirement

and -Aew legislation may make differential changes in these'requirameuts

according to demographic status. Do these differences show up in the

longitudinal data? And if so, what is the pattern? Labor unions and

others worry about the effeci. of work tests. If people are required

to take certain jobs at the minimum wage, for instance, does this undercut

Ole bargaining power of workers doing similar jobs? Longitudinal examination

of wage trends within this framework should yield new information.

Again, small fractions of the various samples will be directly affected,

but an.offsetting advantage will be the availability of fully comparable

data on non-eligible earners competing in the same labor markets who may

expertence indirect effects.

The final example we shall quote of important policy evaluation that

will need to be undertaken is the effect of whatever enei-c .lolicins this

administration achieves. Such policies carry obvious direct implications

fof the jabor force through their effects on industrial technology and

mil:, But possible implications are also more far reaching. -Higher

relative prices for fuels may be expected to affect residential choices

and commuting patterns - -the effects on which rill be mediated, among

many l'-.2=Irtots, by policy developments in the-areas of public

tranapcztation and housing policy.
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Although we do not as yet have any clear idea of l&-at new programs

and policies there will actually be over the next five_to ' :ea years you
-_

can depend on it that there will be some. If, as is likely, the current

emphasis on pursuing thorough evaluation of policy effectiveness continues,

there will be many opportunities for the NLS to make important contributions.

Full Employment and Inflation

The is not much basis for supposing that the problem of inflation

will be solved by the 1980s, so we have tried to speculate on ways

in which the NLS might shed some light on the issue.

The notion of a simple-trade-off between' unemployment and inflation

haS.run into obvious trouble in explaining recent experience. Nevertheless,

there is at least an abiding belief that unemployment' s necessary if -

price levels are to remain under control. One arguMent given for why

this should be so is that the unemployed who stand ready to take the jobs

keep downward pressure on wages.' To the extant that this "reserve

army" argument is a serious one, two related issues need examination.

First, equity certainly argues against imposing, heavy hardship on those

\
\ who must serve as canon fodder in the anti-inflation war. Pellner ( 3 ),

\
.

Who espouses a version of the reserve army argument, has proposed some,

poSsibly lOng-term income support mechanism to relieve this hardship.

But, the efficacy of a group of unemployed persons so a deterrent to

inflationary way increases must depend on their job readiness--the

rapidity and\ease with which they could substitute for those currently

holding the job. How rapidly does the human capital involved here

depreCiate? This leads to the second issue. Not only equity but also
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effectiveness may argue in favor of some process for rotating any necessary

burden of unemployment. Another possible way of maintaining the job

readiness of the unemployed may be to develop some sort of "skills

.-benk"-..-some program which allows for the storing of skills Without the

danger of their atrophying from lack of use. Better knowledge of'what

happens .to marketable labor skills during spells of unemployment of

varying lengths is important - -as is knowledge of the'depreciation attributes

of human capital referred to above in,the discussion of parents' reentry

into the labor market. And this knowledge must be disaggregated enough

to tell us about differences under alternative income, earner, and family

circumstances.

In analysis of the employment/price-level. dilemma , the behavior

patterns that accompany or result in labor market adjustment are important

components. This is related to the issues raised above concerning

possible future increases in labor market'flexibility. Migration within

and among labor markets is an obvious. one. The:process that leads

people to make job change decisions within and'among occupational categories

is u,ther--of which sources of information and decisions to look for

informr;rion about job alternatives are important components. Job

information patterns may be an area especially amenable to a long-term

longitudinal survey. All adjustments are node on the basis of information,

correct or incorrect. What information is spontaneously there? Is there,

usually an overt effort to look for information? How .ouch migration

is in response to bad information? How much of such information do

people simply absorb as background to be used when and if they decide to

5' r)
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consider a move? How much can be. absorbed only when it becomes

relevant to a specific question that is being asked? Answers to these

questions should enable us to design job information policies that will

be effective in increasing overall job mobility. It is not clear that

we have any now or that we know how to design them.

Finally, few are currently willing to'talk openly about wage and

price controls. It would not surprise us if over the next decade the

U.S. moves closer in that direction in its continuing effort to reconcile

full employment and price stability. The worker's job adjustment process

is a relevant, though insufficiently understood factor in

how effective those controls can be.

A viable system will 'clearly depend upon whether an inforMation and

planning structure can be devised to anticipate and promote responses

to imbalances in labor matkets, whether these imbalances are occupational,

geograpbical, or along some other dimension. The most prom:;. Log approach

will surely be one that provides as little modification of existing

adjustment processes as possible and, indeed uses knowledge of those

processes to project exist trends and assess the_consequeLces of

intervention.

It has already been suggested that intermittent changes between

schooling and work may be becoming more common, among young adults.

)

Adult education and retraining should also be regarded as a possible

sciv in the job change or labor force adjustment process. Here we

need to understand more about the conditipns under which adults choose

to make use of public or private education and training facilities.

Such options could become an important dimension in increasing the
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flexibility of the experienced labor force. This too could make a

contribution to the unemployment-inflation puzzle.

Con7Auding Remarks

Many of the issues that have been mentioned above are familiar ones,

and that is because they are inherently perennial or at last recurrent.

We will always need to evaluate the effectiveness of policies, and there

is no et-Al in sight for the conflict between employment and price

stability. The changes in our approach to these issues is related both

to the demographic changes in the labor force and to the increased relative

importance of the human capital or quality dimension of that labor force.

We must now think in terms of dual-earner: families, and we must address

the human capital formation and maintenance process more directly, both

for children and for adults at various stages in their life cycle. The

work outside the home can no longer be neatly separated along sex lines

from work inside .!-.he home, and work in and around the home must be

recognized as having important effects on new generations of workers.

Hence, the evaluation task is much more complicated and dynamic than has

been so far acknowledged. In addressing these issuesithere. is a critical

need for longitudinafinformation, covering as long a span as possible.

Intergenerational data are needed for some of the quetions;,recall

information, with all its hazards, is the best we can do at the present.

,Analytieek and statistical techniques will also have to be developed and

.

adapted to makeefficient use of data on life histories. New concepts
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of fUll employment may also be neededr-as public discussion is beginning

to recognize.

But--apart from the faimiliar issuesr -new trends in population,

technology, and theory have also raised new analytical issues that are

central to an understanding of labor force changes. These have to do with

the.process of. reprOducing cohorts of'new labot force entrants that

are well equipped to.paiticipate in the society's work, and the 4eparturei3

from simfle.straightline career trajectories on the part of adults. We

have suggested a, few directions that seem promising. But these, and others,

certainly demand a more dynamic form of analysis and require data on

.life histories or major parts of life historiea.to generate and evaluate

appropriate behavioral hypothals. BLitt .Singer'e paper for the conference

provides a systematic treatment-of thOieanalytical and statIstiel

issues.
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-1. Introduction

Individual ':-iistories as-Units of Analysis

in Longitudinal Surveys

by

Burton Singer

Columbia University

1.

The recent availability of large longitudinal. data sets has focused

attention on the dearth of analytical tools which are ayailable for exploiting

the unique featu'es of such data. Particularly prominent among existing

longitudinal surveys are the National Longitudinal Survey of Labor Force
i

t

:

Experience (Parnes [24]), the Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics (Morgan

[23]), and the Wisconsin Youth Panel (gewell and Hauser [27]).,yeach of.which
I%

,

'attempts to measure vaious fadets of the education and labor force experience

1

of individuals over a substantial-portion of their lives. Also of considerable
I

interest are the National Crime Survey and several victimization surveys as

described in FiOberg, [16]. An important feature of these data -sets which

has no counterpIrt in cross-sectional samples js that one may carry

empirical studiTs in which individual histories --or household histories-- are

the basic unit ?f analysis. This focus imdiately highlights new kinds of

questions which can he answered with longitudinal data and Ithat,cannot be

t

chat

.addressed other Ise.- For example, in the context of laborforce participation,v

tindividuel hist

of employment:a

age ranges, and

s.
I

ries can be utilized to construct distributions of the durations
i , /

d unemployment for persons in particular occupational, grotps,

I

geographical regions. Conditional probabilities of perdons
//



transf6vring from one job category to another given their age and earlier

''mploywent history an be computed from work history data, whereas these

orohabklitips are empirically outside the scope of cross-sectional surveys.-

Additional problem 3-addressable with longitudinal dale but outside the scppe's

of cross-sectional surveys are:

inter-cohort comp ri:ion_ot-l'individUal eargingsprofilee;

Vthe-p:revelence-of-chactic-career-lines-es4ii) identifiati.oh
/

1

j -dis4USsed 1

(..

tlle f:,egmented labor marker (see M. Fiore

[25]);' 4
-, 0.

measure .- .

prog":1M

the influence of tax policies and income peintenance--

labpr carpply decisions and attitudes toward work.,

If questionc zi.1,h .T., those listed above area judged to be of central

importance
.

werl - ',-N:-gitudinal survey is being planned/, then continuous

--:
-.,.ach

_/. _.
.

W.st.ories fw individual represent the ideal for of data Thus in the

I -

orout of the labor fce triChotomy,Employed, unemployed, ou it wouldbe desirable

..know in whigh-°f these "'states heaC.individual is situated for, all tiMes

II

few longitudinal surveys have been designed

,
1 '

retrospective survey of',

after, say, age 17, Unfortunately,

with such_ que,_ion in mind --for exceptions see the

Coleman, Pt:el E13fand the life hiStory data of N. kOgoff [26]. As a result,

if questions answ rable in terms of detailed individual histoties-are

interest to a rese ai,oher, he'. is usually confronted with data where the

Las co.ra-es--- contain gaps of various kinds. The; methodological issue then is

J
.

how/toutili -suc11 fragmentary data--to- test theorieS of indiVidtal movement'
i_ ,....,

which incorporate both the Observed and unobServed events.
J .
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3.

My mandate for this conference is: "to give 'guidance 10 the planners

of the NLS and other participants in the conference as to analytical

strategies suitable for NI'S and other longitudinal survey data." Clearly

this is a'rather tall order which, if taken literally, would require an

encyclopedia to fulfill. Furthermore,genuinely satisfactory advice, particu-

larly for histories with gaps, must await some extensive forays into as yet

uncharted mathematical and statistical waters. Because of this situation, I

have decided to narrow the scope of my remarks to a review and outline of

strategies for effectively describing and modeling individual histories. My

emphasis on this aspect of the analysis of data such as the NLS is motivated

by the fact that with_few exceptions --e.g. Heckman [18], Borjasand Mincer

[ 6], Spilerman C81], Rogoff [26J, Stewman [32]-- individual histories have

hardly been studied at all in longitudinal data, while at the same time they

represent a unique feature of such surveys which is also at the conceptual

core of studies of social and econoniic change Over the life course.

2. An Exploratory Strategy for Gap-Free Sections of Individual Histories

Although the observed individual histories on variables such as

employment status contain considerable gaps in various section of the NLS,
1

\
Michigan Income Dynamics Panel, and most currently existing longitudinal

surveys, it is useful to begin a discussion of analytical strategies by

\ treating gap-free segments of the histories. We illustrate the ideas with

\\\a
strategy for modeling movement among the three employment status categories:

employed, unemployed and engaged in a job searCh, and out of the labor force.
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This kind of strategy is applicable to the first job after termination of full-

time schooling,in the NLS older men's survey and to subsequent portions o

the histories which may effectively be regarded as gap-free --e.g. the

years 1965-1966, 1970-1971, and 19751976.

As-an initial baseline class of models we introauce the bivariate

Markov processes (X(t), Y(t)) where the first coordinate, X(t), is

irientifiedwith one of the t'iree possible employment statuses and Y(t) is

identified with duration prior to time t in the state X(t). The first

coordinate {X(t)}
t>0

of such a bivariate Markov process is called..a semi-

Markov process. For a nice expository account of such processes see J. Hoem

[19]. Among the quantities of interest to us for modeling purposes are:

(I) Qij(t,u,v) = (probability that an individual will move to

state j in the time interval (t, t+v) given that he is in

state i at time t and has been there for a length of time u).

For selected populations where individuals start employment nearly simultan-

eously --(e.g. within one or two months after the completion of full-time

schooling)-- we need only consider aii(t,v) =

(ii) pii(t,v) = (expected number of visits to state j iL the time

interval (t, t+v) for an individual who is in state i at time t)

NDte: If state 1 = employed, state 2 = unemployed but envged in a

job search, and state 3 = out of the labor force, then 11.12(t,v) may

be interpreted as the expected number of spells of unemployment

during the age range (t, t+v) for individuals who are employed at

age t.

al
= (expected length of time spent in state j after age t for

an individual who-is in state i at age t).



For detailed discussion of the mathematical relationships among these and

other quantities which describe individual historles, see Mode [21], Hoem
_

[19], and Littman-and Mode [20]. Our purpose in mentioning items (i)-(iii)

in the present discussion is simply to indicate the kind of numerical

quantities which cn eft'ectiw.ly describe individual histories and also be

embedded in simple mathematical models.

Outline of a Model Fittthg Strategy

(1) As a first step in describing individual histories tabulate, for

each individual,
(i,j) 7 (duration in employment status i after completion

of full-time schooling before transferring to status j) and the Independent

variables (X1, Xm) which are-Niewed as a priori candidates to influence

(i J)T
1

--e.g. years of schooling completed, occupation-industry classification,

etc. Estimate a..(t,v), and assess the relative influence of the independent

variablesX , X
m

on this probability. Observe that in the present discussion,

t represents age. Techniques for e:Aimating waiting time distributions

influenced by, independent variables and which could be utilized-with-the NLS

are described in Cox [14] and Breslow [7].

(2) Repeat the above procedure on

(j,k)
T
o

= (duration in employment status j after time

T
1
(1,1) before transferring to status k and c,,,11 the estimated

waiting time probability aij,k
(t,v)

.

(3) If ai,j(t,v) aiii(t,v) then a single semi-Mapkov process

X(t), t 0, can describe the first two employment status episodes. However,

if aij(t,v) ¢ aij(t,v) this suggests possible dependence of the duration of the

second episode --i.e. interval between change of employment status--on the duration
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and status of the first episode.

(4)..Repeat steps (2) and (3) for as many successive gap-free episodes

asthere-are in the-data. If a single matrix of functions 11 a
ij

(t,v)

describes each episode, then one semiMarkov process can describe the

employment status process over multiple episodes. It is, however, doubtful

whether the independence of past and future events implied by such a description

actually,holds for many sub-populations with the possible-exception of those

persons having chaotic career lines,--see e.g. M. Fiore [25] for a discussion

of this notion. Test procedures to assess the extent of dependence.of-a given

event --i.e. change of employment Status-- on events in earlier time epOChs

are given in Billingsley [5] and Anderson and Goodman [3 3.-

For descriptive purposes, one has the option of using separate semi-

Markov processes to describe employment behavior in epochs between different

changes of employment status or attempting to develop a single model --incor=

poratihg dependence of a given, event on events in earlier epochs-- to describe

the employment status process over the life course. To date there is insufficient

experience on large longitudinal data sets with each of these alternatives to

enable anyone to give well-grounded preferences and provide general advice.

We can, however, recommend that the modeling experience of C. Mode and,G. Littman__

[20, [22] --utilizing age-dependent semi-Markov models on the contraceptive-
_

pregnancy histories in the Taichung Medical IUD experiment [17]-- is worth

studying, as an example of the kind of analysis of individual histories that

could be attempted with gap-free sections of the NLS, the Michigan Income

Dynamics Panel, and the Coleman-Rossi continuous work history file.
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An alternative to Mode and Littman's strategy of linking age-dependent

semi-Markov models in time series, are the tests of hypotheses that chains of

order greater tban one provide a good fitting, readily interpretable description

of individual histories. Despite the interesting early work of T. W. Anderson

[ 1], [ 2] utilizing this strategy on P. Lazarsfeld's voting panels as well as

the existence of statistical procedures to carry out such tests, we are not

aware of any serious attempts --with the more recent longitudinal files-- to

,extend this program to model the dependencies of a given event on previous events

.and.the durations between them.

3. Earnings Profiles and Continuous State Processes'

The models_and examples mentioned in section 2 emphasized histbri-S::6

variables which can assume a finite number of possible values --e.g. job

categories, employment statuses, etc. Onthe other hand, individual earnings

histories, which are of central importance in the human capital theory of

individual investments and their returns over the life course, are most

natut'ally described by processes whose states --identified as earnings-- can

assume-a continuum of possible values. Although there is a well-developed

mathematics literature on semi-Markov processes with continuous state spaces

[1.0] as well as a literature on continuous state processes incorporating

dependence on past history --e.g.Gaussian processes [15]-- such-models,

which are natural candidates for the description of individual

have with'rare exception --e.g. Heckman [18]-- not been utilized in a major
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longitudinal study. That this is a place where much interesting research

could be carried out is already suggested by the very nice study Of Borjas

and Mincer [8] on the distribution of earnings profiles in the Coleman-Rossi

continuous work history data. In this investigation duration in current job

. .

/ emerges as an important independent variable in regressions where the function

of working age, log(earnings)(t), is a dependent.variable. This exploratory

evidence suggests the importance of a consideration Of analytical strategies

o

for describing the tri-variate stochastic process (X(t), Y(t), Z(t))t>0 where

X(t) is an individual's job category L'-or 'possibly occupational status

score-- at working age t, Y(t) = duration in the job held at working age t,

and Z(t,) = earnings at working age t. -A systematic attack. on this problem,

. ,

including the.introduction of independent variables --in analogy with Cox [14]1

Spilermanj31], Heckman [18]-- would provide a natural link between the

status attainment literature in sociology which primarily focuses on

(X(t), Y(t))t>o'and the human capital interpretation of the earnings profile,

which focuses on .(Z(01>0. In effect, the Borjas-Mincer analysiS could be

viewed. as a description of the Z(t) coordinate, while Ao$orenson's [30] status

attainment profiles - -also based on the Coleman-Rossi data-- are simply the

:expected valued EX(t), t ?...0 of the. first.coordinate of the above mentioned."

4

tri-variate process.

- ft. Individual Histories with Gaps and Other Forms of Censoring

A substantial estimation and hypothesis testing literature for censored

observations of duration times has developld in response to the needs of
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medical follow-up studies. These techniques --desdribed in Breslow and

Crowley [8], Chiang [9], Cox [14], and Barlow, Bartholomew, Bremer, and

Brunk [4]-- could be utilized on the NLS data to estimate waiting time distri-

butions for persons lost from the survey after the first or second wave or,

for whom there is considerable_u:,certainty about the timing of a change of

employment status. Censored duration time observations also lead to difficulties

in identifying a unique structural model -- within a proposed clasS..- consistent

with a set of observations. For an interesting first step in addressing the

identifiability question for censored duration time data, see Tsia.6.L" CA3];

however, much methodological work remains to be done here.

In addition to censoring of waiting times in fixed states, it is frequently

the case in panel studies that multiple unobse-,ved transitions --e.g. spells

of employment and unemployment-- may occur between the waves of the panel.

This, can par':ially be controlled at the design stage of a survey if retro_

spective questions are built into each wave of the panel. This ip quite

feasible for questions, about jobs, employment status, or earnings; however,

fol.- attitudinal questions, retrospective data is extremely unreliable. - Thus

unobserved multiple transitions are, and probably will continue to be,

difficult facet of longitudinal survey data which presents unusual modeling
CJ

.

problems. We illustrate .a strategy for dealing With this problem which Is

the simplest protatype of the kind of analysis that can be carried out with

attitudinal questions.

Unobserved Multiple Transitions--An Example

As part of a study of interprsonal relatiOnships among American 'high

school youth in the 1950's, J. Coleman [11] asked students in Northern IllinoiS



.high schools in October 1957 and again in May 1958 whetherdor not:

.(1) they perceived themselves to be members_of the leading crowd in

their school;
_

10.

(2) they can maintain their principles anc be a member of the leading

crowd.

Affirmative answers to each question were scored + and negative answers were

scored -. Thus an individual can respond to the above questions in one of

four possible ways at each observation time: (Response to (1), Response to

(2)) = (+,+), or (+,-), or (-,+), or (-,-). We then identify these

responses as possible states of a stochastic process.- ,The obseryed_counts'for

boys and girls based on the above mentioned two.waves of, panel data are:

Question

Response
October 1957

0

TABLE I

Boys, Observed Counts.

Response, May 1958

(1)
(2)

458 140 110 49

171 182 56 87

184 75' 531 281
85 97 338 554

Source: Coleman [12], pg. 171



TABLE II

Girls, Observed Counts

(2) +

Response, May 1958

+ '

Question (1)

Response
'October 1957

+

+

484
112
129
74

93
110
40
75

107
30

768
303

32
45

321
536

Source: Coleman [12], pg. 16?

Although the attitudes (1) and (2), held by each student, were assessed at

times spaced nine months apart, their attitudes on these questions could have

changed multiple times between October 1957 and May 1958. Such chgnges are,

of course, non-observable. In connection with the above data Coleman proposed

a theory about attitude change in an adolescent population on jssues such as

(1). and (2) in which individuals could change their attitude on either issue

alone at any one tite but could not change their attitude on bothissues

simultaneously..

Examination of Tables I. and II reveals that in both the male and,female

populations some individualS had changed their attitude on both issues, as',

,observed at the survey times --e.g. 32 girls responded (+,+) in October 1957

and in May 1958; 75 boys_responded_(7,t)-InLOctober-1957-and7tin.
a

May 1958. Since.the times at which an individual changes his/her attitude

is unrelated -= to the best of our knowledge-- to the survey times, our only
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recourse in 'assessing compatibility of data such as Table I and II with

Coleman's theoretical proposition, is to first propose a variety of plausible

models of individual attitude change which allow for transitions at arbitrary

times. We then assess whether the observed data can --at least to within small

errors-- be generated by one or more of the proposed models.

A simple baseline class of models which were suggested by,Coleman for

comparison",with Tables I and II are continuous time Markov chains with

stationary transition probabilities governed by the special 4x4 intensity

matrices

0,
3.j

0, i A j,

q14 q23 2 S32 g4

4
E. q.

11
= OT ;

J

that is, instantaneous change is possible only on one attitude at 'a time.

Transition probabilities P(0,t) for these models satisfy the matrix differ-

ential equations

dP
crt = P( 0 ) = (1)

where Q e Qi (see Coleman [12] for the restricted class Q1); and P(0,t). can be

represented as

Note: Transition probabilities between a pair of states conditional on a
transition occurring whether it is observed or not .: are given by.

mid ..= = /(.-n..), I j.
411

luG



In order to assess whether:the transition matrices induced by Tables I

and II according to

(here, nij

n .

I'(OA =
n.
it .

= number of individuals in state i in. October 1957

who: are also in state j in May 1958,'
4

= E n..
/

ojti

and A = -9 Months)

(3)

can be approximately represented in the form (8) we introduce the matrix norm
0.

and determine Q
bo s

and Q
girls

for which
Y s

min Illog Pboys QH

Q01

min Hlog P
girls

are attained.



The primary qUantities of interest are the probabilities

1 0

q11

M = Q + I

1

interpreted as probabilities of movement 'between pairs of states conditional op.

a change occuring. These probabilities area given irrterms ;of the least

squares intensity matrices, Q and Qboys girJ.s5

M ' =
IDoys

and similarly,

0
,,--

.6148

.6546 0

.3561 0

11

.,3852: 0

.3454

0: ..6439

L. .2133 .7867

(a
boys,

1

qq-P4 ).bOSTS

0

Q + I
boys



ft

M
girls

0 .5361 .4639 0

.6827 0 0 .3103

.2367 0 0 .7633

0 .2344 .7656 0
.)

.Computing tables of-expected values under the' Model proposed by

Coleman we obtain

n
1+

N.

0

15.

0

..*

n
4+

0

n
4+

boys

girls

-boys-

Qgirls

454.3

174.6

187.2

93.2

479.1

111.8

124.8

57.6

134.9

182.6

56.7

92.7

90.6

112.4

38.0

77.5

108.8

47.1

539.2

334.2

104.7

22.4

770.6

305.6

65.6

91.7

28 .7

554:0,

41.6

51.5

324.5

544.4

(4)

(5)

Comparing (4) and (5) with Tables I-and'II reveals that constrained .

time-homogeneous Markov models with Q c Q
1

provide very good approximations

to this data. The key methodological lesson of these calculations is that

observations dfl% process,*where multiple transitions occur between the

observation times, can still be effectively tested for compatibility with

theoretical Models which incorporate these non - observable events. Furthermore,

the preliminary conclusions about the adolescent society listed below are much

more transparent In Mbovs and Mgiris then in Tables I and II or in.the transition

matrices T(0,A)induced by them. These conclusions are:
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(i) The most probable transitions for both boys and girls are

( +,-) ÷.(+,+);,(7,+) (-,-); and (-,-) (7,+).

(ii) Although both boys and girls who perceive themselves outside of

the leading crowd and who don't feel you must give up on principles

to be in it will tend to change their mind on the issue prindiPleS;

---:
girls have a somewhat higher probability than boys of feeling this

way. In particular, (m = '7633 (m34)boys3 )

girls
6439.

(iii) For persons perceiving themselves outside the leading crowd, and feeliyg

you must go against your principles to be in it, it is much more

likely that they will change their attitude about the issue Of_

principles before they are in the leading crowd than the reverse.

(i.e.
m43

m
42

for both boys and girls)

Having demonstrated that a restricted classof-time-homogeneous Markov

models provides a readily interpretable and remarkably good approximation to

the data in Tables I and II, it is necessary to add a note of caution. In

particular, a variety of non-Markovian models of both homogeneous_and-heter7

ogeneous populations, which are indistinguishable from time-homogeneous Markov

models on the basis of two waves of panel data, can alsp represent Tables I

and II. Thus we view the conclusions based on the-receding-calculations as

suggestive but tentative pending a comparison of

(k-j)AQ '

(kI.DAQ

e
boys gi 1;

and e 0< j< k,

n



with observed matrices P
boys

(jA,kA) and P (jA,kA) arising from
girls

additional waves of the panel study.

For a more detailed technical discussion of the strategy utilized in

the above example, see Singer and Spilerman [28], [29]. However, it

should be pointed out that a major set of open methodologiCal problems

remain to be addressed in order to extend these ideas to models which,

incorporate strong dependence of a given response on responSes at earlier

times.
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We- -have witnessed-over the past deCade-SOMe remarkable trends'relat-

ing to childreartng, work,,and welfare. One is the recent decline in

the number of children people have or plan to have. Whereas completed

family size had been increasing for many years following World War II,

there is recent evidence that the trend is reversing.- Ever-married women

aged 30 to 34, for example, who are near completion of their family size,

had an average of 3.0 births in 1965; comparable women in 1975 had an

average of only 4,4 births (U.S. Bureau of :he-Census,-1976b: Table G).

That this trend toward smaller families will continue is suggested by the

----decline-in-the-number of children'expected_by_married_women _aged 18._tc 24:__

from 3.1 in 1965 to 2.2 in 1975 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1976b: Table a

Young adults not only have fewer children to rear than was true 10

also
or 15 years ago, but theyhre increasingly likely to utilize other adults

to assist in child care. 1J-end data for comparable populations are not

available, but as of 1974-1976, 8 out of 44 million children aged 3 to 13

were cared for during the daytime when not in school by someone other than

their parents (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1976a:' 1). The number would be

greater .if we included children under three and evening car-6-6S-iiill.

Concurrent with the decre in family Size and, the-extensive USe_of

non-parents for child care s.t,,,..increase in female employmentoutSide

the home. This is most notable for Women with children of presChObl .age.

The labor force participation rates of ever -married mothers with children

less than 6 years of age was18.2 in 1955,' 25.3 in 1965, ,and.38,9 in 1975

(U.S. Department of Labdr, Employment Standards Administration, 1976: 4).



Married women (husband preSent) with preschool age children have lower

rates t;ian women who are separated, divorced, or widowed, but labor force

participation was substantial for both groups in 1975 (36.6 and 55.0;

respectively). Even for women with children under three years of age,

the participation rate in 1975 was 32.7 for married women (husband present)

and 49.9 percent for other ever-married women (U.S. Department of Labor,

Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1976, Table E).

Along with-the rise in the labor force participation rates of both

married'and unmarried mothers with young children; has been the rise in

the number of father-absent families. The total number of "female headed

households" with children less than 18 rose from 2.6 million in 1960 to

2.9 million in 1965, and then leaped t..) 4,1 million in 1971. The number

of women with children receiving public assistance also rose dramatically:

Aid to FamiliPs with. Dependent Children (AFDC) caseloads quadrupled be-

tween 1960 and 1971 (Ross and Sawhill, 1975: Tible 24). There was both,

an increase in the number of mothers eligible to receive welfare payments

and an increase in the 'participation rates of eligible women.

Underlying all of these trends has been a basic change inthe diision.
-

of labor=among-parents-uncerning-childrearing_ancLMarket work,- Women

either have been assuming,greater responsibility for the financial main-

tenance of their children or have become increasingly dependent on the

state for financial aid; in both cases, men's traditional responsibility

as the major if .not sole providers for theirchildrenhas eased considerably.

* The term "female headed households" is put'in quotations, since the

use of a headship designation for - families has been challenged as

inaccurate and inappropriate, and will no longer be used by the. U.S.

Bureau'of the Census in the decennial census.'
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Alen.heweVer,Aave vO,Lassumed-in-exchange greater r-esPoniibilitY for the'::

traditional childrearim.(and housekeeping) activities of women; the

pressure instead is on the state to-pay for child care by either support-
,

ing the mother to stay. home or subsidizing alternative child care arrange-

ments so that she may work. To better understand the underlying dynamics

'.of this "role shift gap," -and its implications for social policy, we need

t o e xaminc. some of the specific interrelationships between childrearing,

'work, and welfare. The discussion to follow, which essentially raises

many questions about these int9rrelationshipS, wilthopefully serve as a

directive for future research. A& we shall see, we have.barely begun to

acknowledge the complexity of these issues or their social-significance.

Childrearing and Work

In exploring the relationship between childrearing and work, it

should be acknowledged at the outset that childrearing is work. It may

or May not be market work. But, in either case, it involves\considerable

time and'energy. Insofar as alternative activities cannot be pursued

simultaneously, the opportunity costs for full-time childrearers may be

substantial. A relevant issue that has received minimal aktention is the

-measurement-of-these'opportunity-costs, both- social and economic. Do

women, for example, who drop out of (or do not enter) the labor force in

order to -mar-their-own-childrentexperience only a temporary postponement

in educational or occupational attainment, or are the long7ter#LCOnsa

\
quences substantial?. Is the length of their abtefice from:the labor force

a critical factor? Does shifting from full-time to part-time eMplOyMent,

rather than dropping out of the labor force altogether, Minimizethe cost?

If one assumes that most women have achieved their non -familial aspirations

at the time childrearing activities begin, that they would never have



achieved them regardless of whether or not they had children, then the

consequences may be minimal. Recent evidence suggests that this is not

the case for women who begin childbearing at an early age (Presser, 1975b;

Furstenberg, 1976; Waite and Moore, 1977). Relative to women who started

their families at a later age or relative to childless peers, the educe-
.,

ticnal and occupational attainment of young mothers is less. The tine

perspective for these studies, howevert is limited: about 5 or 6 years.

Waite and Moore (1977:15), using data from the National Longitudinal Sur-

veys and comparing educational attainment at ages 18, 21 and 24, found

Wet with respect to education "young mothers do-not 'catch up' with their

childless age peers as they become older." The assessment-of the occupa-

-tional-effects of_early childrearing would seem to require a longer time

perspective than when examining educational effects. We-need2to_assess

not only the. long-terM:effects of early versus late motherhood-on non-

familial role attainment, but also the long-term impact on people's lives

of motherhood versus fatherhood. Accordingly, we need comparable"dati for

men and womeh on the timing and number of children in relation to

subsequent non-familial achievementS-.

It may be questioned, however, whether we can, measure the 'frue"

long-term conseciuences
ofaildrearing-for;-women in a society that re--

stricts their work-options_basically to a few traditional female occuria--- - --

--tions, such as teacher, nurse, secretary, apparel operative, waitress, or

privatOousehold worker: The limited range of chOices may itself be

eoneciiience of treating Most women,'especially mothers,Las temporary

workers. A crude assessment of the effect of sex: ifferences on labor

force opportunities could be had by.comparing the occupatiOnal careers of



men who have 'sole custody of young childl'en- (due, say', to early widowhood)

with women in similar economic situations COmRarable in age and education

prior/ to becoming sole custodians.. Of course, sex differences in motiva-

tion may be relevant, but one could argue that this is a structural effect ,

as well.

Although there are undoubtedly some opportunity costs for women as a

consequence of their role in chldrearing (which may or may not be per-

ceived), there are of course sa isfactions derived from this experience

that help to sustain its practi e. The great majority of women still want

children: as of 1976, 90 p cent of all women in the United States aged

18 to' 34 said they expected to have (or had) at least one child (U.S.

Bureau of the Census, 1976: Table 4).: But apparently women do not want

or are. unable to devotc as much time to childrearing .as in -the paSt_ AS

previously noted, the number 'of children women ,have i s: lessening, and, the

interval between childbitth and market work is'narrowing.

Yung women in the. labor force still, however, have loWer fertility

than those not in the labor force; June 1975 estimates for currently mar-

ried women are as follow (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1976; Table lO):,

Children per 1,000 wives

Age of wife
.

In labor force Not in labor force

18-24 511 1,205

25-29 1,225 1,966

30-39 3,903 4,409

_

/

Its generally recognized that fertilitpmay influence labor force

,

.

Participation as well as vice versaYand there have been recent efforts

-:.to disaggregate this two-way proCess (Mott, -1972; Presser, .1975a Waite



an'StOlzenberg, 19.75). The questiOn hat not been raised, however, wilether,

the availability,or suitability of alternative child carearrAngements

attenuates this- relationship Would the differential .::11-fer6lity be .

greater,if. With Young children who want to vii.irk-but.are unable Ito

do so bec use of ifficultieS in arranging child care 'were excluded? TO
o

what extent are there such women, and who.de they more closelY resemble In

their fertility behavior: employed orother,non-eMployed women?' Ohe

study found., that 32 percent of women who wanted to work outside the home

felt that alternative child care arrangements could not be made (Dicktnson,

1975). The percentage might well be higher if all mothers were atked this

question, since wanting to work outside the home may be a consequence in

large part of feeling suitable (child care would be available.

Another relevant subgroup is women who want to return to work .soon after

their child is born and canarrange child care, but are not given the

opportunity to return to thei former job (if they had one) and cannot ,find

employment, this may be oite prevalent is suggested by the fact

that the unemployment rate for wives with children under 3 was 13.8 per

cent in March 1976 (U:S. Department of Labor, 1977). -How do these women

compare in their fertility behavior with employed or other non - employed

women? These questions are of theoretical -as well as practical importance,

because they test whether it is one's orientation to work or work per.; se

that influences fertility. (It would, of,course,,,be-relevant todiffer-

entiate part-time and full-time employment in such an analysts and contra

for background factors.)

The type of OTid Om available is also a relevant issue.

and Weller (1967) have hypothesized that it is the degree of .compatibility
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of childcare arrangements with women's market work that influences the

relationship between female employment and fertility:.

Where the roles of mother and worker are entirely
.compatible, we should expect little relation between
labor force status and fertility: The less the cost
in transferring childbearing /sic7 tasks to others or
in incorporating them with the job, the greater the

compatibility,.
Where the.roles are relatively incompatible, there

. should be a relation between fertility andeMployment
but its degree and nature would be to a large extent

. fashioned by the degree to which efficient contraceptive
technology is available (Stycos and Weller, 1967: 215,216).

These hypotheses assume that there is a similae number of children

desired among all women, both in and out of the labor force, and that

only when the market work is made incompatible with childrearing (not.

childbearing!) are'less children desired. But it has also been argued

that employment or the desire for eMployment may create a desire for fewer__

children-(or no children) even if haVing Children is'compatible.with

working; that is, alternative satisfactions to those derived from children

may be provided by employment. Blake, for example, states that

..: employment is a means of introducing into women's

lives the subjective awareness of opportunity costs
involved in childbearing rs-ic7" --an awareness that

traditional feminine roles and activities are well

designed to circumvent. (Blake, 196.5:62).

To the extent,' then, that satisfactory child care is made available to '

Women at reasonable cost, one might expect such compatibility to discourage

fertility.. Strober has argued'

. the option to work in the: market without interruption

may well induce girls (and women)to invest more heavily

in themselves. And increases in educational investment

would probably decrease fertility by changing tastes in

at least,two ways -- by changing the quantity-quality trade-

o'ff for children and by encouraging labor force, participation

(Stober, 1975: 358,359.).



The absence-of any data to directly test whether child care inhibits

or enhances fertility is Surprising, given its policy relevante. Indeed,

Reddaway (19:"' '
argued, at a time when-depopulation in Western Europe was

feared, that it would be a good policy to provide child care so asto re-

duce the "inconvenience" of a family; this would lead to more births. The

U.S. Commission on Population Growth (1972); on the other hand, raised the

possibility that'child care may have a negative impact on fertility, as

did a recent Brookings Institution report (Rivlin, 1972). Both poSitions

are taken in the absence of data.

'Much of the research on child care focuses on the types of arrangements-

that are made (Lajewski, 1959; Low and Spindler; 1968; Ruderman, 1968;

Westinghouse Learning-Corporation; 1971-;-Waite,-Shortlidge., and

Duncan and Hill, 1975; Lave and Angrist, 1974, Kurz,, Robins, and Spiegelman,

1975; U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1976; Shortidge

Brito, 1977). A general finding is that children of employed mothers are

)

cared for mostly by relatives, neighbors and babysitters, and that such care

is much cheaper than licensed institutional-End arrangements such as nursery

school and day tare centers. Without informal low-cost arrangements, many,

woMen would not consider it economically feasible to work.** There is

-evidence that the presence of non employed female.relatives in,the home i

associated with relatively high employment rates among women with young

children (Sweet, 1970; 'Waldman and Gover, 1971). Such families, however,

constituted only 4.8 percent of all families in 1970 with children under 6

* For a review of findings from the major studies, see Woolsey and Night- ..

ingale, 1977. There is also a considerable-body of literature on child

._development end adminiStrative aspects of non-familial child care, which

goes beyond the focus in this paper'.

** Child care is typically viewed as a means of facilitating female; not male,

employment, and'the relative to earned income are rElated to her

salary, not the child's father. This perspective may well change in the

near future. - 124



(Waldman and Cover, 1971). Ditmore and Pros.ser (1973) have argued that,

for lOw-income mothers, the expansion of child care-faci:lities would in-
.

crease the number of women in the labor force as well as thee.t-Cii-s---Iewrked

among the currently employed. Economists have also considered the cost of

non-familial child care arrangements in relations to demand (Steiner, 1971;

Heckman, 1974; Duncan andr-Hill, 1975; Kurz, Robins, and Spiegelman, 1975;
to the c,overnnent

Strober, 1975): While there has been some consideration of the cost/of

broadening the ,child care. deduction (Greenwald and Martin, 1974), there

has been no assessment of the effect ti-tthe recent tax credit for child

care has on demand.

The availability and cost of certain types of,child care may affect

employment, but do these factors also affect fertility? Is the anticipated

or actual use of relatives at little or no cost more conducive to fertility

than other-modes of child care? We do not know. It is particularly

relevant to ask whether the level of partidpation of fathers in child-

rearing tasks is associated with women's birthspacing and family size

desires. With greater participation of women with young children in the

labor force, there may well be greater pressure for men to assist

more with childrearing as well as household tasks. Will men's family-size

desires lessen ff'greater participation in such activities is expected of

them? Will men increasingly view it in their self-interest to support the

"expansion and improvement of intsitutional child care arrangements? Would

.ari increase in their child-care responsibilities influence their labor

force participation, especially when their children are young?,. Unfortun-

ately, because of differences between samples, we cannot assess the trend

over time in paternal child care. In addition to the need for such com-

parable descriptive data there is a need for analytic studies based on

41

interviews from men that would relate their child care attitudes and

behavior to the timing and number of children they have and to their

12
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employment (as well.as their wive's).

Although we have been focusing on child care as an intervening factor

affecting the relationship between female employment and fertility, the

prOnatalist thesis about child care could be tested by studying non-ern-

\

ploypd women. DO women who 'send their preschool children to a nursery

school or child care center want or have more children than other non-em-

--ployed women of similar education? How do women utilize this child-free

I

time, \\and-do such activities offset any positive effect child care may

have on fertility?

Childrearing and Welfare

It\is not the purpose'of this paper to discusS-whether women with

youtv Jiildren-should-or-should-not cifildrearers. I stead,

we have been speculating about some of the consequences for women's

achieveMents outside the home when other adults playa greater role in
.,.,

childreari7, and have been suggesting areas for future research. One area

for which there are many value judgments but little data concerns welfare

mothers: Wh\at are the consequences for women in poverty (and their children)

if the state' subsidizes maternal childrearing rather than providing alterna-

tive child\care arrangements so that the mother may work? What would the

consequenc s
\

to all family members (including men) if absent fathers had

to choose betw en supporting their children or rearing them -- i.e., deser-

tion was no\longer a feasible option?-

The re earh on welfare mothers has been primarily concerned with de-

.

tetinants 0 f welfare rather than consequences. These analyses are gener-

,115/ ecolog cal,
\ sing states or SMSA's as statistical units and relating

characteristics o these units to AFDC payments in these areas. In this

fashion, Win garde (1973) has concluded that neither the size of the welfare
. -

0
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grant nor its rate of increase influences the growth rate of the AFDC

population. On the other hand, Honig (1974) has, argued that both "female

headship" rates and AFDC recipient rates are significantly affected by the

relative size of AFDC payments; and Garfinkel and Orr (1974) conclude that

economic parameters in the AFDC program substantially affect the supply of

AFDC beneficiary mothers.

Underlying the issue of whether the size of welfare grants affects

participation in AFDC is concern as to,whether or not recipients would

*,

otherwise work. Are welfare mothers employable? Studies that, explore

their background characteristics suggest that they are (Levinson, 1970;,

Burnside, 1971). -Levinson's study shows that for both those of high and

low employment potential, the majority indicated that poor availability

of day care was a barrier (an additional. factor was dissatisfaction with

day care). Shea (1973) analyzed responses to a hypothethical job offer

arid found no difference in the proportions answering affirmatively by

potential eligibility for a family assistance payment. 'He also found

little evidence that greater subsidization of institutional child-care

arrangements would lead to increased labor force participation;.there was

'considerable relianCe on relativestr child care. (One might also question

the employability of the relatives and whether this supply will.continue.)

Econothists have considered whether it is'more costly to provide child.care

and job training than to pay AFDC allowances. Based on a computer simu4-

cation, Husby (1974) has argued. that AFDC payments are much less costly.

This may be true in the short run. But child care and job training-are

temporary, and the consequences for employment, self-sufficiency, and,

perhaps subsequent marriage as well, may belong-term. Also, as Strober

(1975:366) has Noted: "If potential AFDC mothers grow up knowing that

they will one day utfliZe.child care systems,' they may well increase their

level of educatiOn; make more appropriate vocational decisions, and thUs

127
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.be less likely to require AFDC." Moreover,.as previously suggested, women

may have fewer children if they are employed than if they.are.at,home full-

time. In other words, there might be more children ultimately to support

if low-income women are receiving public assistance than if they are

working outside the home.

This perspective is somewhat different from the thesis that public

assistance per se creates the desire for more children. The monetary gain

for having an additional child is considered an, incentive (Sklar and Berkov,.

1974), but the additional childrearing burden is notdviewed as a dis-

incentive. __The-hypotheses-that fertility will be higher when and where

payments are higher haS not been supported'(Cain, 1973; Winegarden, 1974;

Moore and,Caldwell, 1977). We know that poor women have more.children than

women with above poverty level family income (Presser and Salsberg, 1975),

but is there a difference in fertiity'behavior among low-income women

between those who receive public assistance aid those who do not? Tile

few studies of this issue suggest a negative answer (PlaCek and Hendershot,

1974; Polgar and Hiday, 1975). Moreover, there is evidence that among

black unmarried mothers, those receiving welfare have lower fertility

i.

desires than other low-income women (Presser and Salsberg, 1975). Since,

there is considerable flow on and off. public assistance, a longitudinal

study that relates this flow to the timing and number of births would be

revealing.

Research and Social Policy

The research issues'that have been raised here not only reflect

current trends but anticipate future ones as well. It is the writer

view that the employment rates of mothers with young children will continue

to rise, that small families are here to stay for at least the next decade
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or so, that children increasingly will be reared in one pareni EEivhOds,

and that there will be increasing pressure for fathers and/or the state to

assist -more wi h childrearing. Positive response to such pressure will

. ,

not necessarily-enhance woven `s status Vis-a-vis men', since -that would

I

depend on changes in structural opportunities and the extent to which.

housekeeping and childrearing after work hours are shared by men and women.

IAlso relevant would be changes in the life cycle sequencing-of education,

work, and leisiire, and the extent.to which work scheduling innovations are

adopted --..sucli as flexitime, 4-day':.40 hour work weeks, unpaid leaves of

'absence, exteriedvacatiens-,-sabbatical programs, and job rotation (Best

and Stern, 197 ). Providng-such jab_flexibility to men and women might
ti

greatly facilii ate their sharing of both childrearing and financial respon-

sibilities.

IWhether we.approve'of current trends or not, theirAmplicaticins 'fori__,_ __
SeCial.policyl need to be studied. PoliCy makers, in turn, need to adapt ,

. ..

their proposed policies to thesechanges_or their efforts will have mjnimal

effect. Recent proposals to strengthenthe.family through welfare reform

are acasefin point. Policy that would undoubtedly lead to giving favored
.

I

treatment off male employment and that views women's place preferably in

the hmie and.preferably married is suggested in excerpts from a memo of

March 14, 1977 by_Arnold Packer,-Assistant-SecratarY tf-tabar-,--ta-Ft-Ray

Marshall, Secretary of Labor (as quoted in Women's Washington Representative,

June 12; 1977):

...One can think of the traditional American family
structure with two parents and children in which the
family head goes out to work and makes enough of a
living to keep the family together. Themajor thrust
of any.programcught to be to support this as the .pre-
dominant situation for Americans. Secondly,'for
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families in which there are small children and only,

one parent, there should be enough support for thOse

families to liye a dignified life. The-incentives

,should be arranged so that individuals prefer the

two-parent arrangeMent. The earnings at work Should

be sufficiently greater than the .dole on welfare to

encourage families to stay together or to encourage

women who are single parents to remarry.. Meeting

these objectives means providing jobs and/or training

,td family heads who are unemployed and earnings sub-

sidies to working poor families.

...The policy conclusion-is to target the public

service jobs on families and not on individuals. ,.

None of this is anti-feminist. It could be the woman

in the family'who takes the job. Moreover, job av951-

ability; provides enough financial independence for a

woman to leave a bad marriage situation and knoWthat

she_can-make a living on her own. But for most cases,

it is important to provide the Male heaeof the family

with the oppdrtunity tolwork.

The views of Secretary,Marshall
are similar to those of his Assfstant

Secretary. On May 18,,,1977,1)efore the Rational Conference on Social

Welfare, he made the follOwing statement (as quoted in Women's Washington.

Representative, June 12, 1977):

For many-years, those who opposed a work require-

ment to welfare made the obvious-point that the: bulk

of those people receiving welfare benefits should

not be required to work. These were children and

mothers with very young children. This,perception is

correct and it is a perception that is also an integ-

ral part of President Carter's welfare reform plan.

Most people 'od welfare are not able to work and would

not be expected to.

Can we make such statements on the basis of existing knowledge? What

further research is needed?

The issues that have,been raised here make the case for-examining not

only trends in ,childrearing, work and werfare,'but #a-complex interrelate:

tionship- betweeh these events. Longitudinal surveys ,of both young men and

. young-Women that ask comparable questions on these topics and consideriong-

term as wellas short- term consequences are badIvrneeded.
......
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abUnitSOf Analysis in Life History, StUdies

'41atalie RoEoff Ramschyand Stern; -Erik ClauSen

In the last two decades, many distinct branches of the,

social sciences have moved toward the study of, sequences of

events, activities, and statuses experienced by persons or

aggregates of persons over a span of time The specific

topics and theoretical problems now being investigated by

applying such data are so varied that it, is difficult to

coin a sngle name' appropriate for all of them. They range

from th-:se covering relatively brief time'spans - a day a

week, few months - to those covering the entire life.span

Of:a cort. .A full list .might includ&toPics fr9M such diverse

fields as experimental- and developmentpsyeholOgy,politicai'

science, manpower studies, demography, medieine;.SoCial

psychold,4y, and sociology. But common to all of thewis the

goal oi.:;naracterizing individuals or, more properly, popul-
i

rations by series of variableg identified as to time, duration

and seq!_lacice:.

th&remainder of this paper will, be limited to

only a few of this_ great range of problems, many of the remarks

made here undoubtedly are germane to the entire set. This is

none the least so with respect to the first generalization

I want t rake that our capacity for,collecting and processing

ricrn ri,.tailed:nformation on sequences dif events in the

lives of persons, has outstippsed available concepts andtheories

for _organizing., synthesizing and understanding:these vast, data

assembles. There are ik&aptionstb this assertion, but on

the, whole, those of us who use standardizedquestionnaires

concerning sequences of evT',/lts, activities or'statuses in the

lives -cf-adalts have little other than slAch blanket conceptsfas

life cycles, or life histories to guide us in the useca-rers,

our data.

.
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This brings me to my second point. In the absence of

adequate theory, it is surely the most appropriate research

strategy not to foreclose interesting lines of investigation

',by premature data reduction. There is a real danger of

making such reductions, that is of !'tidying up" and making

heater the full array of data from such investiTions, if

one fails to be aware of the fact that sequences of variables"

over time have a conceptual and logical structure different

from that of static information. It is precisely the idea

that such sequences cannot and should not be reduced to the

same structure, as that of static vatiables which forms the

core of the following remarks.

While I *shall here draw on the experience.of my colleagues

andmyself at the Institute of Applied Social Research (INAS)

Oslo in our study of the occupational and other careers of

three cohorts of males, the lessonswe have learned can bec

applied to other studies, such as the National Longitudinal

Survey. Our data were c6llected in one long intervi41w, con-
.

dubted when,the men were 50, 40 or .30 years of, age, and con-.

sisted in part of retrospective material concerning the men's

activities,in such spheres as work; schOoling, marriage and

children, hmtsahold.composition, place of residence, housing,

and health since the age offourteen. In a.11;",we recorded

nearly.3,500 such life histories.

It was our aim in this study to follow the general

prescriptions given above, and to treat the biographical data

in a fashion corresponding to.their own intrinsic structure.

The Johns Hopkins occupational history study (Blumweit

and SOrensen 1969, Karweit 1973) served as somethi gOt a

model for our own in this respect, and much of wh t we have

done is an ".elaboration and particular adaptation of the basic/

strategy developed, by that research team.

Perhaps the best place to start is withithe banal obser-
;

vation that 'two people may have been born on the same day and

yet val considerably iii how eqntful their lives have been,

the_one having experienced more things:Ahah.the other, in one
t.

or sever:_:1 spheres of life. T ,`is so a rundamental .a type

/



of vari?tion in people's careers that provision must be made

for incorporating it into the scheme devised for collecting

and recording data. The basic principle resulting from this

idea is that of devising a data matrix such that every event

has the same likelihood of being registered as every other,

and that events, however we choose to define them, become one

of the two basic units of analysis, the other being the person.

While we are accustomed to using data to compare persons, in

this type of research, we should also use data to compare events,

both within (so to speak) and between persons. More than that,

we sheuld be .able to carry out analyses whereby we subject

-information on events to a number of arithmetic and logical

operations so that we can, in the most serious sense, 'play'with

the data on events until they take on the character of a synthesis

of the life course of4he persons to whom they have occured. It

is only if we have as much freedom as possible to (do this that

genuine progress will be,made in concept and theory formation.

How then, did we set up event matrices and carry out this

,kind of _.',ration?

It may be well to begin by explaining how the life history

interview were conducted and recorded. Building on the exper-,

ience of the Johns Hopkins study, We furnished the interviewers.

with an interview guide-in the form of a log book, with space

for time down the vertical axis, and for activities across the

horizontal. For each age, cohort, the log book began with the

calendar year when the men were 14 years of age. The first-activity

we asked about was the man's place of residence. Every time he

moved to a new place, the information was recorded down the vertical

axis at the point corresponding to the month and year when the

move occurred.

Th- :;:ction 0T .the intervicweyoncernod ro,,mal'as well as

informal schooling. The same procedure was followed, and in this

case, we asked three or four question. about each bout of schooling..

Then came an even longer list of questions about each job, including

of course the date when each job began and ended.



Itjis almost certainly the case that no two of the 3)500 men :

we inti,,-pviewed had:exactly the same pattern of entries in their

log books with regard to. when their various activities' began and

ended. As Nancy Karweit points out in her article "Stdrage and

Retrieval of Life History Data" (Karweit 1973), the only way to'

store log book data in conventional' fixed format is by constructing

a data matrix for each respondent whose size is equal to the

:product of the number of activities or,-as we call them life

spheres, times the number of questions asked about each of these,

times the number of'months (or whatever-the Amallest time unit)

covered in the interView. In our study, we asked in all 148

questions over the twelve life sphereS in the study, and the log book

spanned:over 432 months, so the size. of the data matrix for each

.man would' have been some_64/000' entries per man. In-fact, we

recordec:' an average of only 815 entries per man, so that only:

1.3% of 'allocated storage would have been used.. for.data of any

informational value. The remaining 99% of the entries would

consist cf -either blanks, when the man wasdoing nothing in a

giVen sphEere(not going to school, not ill, etc.)'or when he was

doing the same thing (holding the same job, being married to the

same wife)" for months'and years at a stretch.

.Karweit reports on the Johns Hopkins solution to this problem.
-...

_
. .. . .

Abandoningthe use of A data matrix in fixed .format-, --where-thel

locatio.n of an entry defineS both the time reference (month) and

.the item of information, they instead 'constructed a unique data

matrix or each person which was no bigger than that required to

store the information pertinent to his life history. Each person's

record begins with an index, or directory, showing how many events

. in each life sphere were recorded for that person, and giving i;e

storage location of each event. This makes it posSible to find \

any piece of information'about any event, even though. that infor.---`

mation is not located in exactly the same place for'each person.

\

To be sure, one must add the.beginning and ending dates to the

entries: for each event, since these are no_longer_given-by the

,location. But thisaddA relatively litte space to the data matrix,

Compared with the space saved by this method.

In our Norwegian investigation, we have solved the.problem_

in.a different way in'fact, in suCh-a-way as to combine rectangu-
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lerity or fixea'format, with economy. Our solution let us

call it the Oslo solution - is to give up any attempt to record

all of the data for, one person in a single file or record, and

instead to organize the data in separate event-level files, one for

each of the (twelve) life spheres covered in the study."Each

such file is in fixed format, eliminating the necessity to provide

an index or directory of its contents. And each life sphei;e file

contains no more and no less- than all of the events registered in

that life sphere, no\ matter whether there were few or many such

events, and no matter whether these were spread over few or many

persons.

Before giving further details of the Oslo solution,' it may.

be well.to compare the three storage methods pictorially. This is

done in Chartl.

The first figure in Chart 1 corresponds to the conventional

fixed format storage method. Note that the true information about

the person's life history stands out as small "islands" of data-.-
in between large reaches of either Wanks or repetitions. At the

price' of such wastage, one gains only a simple way of knowing what

is stored where.

The second figure rePresents the method proposedroposed by Karweit

in connection with the Hopkins study. The data matrix is again

organized at the level of persons, but requires no more storage

than necessary to record the varying numbers' f events for each
I%

person and to index the locations of person - events.

The third figure-illustratet the principl s used in the

Oslo method.. Note that we have turned the data m trix on its head,

by organizing it according to eventt within each' li e sphere, and

not by persons. All data can therefore be stored in \fixed forMat.

Since no index is required, this method saves not only- storage
.

of such-an index, but also programming of the procedure required
i

to retrieve data it variable locations.
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CHART 1

Three Methods for Storing Life History Data

1)' Conventional fixedformat.et the level of persons.

2

3
.4

2) 1:1de:fed variable format at the level of persons (Karweit 1973)

Person

Per-

son

2

3

4

n

2 3

Undex-
6d
Portion
iiDirec-
'tory)

Events

,

Fixed.forMat at the level of events (Oslo solution)

Event 11

4

'

Life Sphere A Life Sphere. B

( 1



Perhaps the greatest advantage of the Oslo method is

a consideration of which we were not aware when we decided to

use it. After several years of analyzing.

discovered that we rarely if ever use,.in

Analysis, more than,two life spheres'at a

these data, we have

a given piece of

time. Some of the

2iost frequent combinations are schooling and work, illness

and work,,marriage and household composition, schooling and

place of, residence. To be sure, we often combine these with

so-called background data - and how we do this, is explained

below. But the important point is that we have saved 'a very

large amount of computer time by not having to run through

each person's life history over all of the life spheres, when

in practice we want to read data from only one or two life

spheres. ThisAl'a lesson which probably applies to many large-

scale_all-pdi-pose studies.



Further details on this Oslo solution are as follows:

First, we divided our data into a number of life spheres,

eleven in all, plus a twelfth to be discussed below. Typical life

spheres.were work, schooling, residence, health, and family

formation. For each life sphere, a separate and unique data

file' was constructed. The file for a given life sphere is

divided into records for each event within'the given life sphere

for each person. The events were so sorted that all events for

the sameperson occur after one anbther in a calendar time

sequence.

arc az

Some further important principles in the data structure

fcalszwa. If a person had no life history at all in a

given sphere, he was not included in the data file for that life

sphere.- This follows from the fact that events, not persons;

are the level at which the life sphere files are organized. So

the life sphere files contain data for varying numbers of

persons.

The number of events varies from zero (see aboVe) to a

maximum that Varies both between life spheresand for':a given

life sphere, between persons.

Each-event record has'a standard format within:a given

ljfesphere.' The-event records from one life Spheretd-another

are not the same length. The

follows this sequence:

data on all the event records

4) Life sphere number.

2) Year of birth of person towhom event ocOurped.

3). Unique person number.

4):Event number. The first event ,(first-Place of residende, first

jdb:, school attended, Marriage; illness etc. ). for each person

Is-giventhe:number 001, the second 002, and so on..

5):The'<month and year when the event began.

6) The,:month and year when the event ended.
6



7) A simple yesino code for whether the given event was the last

for.that person in the given life sphere.

8) Description of the event. This descriptive material is

standardized Tor each life sphere, but varies in content and

in lengt! across., life spheres.

The event records within a life sphere are not in all

cases continuous over time. In other words, the month and year

when a given event ended need_not coincide with the month and year

when the next event for the same person began. And of course

the number of life spheres for mhich events are recorded as

having overlapped partly or fully in time for a person may alsO

vary. For example, we have recorded up to two coterminous jobs

for the same person, and he May also have been attending school

at the same time Finally, we constructed a kind of summary of

all th& e':ent records for each person.. Here, the idea was to

make a single' continuous.running record of the men's lives,

selectinz what appeared to be his main aCtivity for the entire

course of time covered by the interview, such that no more and

no less than one activity - including "unknown" - was recorded

.for all periods of time. This was. al deliberate reduction of the

data, since for some importantjOpes of analysis it was sufficient to

know whether a man was working, attending school, unemployed, ill,

on a long vacation, or that a givenportion of his time was unac-

counted for-. This was the twelfth of the event files.

Tables 1 and .2 show the dimensions of the files. In all, we

recorded over 10,000 events for the 3,479 men interviewed, for

an average of 55 events per man. The maximum member of events

summed over all life spheres was 653. Table 2 gives further

details on the size of the separate life sphere files..

In addition, we created one file Of background data, atti-

tude data, and'other information in a conventional fixed format

at the level of the person. Other than this, practically

speaking all information about persons had to be reconstructed
-

-by generating new variables from the raw data on e'vents. This

meant that we had to be able to link together information about

,(a) separate events within one and the same life sphere, (b) events
4



from two or more life spheres, and (c) events and persons.

Chart 2 gives a classification of the types of data retrieval

carried out and illustrates each type with examples of output,

either at the level of persons or of events. The first example

of output consists of characterizing each man's occupational

history by the number of jobs he has held. In practice, this

was dope by testing for the highest, event number -(see pt. 4 in

the sequence on page 7) for all event records onthe occupational

life sphere file. It could also be done by retrieving the event

number corresponding to the event coded as the last event on the

job history (see pt. 7 in the sequence on page 8). If we wanted

to generate'the number of jobs held between specified ages or

calPn19.' years, this would be done by testing' the beginning and

ending dates for each job event (see pts. 5 and,6) as to whether

they were before during, or after the specified dates, and

summing the number which met the given condition. (Since year of

birth is on every event record, age and calendar time are in one.

to - one correspondence.).

The second example, "diagnosis for illness of longest

duration ",; is produced by searching,the health history file for

each"man and comparing each record as to_the duration of the

event, the difference in time between beginning and'ending

dates:' This illustrates what Karweit calls "contingeht retrieval"

i.e. retilleving information about particular events which met

specified conditions, such as their position in a sequence of

events (first, last event), their position relative to calendar

time or age, or their occurrence or duration relative to other

events (before,during, after, longest, shortest). Both of these

examples refer to output at the level of persons. In'the second

column of the chart, some examples are given of output at the

level of events. Karweit points out that one should be able to

rearrange the data cyl life history files,so as to carry out

analysis not Only for persons, but for other units as well. Her

examples of such other units are transitions, i.e., pairs of events

nthadjacent. in time, and n-- events, such as first periods of higher



CHART 2

Types of Retrieval Operations; according .to LeVel

and Level' of Generated- Output

A. Events in

One Life

Sphere

Output at live

PerSons,

of:

1)number, of jobs .h-0T

2) diagnosit.for illneSs of

longest duration

3) ageatteginning. last Period

of part time sthoOliht.

of Raw Data

Event's

lYnUtbtr: Of jnb:,transitiOns'
.

Aenleges, went up A0111.,

or :remained the ':same.`;'.'

2), man years of 4 paid famzly

work, by age

3Ymean:preetigeh,sco

lobs. held betWeen etified

calendars dates

13, Events in One

Lift ,Sphere and

Personal Attributes

1) age at 'completintthighest.oil

'other spedified,leVe

cation, by place Onirth

.2) (for farmerssons) sibling

rank, time 'spent in unpaid

family wOr4 and whether/Or

when man became farm owner

. 1 whether flist marriage 'occured

before, duringE orlfter.last

period of full -time education,Two or more.

Life Spheres

1) number: of; job shifts to

prestige jobs, by father

socio-economic status

igher

1) man years spent in different

types of/householdst by concur-

rent marital status

2) hours /Of work in first, j.ob

after all periods of



edbcation, third jobs, last marriages, and the like. (Karweit 1973,

p.47). What seems to be the common factor in all such cases is

that tha units of analysis are, in one sense or another, events,

:!nd I have tried to exemplify that in no case can one reduce

(or rather, aggregate) such event output unambiguously to the level

of persons. The examples on the right side of Chart 2 refer either

to shifts, to transitions, or to persons-weighted-by-durations -

that is, man years (or months). We Y._ve ried out a great deal,

of interesting analysis of how the mev we interviewed distributed

their timo over periods of up to 36 -years, centering on the

variable percentage of man years devoted to work, schooling, ill-

ness, unemployment, and the like. (See Skrede 1976; Ellegaard 1976)

In le:, this analysis resembles time budget studies,of how people

use the hours of a day or a week.

Ndte in Chart 2 that all of these types of.outputioanin'

some bases be generated from. the data on a single eVent jfiie

( seCtion-A). In other cases, one wants to link event file and

person file data (section. B), and in stillothere.(seCtion C)

'.data from two or more event files, and of course two.or more event
Hfiles as well as person file data

\

:

A

These linking operations are difficult, especially at

different levels. In our study, there areManymore records for

events than there are for persons, and in addition we also have

analyzed both event and persondataat the still higher'level of:

cohorts ; To our knowledge, none of the standard survey program

packages, such as SSPS or BMD, allow one easily both to link data

froth files at, different levels and to carry out the contingent

operations bothboth within and between-files. We have therefore

taken on, and accomplished the arduous task of develoPing such

a programming capability, some of the highlights of which are

described in a technical appendix to this paper.



The last, point in this paper.is simply a reminder that the

rather elaborate technology described here is only a:means

to.the end of permitting us to investigate careers.and life

jiiStories'in a more adequate fashion.than heretofore. The'types
.

Apf variables used in .Chart 2 to_.illustrate-the prograMming

capabilities of the method we have devised are:also first steps

.to.the,further understanding of,how people s lives develop

and Oange. This is, to recall the stage we have reached in

this field. .1:hope-that others share in the anticipation

of.the fruits of this effort.



OF EVENT RECORDS .ON LIFE SPHERE FILES

Life. Sphere Total no.
\of events

'Average no.
of event
per person,

Maximum no.
of events

,Main
01 activity

0
Place of
residence

Formal
3 education

04
Informal
education

05
Jobs and
occupations'

Second6 jobs

7 Ilarital
'-status

/Chilaren'in
lfamily
)procreation'

Household*
composition.

10
.Illnes.s. and

.

,..adtadents,

1
Illness /accident
which:.affected job

12
Receipt of public
benefits or welfare

0 825

30,650

,698

,613,,

360.24

2,050,

6,466

7,099

45,002.

3,003

260

2,343

13.75

8,8i

2.79

°JIG;

.o.59

1.86

2.04

12.94

o.8

0..07

.67*

115

136

:2.0

135

48

12

140.

15

15

Toi;a1 192,13.3 55.23 653

4 = 311.'79



DIMENSIONS OP LIFE SPHER FILES AND EVENT RECORDS

Life

Sphere

01

02

03

04

05

06

lain Activity

Place of residence

Formal education

InOrMal education

Jobs and occupations

Second jobs

07 Marital status

08 Children in family

of procreation 7,099

09 Household composition 45,002

10 Illness and accidents 3,003

11 Illness which affected

job

12 Receipt of public bene-

fits or Welfare

(1)

No, of No, of Time and I.D. Attributes

Events : Persons References of Events. $1,1m (1)x...(5)
. .

No, of Items of Information

about 'vents

(2) (3) (4) (5) \,

No, of Entries,

47,825

30,65o

9,698

1,613

36,124

2,050

6,466

Total

3,479

3,479

2,686

1,055

3,478

762

(3,039

17

7

1 8 1382,600

6 '13 398;40

7 13 1 20 i93,910

7 6 3 204q9

7 4 47 ,697f*

7 11 18 311966
0

7 5 12 / 77,592,

2,783 7

3,479 7

1,745 7.

260 242 7

2,343 1,458 7

192,133

18 25' 177,415'

20 27 3215,054

23 30 90 090

5 12 3,120;

7 1,6,403.

232 :4.010,439
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APPENDIX

DDPP and multi-level data files

DDPP is a statistical package for social science data,

developed at the University of Oslo. Its functions can be

divided into three main categories:

1) statistical analysis,

2) data modifications, and

3) Tile handling.

!*.

The statistical part, which is not exceptional compared

with other corresponding packages (e.g. SPSS or BMDP), will not

be treated. The package has, however, a rather large capacity

concerning data and file manipulations. A Special faCility

of DDPP, which is the topic of this paper, is the capability

to handle multi-level data files.

Programs for data and file manipulations

The four main programs covering these functions are:

FILE :\ This program allocates, opens, or releasQ3data files.

MIX : The function of this program is to take variables from

one data set and add them to another-

GROUP:. The program aggregates data from a\lower to a'iiigher

lever., It has a number of functions, and a system' for

making logical statements.

CALL : This program 'offers possibilities for rather complex

data manipulation, with statements very'similar to

FORTRAN. It is also very useful for complex-aggregations..



Example 1 Input: one" event file, output: one person file

Figure 1 shows the organization of an event file from

the occupational history study in Oslo. The persons have a

variable number of events, and they are ,5orted in increasing

order, in columns 1 through 6. Now we want to retrieve the

following information: Number of.job transitions when wages

went up, down,-or remained the same, distributed between subjects.

This may be solved in DINT in the following way.

Col. Col. Col. Col.
1-4 5-6 7-10 11-14

PER S. EVEN INITIAL
ID. NO. WAGES

FINAL
WAGES-

1001 01 4000 5000
1,001 .02 5000 6o8o
1001 03 6000 7000
1002 0.1 2500 3000
1002 02 3000 3200

Figure 1. Structure of an
3;471 01. 3500 3700 event matrix
3471 02 3900 4200 'Irgages).
3471 03 4200 4700
3471 04 5000 5200



AUX,N=WAGES.

OUT ,11-pESULTS

*GROUP

P AUX=1-4, OUT=1-4

R1=V7710 - $ Initial wage for an event

-B1=R1 GT R5 '$ True if initial GT final wage

B2=R1 EQ R5 EQ

B3=R1 LT R5 $ . LT

R2=FREQIF Bl $ No. of transitions if B1

R3=FREQ IF B2 $ t,

R4=FREQ IF B3 $ B3

$ Final wage for an event

X5 -7 =F:2

.X8-1.:=R3 $ Output

N)41-13=R4 $

1.

for previous event
fl

A. brief description of GROUP 1)

The function of GROUP i8 to aggregate data from a lower

level (e.g. persons) of,analysis. The low and high level data

have to be organized in separate files, The two'files are linked ,

to each other by ,a common variable (in our examples in columns 1 -4).

It is mandatory that the low level id. numbers contain the high

leVel:id.numbers, and that the units are sorted in the same

increasing order (see Figure 2). The aggregated data may constitute,

a new file (example 1), or be added to an already existing high,

levgl file (example 2). The files have to be defined in the

program FILE, according to the following rules:

IMP : data on highest level". (read)

AUX: data on lowest level (read)

OUT :
data on highest level (write)

Z,.) For an exhnl,c,t47e description, e°4' thO ?)DPP manual. An English

:version will be published in january 1978. Further information

may be obtained from The EDP centre, University of Oslo,

Box I059,-Blindern, Oslo 3, Norway.
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The aggregated ,data are put in_registers:called R (see

'eXampael),and:the kind of aggregation-isdetermined bythe.-

following operators:.

FREQ : frequency summation

SUM : value summation

ACSQ ::quadratic Summation

TIME : time accumulation

EXTREME : min'. and max, values

DATE : date retrieval

VALUE : value retrieval

CONST : constant

In addition, the operators may be attached to, logical

statements, using socalled true false B registers.

Example 2 Input: one event file and one person file

Output: one person file

Data retrieval: Number of job shifts to higher prestige

jobs distributed between the subjects, by father's socio-

economic status (s.e.s.). In this case we have to retrieve

data from two separate files, one low and one high level (see

Fig. 2, p.5). DDPP can solve this problem in the follOwing way:

+FILE
, .

.INP,N=PERSON-FILE

AUX,N=EYENT-FILE

OUT,N=?ESULT-FILE



PERSON-FILE
COL. COL.
L-4 5

PERS. FATHERS
ID SES

1001. 5

1002 4

1003 1
iooLL 3
1005 6
1006 2

5470 5

5471 3

Figure

+GROUP.

P INP=1-4, AUX=1-4 $

R1=V7 $

B2=R1 LT R3 $

R2=FREQ IF B2 $

R3=V7 $

X6-7=R2 $

EVENT-FILE

-COL.
1-4

COL. .

5-6
COL.

7

PERS.
ID

EVENT.
NO.

pfiEs-
TIGE

1001 01 4

1001 02 4

1001 03 3
1001 04 2

1002 01 5

1002 .02 5
1002 03 5
3.003 01 3

3471 07
3471 08

2. The structure of one person and one

event ffiatrix, where matching is done

via a common identification number.

Matching variables

Present prestige

True if present prestige

No. of job shifts if B2

Previous prestige

Output,

higher than. previous

The RESULT-FILE will noW\be an input-file, containing the

two variables father's

.higher prestige jobs.

EXAMPLE

s.e.s. and the.number of job shifts to.

Input: Two event files

'Output: Person file, via one of the event files

Data retrieval: Occupation2/title at the time of last

imarriage. .Occupation and marriage are on two' separate event.

files,-as in 'Figure



4,

EVENT FILE MARRIAGE

.c.L.
1-4

COL.
5-6

COL.
7-10

Co .

11

PERS. EVENT START CIVIL
ID NO. TIME STATUS

1

t
1001 01 3501 1

1001 02 4112 2

1001 03 5801 3

1002 01 3501 1. 1

1002 02 4702 2

1003 01 3501 1

c

EVENT FILE ::MAINJOB

UOL.
1-4

COL.
5-6

COL.
7-10

COL.
11-14

COL.
15-17

PERS.
ID

EVENT
NO

START
TIME

STOP
TIME

OCC.
_TITLE

1001 oi 01 3506 4701 296
1001 02 4701 5110 403
1001 "03 5207 7111 411
1002 01 3901 4002
1002 02 4002 4304
1002 03 4304 4610 .

1062 04 4610 7111. .

.

. . . .

. . .

Fig. 3: The structure of two event matrices.

Matching is done via common identification

number and 'convergence of timing :of.-two events.

+FILE,

ApX,N=MARRIAGE '(EVENTS)

OUT;N=HELP1 :.(PERSONS)

+0ROUP

`13 AUX=1-4, OUT=1-4

EQ:C2

R1=VALUE V7-10 IF Bl

X6-9=R1

$ TRUE IF MARRIED'

$ TIME FOR ENTRANCE (LAST) MARRIAGE

$ OUTPUT

+FILE.,

INp;N=MAINJOB, (EVENTS)

.A1101=1-1ELP1:-- (PERSONS)

OUT; N:=MAINJOBX (EVENTS)



+MIX

F'INp=1-4, AUX=I-4;R,D

V18+'=69

+FILE

AUX,N=MAINJOBX

OUT,N=RESULTS.

+GROUP

-VP AUX=.1-L,OUT=174

.t B1=V16-21 LE V11-14

B2=V18-21 GT V7-10

B3=BIND B2
R1= VALUE V15-17 IF B3

R2=FREQ IF B3

B5=R2 EQ CO

R3=C-11

X6 -8 =R1

X6-8=R3 IF 135

4".

R means_ that subjects on .,the INPfile

but not on.the'AO.X7(HELP
never married,will, be :omitted.'

\

D meant that, all events with the same

valueton the matchingvariabie
on the INPfile, get\the same valued

Trom-theAUX-file.

ThecoluMns ftime of marriage) ,

'ram the AUX-file,get the no. 18-21
on the new event file'. .\\;

B3 TRUE IF DATE OF LAST.

MARRIAGE IS WITHIN THIS

TIME PERIOD

OCC, PITLE IF B3

R270 IF NOT WORKING

R2=l'IF WORKING

OUTPUT: OCCUPATIONAL TITLE=

$ : -11 IF NO OCCUPATION
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ON THE NEED FOR BETTER DATA ON THE INTERRELATED OR
JOINT DECISIONS DURING-ECONOMIC SOCIALIZATION

changes(in birth rates, population, labor force participation,

family-CompOsition and the labor market combine to demand better. und'er'standing,

. (

processes by which people enter and leave the labor market, sort

into particular jobs, job locations,/ residences, and families, MuChlprogresm

has been made in studyin separate/aspects such as job search; noemOloS.T.Ment;

ion, and even the effects of programs and policies,

/

It is the argument of this paper that individual

decisions in:these areas are commonly joint decisions, with multiplieobjectitie

and constraints, and often need to be studied as such A secondarY argument i

family planning; mate selec

on the incentive to work.

that while much'can be learned from inferring cause and process f ro m results
1

we must also study the process of decisions and change assuch

There -is accumulating evidence, 'forinstance, that :the. differences in

earnings between men and women, blacks and whites, cannot be explained by

.

differences in education, training, or attachMent to the labor force.at'anj

individual - level.'' So we need to knoW how people get sorted .into jobs that

allow more or 1.ess training and advancement (thegodd-jobs.do'not really cost

1

anything in lower wages) or jobs that justpay more or less. Evidence also.

indicates that the first decade of work experience is crucialfor aeterminationi

of long-run earning prospects.)

Since much of that sorting takes place earlyiin life, i1 happens when

`individuals are also searching for a satisfactory; place to ive and person to

,

live with, and when that other person is also searchAng)fnr satisfactory oconpa- .--

tiOal and familTarrangementa. ,,With such a complex searc for severalthings,
..,,

\

:subject to various objectives and constraints,' it seems un isefor the researcher t

-focus(Lon any one of them without at least using the other as part of the-explanation.

ee Volume. VI of Five Thousand American Families orthcoming).

163
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It is possible that the order in which the'various decisions wete'madediffers

people,orth4t the sequence is deterMined by the orderAriwhich attractive

opportunities come along. Fog example, some individuals may

'first search for a good job, then for a partner, thenhoth search for a'job

satisfactory,
. .

fOr the, partner; then they search for a place to live, and finally

they make'decisiOns about how manychildren to have HOWever, some may get married;:

then look for.two jobs close together. OtherS may insist on moving to California,

then finding a. job, then a But a stochastic model.in which good,

oPpOrtunities of various kinds 4ppear aCrare and random:Antekvals (and-only to

those with information and tho e unaffected by prejudice).; might be closer to reality.

.
We can call the:wholeprocess of getting a job, finding a place to live:

selecting a partner, and building a family economic socialization. The efficiency

and fairness wit% which the process takes plaCetiS'obviously important to society

aa well as to the individuals concerned'. Vast waste of skill and talent andMisplaced

investment in training can occur if the process is inefficient. Additionally;:

0

ithe.rapid rate of change in the job market plus greater demand for pairs of

jabs by working partners further increase the need for attention to the sorting

process. It is the'process of economic socialization that we'are primarily

interested in, not complete Anformation about. each separate decision area:

We are not concerned with the details of assortative mating, for example

with its relation to other'searches and choices and decisions

locations, and investment in further' training.

.

'Other Work on Joint Decisions

It is impossible to, survey and summarize/the extensifve literature in

several disciplines on ocCupational choice/snd mobility, geographic, and residential

mobility, assortative mating, family planning, 'and the demand for. residential. housing.

Many:Smpirical studies which have.focused.on one of these haVe used-one or more :
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of the other choices as part of the explanation,` but few have focused directly,

on joint decisions about two or more at a time. In part this results from the

'inadequacy of the data available for such studies,'but in part it refldcts the

failure of tii.ose designing studies in one choice-area to ask the questibns

about related choices.

A review of the literature on work and family (Rosabeth Moss Kanter's

Work and Family. in the United States: A Critical Review and Agenda for Research

and Policy, Russell Sage, New York, 1.977).calls for research on the interactions

between the two A study of geographic mobility using theMichigan Panel StUdy

of Income Dynamics data shows that work aspects of both the husband and wife

affect thegeographic mobility of married couples.. Using estimates of, potential

wages of husband and wife in each potential destination, the study concludes:

. . . families not only move to areas where the potential increase in
the family's earnings is maximized, but at the same time select those

where the wife's contribution to that gain is largest.. (p. 99)

A fOrthcoming paper by Daniel Weinberg ("Towards' a Simultaneous Model of .Intra-__,

urban Household Mobility" which will appear in Explorations in Economic Research,

NBER) treats decisions to move residence and workplace locationas interrelated.

The authOr makes use of a joint estimation procedure for dealing with "seemingly

unrelated regressions" proposed by Zellner and Lee which is soOewhere between

letting each decision affect the othei ignoring the related error terms, ';'.4.)

the one hand, and constraining their jointness to be-symmetrical as Nerix-

and Press have done, on the other. He finds the two are indeed interrelated.
3

.

1
Julie DaVanzo. Why Families Move, R & D Monograph 48 U.S. Department

of labor, U.S.G.P.O., Washingtbn, D.C., 1977 (with a useful bibliography).

2A. Zellner and T. H. Lee. "Jolt. Estimation of Relationships Involving

Discrete Random Variables," Economefyica 33 (1965), 382 -394; and Marc. NerlOve

and S. James Press. Univariate and Muitivariate.Loglinear and Logistic_Models,

Rand Corp., Santa Monica, California, 1973.

3See also R. Paul Duncan and Caroline Cummings Petrucci, "Dual Occupation

Families'and Migration," American Sociological Review 41. (April, 1976), 252-261;

and Linda Waite and Ross Stolzenberg. "Intended Childbearing and Labor Force

Participation of Young Women; Insights from Non-Recursive Models," American

Sociological Review-41 (April, 1976),, -252.
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Some Preliminary Explorations on Existing Panel Data

Existing panel dat/1-(Parnea, Michigan) can be mined' somewhat to examine /
A/ /

/
/

the economic socializpaton process both by examining/timing,sequences andby

I 1

using questions about why people moved or changed lobs. The younger Parnes

panels focUs on the riOt age spans for such analysis and will be useful

when there are enough wives of data. Here we report some, very crude but

relevant data from the Michigan Panel.;

Volume V-of Five. ThoUsand"American Fa

reports in Chapter 12 the pattern of cor

ilies (I.S.R., Ann Arbor, 1977

ns between different kind's of

moves over,a relatively long period (se en ye rs). The four C lgeS considered

were:

changing or aCquiring a spouse /

changing or acqLrifig a job o retiring

changing residence

changing spouse s job (i cluding s arting or quitting)

Even taking account of possible spur ous-correlations with .a (the young

dq more of everything)I, the e remained e idence showing that bne kind of change

was directly associated with other change's. A check for higher .rder interactions

I

(combinations of two changes affecting a third) also revealed few, though some

job changed automati7lally when the

/

this analysis merely showed some

I

were automatic (for example, the spouse'
I

.

i

,

spouse was no longer /the same person).-
1

!

.

relatedness and did not even get at timing, much less n.

might think it possible to untangle p

1

tiro':: -.:; patterns of such choices. If people soknetimes Move
,
in order qtr_qtr_ ',,;:

a different Sob, perhap the move should tend t follow the ob'cha.=,., or'. . I.

,---
, .

I

coincide with 'it.

/
I

K. \
I

iorities and relations by the



The ttached charts present Panel Study information concerning the timing

patterns of t ee major changes which could be interrelated--change of residence,
,

job change by th household head, and faMily composition'change. These charts

allow observation of the extent to which these changes coincided in.time.,
Each chart depicts the percentage of panel members undergoing a given change

in a. given year for the period 1969-1976. In every chart the Panel Study members

are segregated on the basis of whether or not they underwent one of the other

changes in 1972.
1 In each chart the upper curve pertains to. panel study members

undergoing the other,thange in 1972, and the lOwer curve represents those not

undergoing that other change in 1972. If the two changes exactly coincided

in time, the charts depicting the relationship between these two changes would

show the solid curve peaking at 1972 and the dashed curve dipping at 1972.

These charts are presented for those aged 25-40 in 1976 since the younger

group was more likely to undergo/all of these changes, but similai patterns

appeared. when the whole age range was included.

These charts indicate that moving tends to coincide with the household

head changing jobs (Charts 1 and 2), and that family compositiohChange tends

to lead rather than lag residential change (Charts 3 and 4). The charts show no

consistent relationship between family composition change and the household

head changing jobs; although Chart 6 suggests that family composition change

leads job change, Chart 5 suggests no relationship between the two across time.

These timing patterns suggest that some moves are caused by family composi-

tion change since the former tends to follow-the latter. Hhwever, they. do

little to help, disentangle the otherrelationships. For example, apparently

many job changes entail moves and many moves entail job changes, but it is

impossible to tell which causes which simply from timing patterns. And the

relationship between job change and family composition change is even less

1Similar results looking at those who did or did not make a change in 1973
.

are not given thougi they indicate that the particular year is not crucial.
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clear because of no disEinct time pattern.

Thus, if-decisions are.joint, but not in.a way E t.results in clear

leads or lags in timing, then the possibilities of i ferring the ;;.ausal prozess

correctly even from panel data without asking for ore information are

slim. Elabo e econometric techniques to distingu sh among alternative models

would run inEo diffic ltY because the interrelatedne s.and timing patterns

are d emetic. Esseems unlikely that going to fi tithing within each

ar would improve/the causal analysis much.

'. We did onezMore exploratory analysis focused on buying a ho e. Since that
/"

:
/

one
.

..
.

.
.

.

s'mu aneougly on (a) whether the family bought a house anytime froM\1 68
.

to early 1976, and (b) how many years ago the home owners of.1976 bough their

houses. The factors were:

Age of youngest child in 1976

Family size in 1976

Age of head

,Years since marriage

Income decile in 1975

Change in ircome decile position

Buying a home was dominantly affected by large increases in income, and done

mostly by those in their 30s, and by those who had been married five years or more.

The number of years since marriage was rather highly associated with the number of

years since the house was purchased. But once again, such exercises reveal

little of the process or the .causation. The implication is that we need a study

whicivasks dIrectly about some of the concurrent choices and joint decisions. It

is not true that earlier changes always determine later choices. Someone might: I
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want to marry someone living in another state, hence look for a job there

and move when one is found, in which case the causal ordering reverses cite time

sequence if he or she gets a job, then moves, then marries. .Or someone might

move to a better neighborhood because hd or she plans to start a.family soon.

Data Collection Suggestions

The ideal vehicle for investigating the process of economic socialization

.is clearly a longitudinal study.
1 Traditionally, howevef, these studies have

been used primarily to elicit people's attitudes, expectations, information,

plans, and purposes beforehand as well as their reports on the occurrence and

timing of decisions and events afterward and have attempted to infer causation

and process through the investigation of timing sequences. It is our contention

that asking the respondents to explain and interpret the processes and

considerations determining.their behavior would substantially increase our

understanding of the relevant causal forces. It would allow the understanding

of joint decisions as well as permitting the exploration of the impact of

. anticipated events on prior decisions. In addition, while such

a longitudinal study would have to .follow individuals, it would also need to

secure- information about, or,even from, spouses and perhaps even-employers

in order to explore.the impact of others on the decisions and events of the

respondent's life.

There are, of course, several considerations which make it difficult

to include questions of the type we are advocating on any particular

panel study. Longitudinal studies are expensive and put severe limits on the

1Indeed, we have in mind the prospective panel studies of 14-24 year olds

supported by the U.S. Labor Department and directed by the Center for Human Resources

Research of Ohio State University (Herbert Parnes). A very small set of-additional

questions would dramatically expand the analysis possibilities- of---those panel data

to cover the whole economic socialization process-.



amount of information that can be collected each time in order not to overburden.

respondents and keep the high response rate. Panel studies also require an

extensive waiting period before the truly dynamic data are available. ,Further-

more, experience with questions-of the type we are advocating is limited and

extensive experimentation and pretesting would be required to develop the

approaches which would supply the greatest payoff. Exploratory studies that

can provide some information on the dynamics of economic socialization need

to be.considered.

It would be well worth the investment to conduct some rather extensive

preliminary cross-section studies of a retrospeCtive nature. These studies would

have substantive results in their own right and serve as a precursor to a panel

study and as a. guide to its design.- Many of the decisions people make are

crucial, salient, and specific to them, so that their ordering and

the major concomitant circumstances should be remembered for many years without

substantial biases'. Securing data from people of various ages about their

experiences in finding a satisfactory job, partner, residence, and family size

should make it possible to investigate whether differences between cohorts
...

seem to be affected by historic period effects or by age.

We propose an inexpensive (relative to panel studies) small national

survey that asked people of all ages to recall the period from school to their

first relativel. ..1,ment acceptable job, including decisions about where to

li and wit4 waom. Memories of alLerntive opportunities will undoubtedly

be deficient, bL some information is certeinly-ayailable about major possibili

ties that_were rejected and even about.what, if anything, dominated certain

decisions. For example, T. .st uf us can remember hcw we found our jobs and, with

some bias perhaps, what kind of efforts we put into-getting_information or

seeking.out.alternative opportunities. We can probably even retail-Whether
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wetried some jobs for a while before deciding they were no good, or whether

those' short time jobs were always seen as fill-inS Or temporary.

.Since a national sample provides people of all ages, an inexpensive-by-

product or joint product would'involve asking older people about the considers-

tions_and decisions leading to retireMent:. Hot.; much is the spouse's job, health,

Or other desires affecting decisions about when tO retire or how lunch to work?

Are desires about where to live affecting,Jabor maiket attachment-amopgolder:-_

people whom we usually assume are settled, occupationally and geographically?

Is the prospect of adequate retirement income changing people's notions about.

where they will go when they.retire, as well as about when they:will retire?

,

This proposed study would be.quite different, from the oCcupational histories.:

that have been collected, or the family planning histories, or the.residential

mobility studies, in thatit would focus on the full set of related decisions

and their nterrelations and:-.priorities. While this might ieem to make things

Much too complex, it might actually reveal simpler-models-of motivation and

behavior into whith everything fits. Certainly it is worth an" investment

both in its own right and as a way of suggesting possible additions to the

longitudinal study that would vastly increase its value.

Close coordination between the cross-section-studyand the longitudinal

_

study would_be-essential: Particularly if the timing becomes-.a problem, it May

prove necessary to ask identical questions in the first wave of the panel

and in the cross-section study, for instance on expectations.about moving

or marrying. por those few already married, questions about expected children

and their timing are none too soon. The hypotheses_about-prioritieS And sequencing

from the exploratory survey could then be.tested against the more dynamic data.

from the panel study.
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The credibility of our assertion (that much of the interrelated ProCess.

of decisions about work, marriage, location, residence, and children is accessible

retrotOectively)-can be increased by spelling out the kinds of.memory qUestiOna',

hat could be'sske in. t e cross-section study: The eXact wording and sequence

would of course. be refifi d by extensive pretesting, so,what-follows is somewhere'.

..:between detailedobjectiv

4:

s-and actual' procedures, not a final instrument.

There will be great cifferences between individuals ae,tO the:compleXity.

. \
Of their experienceand the number of different jobs, locations,

they have.considered (or even had).- We do not need, and could

even spouses

not handle,

complete histories in any one of these areas. What weyant to focUs on are the

Choices that'at the time seemed to be milestone decisions. We can then.ask

about the discarded alternatives, and the relationship of that choice to

considerations in the other decision areas. Although recent work by Janis

and others on decisiOn making - theorizes that for some people evaluation's of

___-past-detISTOY become more sophisticated' and realistic rather than less,

werealize that the disarded-alternatives could appear progressively more

and more unsavory as time passes and the proCess of dissonance'reduc'tion takes

place. The important thing is that we are talking about decisions that were

bound to have been salient, relatively,,,infrequent, and often followed by

,

,Or accompanied:by substantial changes in life patterns.-

We might start by asking the respondent to think-back-to-the first job

that at least at the time seemed to be the ttart,of a career, a regular job

not just a fill-in or stop-gap. We can ask how that job was found--for instance,

through friends, relatives, want-ads, prior work for the same employer. We.

would ask about alternatives--more school, other Jobs, etc. We would as
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'about.m#rital-status and family,expectations at the time, and the extent

to which that:affected the choice-713y limiting alternatives, or because of

joinebenefits (fiance or spouse with a job in pe same area).

And we would ask about the relation--of-the choice to-considerations of

. i

.

what part of the country one preferred andto-residenti-41ocation. Did the

i

choice mean moving? And did that speak.in favor,
I

of the job choice; or represent.

,

one of_itscost-s1L

If there was already a spouse er_expected spouse, what did the' spoUse's

ans for job or family_have to do',with thjirst job .decision? Was there
.

priority; that is, was one choice really made first (in influence not

ime necessarily) and the-others shaped to it it?

Finally,' at what stage did considerationS-about children -- desired,

expected, planned--become salient, and

Did-t e respondent always plan to have

the decisions of both '_partners?

how did they affect. the other choices?

some_childien;: and how-did:that'affect

I

might introduce the..subject with 'somd, very general questiOns :about

which d cisions came. first, or come back to that general issue,. or both.

i

Some people may be able to state clearly-that;there was a priority order in

their pattern of decisions, with one settled.telatively firmly and early,
.1 - .: I

others following along made-to-fit. On the other !hand, some peoPle will have.

changed their minds about job; or location;, or spoUse, as events altered

".: .d

r

,-.

thinga,/or new opportunities came along, or experience showed that past choices

were unsatisfactory.
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Much of this will become clear if we ask aboutthe first expected*to-be-

final choiCe in each area and'how it affected choices in the other areas. .

The person who decided to move to California and had to re7make'his job

or,Who married, decided. to bave children and stopped being a casually

employed beach bum, might be able to tell us just that.

TO lend a note :Of'realism, we append an illustrative pet of cluesdOns,

not in the proparlorm with the proper skip instructions, but providing some

feel for a possible- sequence., content, and., even some wording:.
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. /
Draft .Sequence for Getting .at the Jointness of:Decisions aboUt .

Job,.Residencei;Spouse

Areyou wprking now, looking work, retired, a student, a housewife or what?

king for Work L
reemployed)

/

.-2;. What Is yourMsin
'floECupation? What

sort, of work, do

you do?

.
.

i

6. What is your occur
pation when you..work?

(IF DON'T KNOW:)6.What
kind ofrjob' are you
looking for?

Retired
Student, Housewife

Other

7. What kind of
work did you do
befoe you
retired?

'.-

e

\

8. Have You ever
lhad a regUlar paid
! job at occupation?

,YES NO. \
(SKI !

.1 TO Q35);

'10. We're interested in how'people find their first regular job. Can you remember the

first job you'hbd that at the time'you thought might be a regular,

/NO/ -(SKIP TO Q35) .../NO REGULAR!JOB YET/-(SKIP TO.Q35)
1

11. What kind of business was that in?

petmanent.job?.

12.iWhen didYou first take'thatjob?
MONTH YEAR
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13. Was the main occupation you ended up in the same, or related to that first job, or
totally different?

'(IF DIFFERENT)': 14. Did that first job help prepare you for your main occupation at all?.

IF YES: 15. In what way?

16. What were you doing before you got that first job?

(IF NOT CLEAR): 17 Had yoU been earning any money before that?

-LIF_YES: 18. At what kinds of jobs?"

19. How did you find that first job (through a friend or relative or an ad or an eMplpyment,

agency or what)?

20. Did someone help you get the job, or were you just hired because you

qualified, or what?

21. If that job had not come along, what would you have done instead? What was the next best

alternaLivegolng to school; looking for another job, taking another available job, or what?.
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/ i

4

./ 1

22. Some peoOle. move to an area,. then find a job 61c:d. Others 'find a job and then' move where

.

.1.

'the job is; and still others find ajob that doesn't require moving. Can you remember

/whetheri
ydu moVed befote you took that first job, or in order to take\it?

,
i

'

/
,1

F
f

Moved, ,then I / Moved in
.

orider

found job t i
Go take it \

I

/Did no

)

/Other/

.

(.IF MOVED IN ORDER TO TAKE JOB): 23. Was the move Within the 'sathe are`\or to another

/
,

part of the country altOgether?
4

24. How you feel about moving to the new place? Did it Make the job mo\e attractive,

or soMething unwan:ed you had to do to get the job, or neither?

25. Why wi.4c; that?

(IF WJVED FIRST, THEN FOUND JOB): 26 Can you remember why you moved then?

27. Did marriage havd thaything to do with taking that job? /YES/ /N0/(SKIP TO Q29)

IF YES):: 28. In what way?

Were you married or engaged at the'time

(IF

1

you'took that first job? /YES/ /No/(SKO TO Q35)

YES): 30.. Did you have children at that time? /YES/

(IF TES): How many?

31. Did the children you had or expected to have

1

taking that job?

1

/YES/ /NO/-(SKIP TO Q.33),.

:/11
If

/NO/

have anything to do with
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OF. YES): 32. In what way?

33. Did your spouse or fiance's choices about work or school affect your taking that job?

/YES/ /N0/-(SKIP TO Q.35)

(IF YES): 34. In what way?

35. We're also interested in people's first. decisions to get married, and how that is related

rto decisions about jobs and places to live. When wer you first' married?

/NEVER MARRIED / -(SKIP TO Q.61)

MONTH YEAR

36. How long before that were you sure that you would marry that person (or engaged,

which ever was longer)?

37. Dil getting married affect your decisions about getting more-education?

/YES/ /N0/-(SKIP TO Q.39)

(IF YES): 38. In what way?

39. Did getting M3rrled affect your choices about where to work?

/YES/ ;'/ -(SKIP TO Q.41)

(IF YES): 40. In what way?

41.. Did getting married affect your decision about what kind of job to get?

42. n!d you move to a new residence when you got married?

/YES/. /N0/-(SKIP TO Q.44)

(IF YES): 43. Can you remember what determined where you lived then--was it,your job or

your spouse's job or school, or what?

Q
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44. We're also interested in spouse's job decisions. Can you remember your spouse's job

situation when you were first married?

45. What was your spouse doing at the time you got married- -was (he/she) working, going to

school, or what?

(IF WORKING): 46. Was ithis/her first regular job?

(IF NOT
WORKING)

47. Did he/she take a regularjob later?

(IF YES): 48. When was that?
MONTH YEAR.

49. Did getting married affect your
spouse"'s decisions about getting mox education?

50. Did getting married affect his/her decisions about working?

(IF YES): 51. In what way?

52: Did you have a job at the time you were married?

53. Did your. job (your not having a job) affect whether or not your spouse \.:orkc.d?

(IF YES): 54. In what way?
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55. Did your job (your not.having a-job) affect your spouse's choice of jobs?

YES):. .56. In that way?

; . Did where you lived after you got married affect your spous, 5 ,hoice of jobs?

(IF YES): 58. In what way?

59. Did the children you had or expected to have have anything to do with your spouse's choice

of jobs?

(IF YES): 60, In what way?
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61. We're also interested, in how people find their first potentially permanent place to live

and how jobs and marriage affect that. Can you remember the. first place you lived alone

or with your spouse that was not-clearly temporary?

/YES/ /NO/ -SKIP TO END) 'NAVE NOT YET FOUND PERMANENT PLACE/-(SKIP TO END)

62. Where was-that?

63. When did you move there'

CITY STATE

MONTH YEAR

64. Was that before or after you got married (the first time

/BEFORE/

/AFTER/ -- 65. What was your spouse doing at the time?

66. What were you doing at the time; going to school, working or what?

67. Did .you have any choice about where to live, or was that the only place available?

4

(IF CHOICE:) 68. What was the best alternative place to live like?

69. Where was it, in the -same community or where?

70....1.1ould you say ycrIr job or your spouse's job determined where you lived, or did you find a

place and then get jobs Or IThat?

71. Finally, how did-your Jecisions about having children affect all this, did. that ever affect

your choice of jobs?

72. Did it affect your choice of the first place you lived that was not clearly temporary?
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Guide to Question Design

Each box in the following matrix contains the question.nuMbers for questions.

designed to ascertain that causal relationship.

JOB

MARRIAGE

RESIDENCE

, -
SPOUSE'S JOB

.1ILDREN

RRIACP

RESULT

RESIDENCE SPOUSE'S .JOB CHILDREN

27, 2S 22, 24, 25,
43, 70 53-56 31, 32

27, 28
39-41 42, 64 50, 51

22, 24, 25

70 57, 58-, 70

33, 34 43, 70 59, 60

31, 32, 71 . 72 59, 60

1
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Implications for the New NLS Panels

We have suggested that proper and efficient use of the panels to study

economic socialization more broadly defined' should benefit from retrospective

studies that refine the hypotheses and test out question sequences. However,

a limited set of questions might have`: -to be designed and used in the firct

wave without waiting for that. We have not attempted to imbed them in the

matrix of the previous young panel questionnaires. In addition, the questions

appendended are not offered as definitive, nor polished, but are given only

as an illustration of the types of questions that should be included. Some

of the introductory questiOns would be asked anyway. It is the expectation

questions, and a few rarely asked questions about decisions already made,

that are crucial.
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Are yOu going to school this term?

/YES/ /NO/

c. How much education do

2.. Do you expect to go back to school and get some:

more education?

/YES/ /NO/

3a. How many grades did you finish?

3b. .When did you stop?
(YEAR OR AGE)

(CO TO Q. 8)

you expect to finish altogether?

'CF NOT CLEAR:) 5. Will you-go on after high school to get some-dbliege-or other

training?

(IF YES:) 6. What kind?

7. How old do you think you will be when you finish your education?

B. Are you working now?

/YES/

9. About how dany hours a week

do you work?

(HOURS /WEEK)

/RORE_THAil 20/ /LESS THAN 20/

10. How long have you been working

half-time or more?

/NO/

.When do you expect you may .start WiTalng

or more?

that be before you finish .school?

13. Why is that?
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14.' We're interested in'the way people decide to finish school, find a job,
marrie

and raise .a family. Some people first choose the person they are going
marry,

and that affects what'they do about schooling and jobs. Others first decide what

kind of work they are going into, and still others ddn't make any decisions
until

they finish their schooling. How is it with you?

15. Have you ever had any children?

/No/-(SKIP TO Q18)

16, How many have you had, not counting still births?

17. In what year was your_fir.,:t child born? second?

(FIRST CHILD)

(SECOND CHILD)

etc.

'18. Do you expect to have any(more) children?

/NO/ -(SKIP TO Q21)

.19.. Do you expect to have these children in the

to postpone them for a while?

next

/POSTPONE/ /HAVE SOON/-(2KTP TO Q21)

20. What are the specific factors causing. you

couple of years or
you plan

to postpone having (1119q)
chi

ren?
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114111:V ch
i.ldren 00 You expect to have altogether?._

You couldn't
one- mor,, or one.

/ONE MOTO

73, Are you married,

1? 7

have exactly
that

less?

. /0Ni LESS./

number of .children, do you

single, widowed, divorced

NARRITE6-7 -/sINGLE/

(GO TO 01)

Or separated?

LIISDOWED/ /DIVORCED/

Were You ever married?

/YES/ /N0/-(GO TO Q26)

25, What happened to your laSt

separated, Or what?

7WIDObiED/ /DIVORCED/ /SEPARATED/

think,you

/SEPARATED/

Would have

arriage--were
you widcxed, divorced,

OTHER (SPECIFY:)

Do You think you will

/yEs;, /:-;t)/ (SKIP TO Q.32)

4
Do You think chat you will finish

-

lie you think th$t you will

(CO To 111)

your education .before you get married?

wnrk for a while before getting married?

9 All thiuJs considered,
how old do you think you 4 you get married?

. ,

will be when

to you, hovi
Were UP SOOn after getting married

child?

would you want-to have a (another)

(GO TO. Q37)'
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31. Had you finished your education when you first got married?

32. Did you work for a while before you first got married?

33- When we. :e you first married?

34. Were interested in how getting: marrid and having children affects a person's plans

and activities.' How has marriage.and children affected yoPr educational plans?

3.5. What about your plans for work -and a careerhow 'has marriage and children affecr.ed/tnom?

36. Row about where .you live or plan to live - -how has that been affeeted?

Are you eager tomove from where you live -row?

/YES/.

38; When are

/NO/

you likely to wove?

39. Where would you go?

40. Will you get'a job first' -or what?



A Related Suggestion

---A separate but highly related issue that should be investigated along with

the economic socialization process, is the early precuss bY which people are

'sorted into jobs with less or more training. Our recent analysis of the Michigan

panel data- points, clearly to such-sorting as a source of sex>,and race differences

L
1

-in.ear-lings. But we know little about how it happens.. ,

What is required is more than the usual questions about\-spurces of informa7

tion and job search activity. individuals may Very, well be Conscious, of the'faCt,

that friends or other theM_get the job. Indeed, they should

'be'more aware of it t n employers. But finding out about such process

requires asking ratIll direct questions. To illtiS-trate, we append a rough.
;

draft of the kind-of Iquestions-we are proposing for the eleventh wave of the

Mithigan

connections helped

Panel Studyof Income Dynamics. Of course they would fiave,to he

refined, and fitted in with the regular occupation and job change questloAS-
t

,The, importance of this issue is obvious, since once people get into jobs

(
With different trau4ing comPOnents, one can "jUstify!Y wage differences on the

I.

basis of differences in job functions, training, etc.-without realizing that

those differences may themselves be the result of an inequitable process.
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Illustrative.Question Sequences on How People Get Jobs

11

We are interested in how people hear about and get their jobs. When did'you,

firf.:;L get a job you thought of as a regular, possibly permanent job?

/NEVER WORKED/-(SKIP'OUT),

2 What kind of job was it?

1'

3. How did youifk
a wand agency or what?

/

hear about that lob--was-it through a friend, relative,

/FRIEND/ /WANT'AD/ /EMPLOYMENT AGENCY/ oTHEH:

Was there J.hyone who helped you/ get that job? /YES/

Who was

/
/146P(GO TO Q.9)

-77-1 "'

How did he/she help?

Did anyone'else help orr encourage you?

(-1F YES:). 8. :Fell. me aboUt it?

9. Before you got the job did you know anypne who worked there?



10. Are you-still working for the same employer?.

/NO/ /YE /NOT WORKING/ -(SKIP OUT)S/

11. Do you still have the
same position?

/N0/-(GO /YES/-(SKIP OUT)
TO Q.20)

12. How long have you worked for your present employer? /NOT WORKING/ -(SKIP OUT)

13. How did you first hear about a job with your present employer- -was
a friend, a relative, a want ad, an employMent agency, or what?

/FRIEND/ /RELATIVE/ /WANT AD/ /EMPLOYMENT AGENCY/

14. Was there anyone who helped you get that job!.

/YES/
yo

15. Who was it?

/N0/-(GO TO Q.19)

16. How did he/she help?

OTHER:

it through

17. Did anyone els& help or enrourage you?

(IF YES:) 18. Tell me about it._

19. Bf.ore you got that job, did you know anyone who worked there?

20. How long have you iIad your present position?



21.
Ho w did you

i.rst hear

22. Do YOU t

23.

-32-

that your present position was available?

hInk '11Yone helped
you get that position?

/NO-(SKIP
OUT)

24.
did he/she

help?
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INTRODUCTION

- A survey of workers, whether cross-sectional or- longitudinal, will shed

relatively little-light on the employer's decision to Some

aspects-of the discrimination process must be investigated in other ways- -

through surveys of personnel directors, unobtrusive analysis of employment

decisions, and case studies of firms and industrie . But worker surveys can

make an important contribution to our knowledge of discrimination in at least

two ways. First, worker surveys can.be used to construct indicators and mar-

shall data to document "objective" discriminationthat is, discrimination,

defined by the observer. Second, worker surveys can monitor the correlates

,

and consequences of perceived or "subjective" discrimination.

"OBJECTIVE" DISCRIMINATION-

An annual survey of employment discrimination is justified if for no other

reason than to monitor the enforcement of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
.

of 1964. Discrimination, like other illegal activities, must be monitored

indirectly. Unlike most illegal'acts, discrimination is poorly defined; its

perpetrators may be guilty.through ignorance. "Institutional" racism and

sexism involve, discriminatory practices that are so routine that they :imply

no evil intent by individual decision- makers.' Soeven-though intentional

siscrimination exists, studies of discrimination must go beyond intent. 1/4.s.-.

zimination-is usually inferred from the effects of employment decisione.
1

The Null Hypothesis Approach

In empirical studies, discrimination is often used as an alternative ex-

planation to one or more theoretically-derived, explanatory variables.
2

The

investigator hypothesizes that men and women (or blacks and whites. etc.) will

be-equal -on-some-dependent_variable (see -"Indicatro" below) when-sUch-in-L-



dependent variables as education, eXperience,.maritalistatus, and so on, are

controlled.
3 The residual, after other pertinent Variables are controlled,

.contains the discrimination effect. riscrimination, although not directly

observed, is inferred by eliminating the effects of bona fide sex and race

differentials. Of course, ditrimination itself/ may have caused the Mona

fide" difference in a control variable (say, edUcation or experience).

Standardiiationand regression, or multiple equation models with appropriate

assumptions about recursiveness may be used to enamlne sex or race differences.

Indicators. Sex and race differences in what? The typical dependent

variable is earnings. The agenda for discrimination research Should incIJ;de

debate about alternate dependent variables.' Conceptual development in dis-

crimination theorieS will suggest additional independent variables that mini-

mize the residual attributed to discrimination. The National Logitudinal

Survey; contain a wealth of indicator's in addition to thoseusually mined.

Dependent variables. Hourly, weekly, or annual wages are the usual

measure of earnings, and differences in earningsespecially differences that

amount to unequal pay for equal work--are typically used as, indicators of

employmentdiscrimination.
4 While this is adequate for comparing income

streams, it provides little information about the discrimination found in

pay that is unequal because of unequal work. Four additional areaalevel

of occupational attainment, job continuity, job equity, and career. mobility

-
(or pace of achievement)--deserve consideration as well.

One way to approach discrimination is in terms of occupational attainment

when socioeconomic background is controlled. Discrimination may be indicated

by the inability of blacks and women to convert their years of schooling into

an occupation at the same rate as whites and men. This phenomenon is most



obvious when blacks or women are segregated into a small number of job classi

fications. This happens in individual firMs; but within aggregate samples

such as the NLS, occupational segregation must 'be detected in the "crowding"

of occupational codes with blacks.or women.
5 Competition within the occu-

pational ghetto often leads to lower earnings, of course, but the actual

discrimination may have occurred before the worker ever earns a cent. It is

important to note that occupational segregation is only one form of inappro-.

priate occupational status. Blacks and women might not be in the overcrowded

job-categories but may still net have converted their education and,skilla

into an appre?riste occupa'tion.

Even if the occupational codes are the same, the work may be unequal. In-

dicators of discrimination should include job continuity and job equity'. Job

continuity takes into account the differential incidence of job lfoss, layoff,

and involuntary Oart-time work.
6 Job equity'measures the worker's investment

in his job - not only job security, but also fringe benefits, data available

in the NLS. Job continuity and job equity affect earnings, or at least affect

:how earnings are interpreted. Discontinuity means that annual earnings will be

lower than hourly or weekly wages suggest. Equity means that wages alone do

not.represent the worker's complete compensation. That is why these are im-

portant for understanding "equal pay."

But job continuity and jcb equity are also important for understanding.

"equal work." To4the extent that blacks and women are excluded from continuous

jobs with equityand this is basically the argument of dual market theorists- -

there is evidence of systemic disdrimination with broader structural implications

than the behavior of individual employers.

Beyond job continuity and equity, career mobility offers a dependent

variable that may indicate discrimination. Career mobility includes promotions,



added responSibilities, transfers to more skilled areas within a firm, and

transfen,to a more successful or prestigious firm. The variety Of job titles,

responsibilities and firms represented makes these variables difficult to

quantify with the NLS: However, a simple question that could tap this imen-

sion, at .leaat in bureaucratic organizations, is one of the'form, "how many

workers do you supervise?". and "how many levels of supervision are above you?"

Besides this, the NLS is ideally.suited for comparing time-in-grade and changes

in responsibility.

Career mobility is important for two reasons., First, besides indicating

discrimination in levels of achievement, it shows discrimination in the pace

of. achievement. Incidentally, this is the kind. of finding that'lengitudinal

surveys make possible--a topic considered in greater depth below. Second,

career mobility helps tap another dimension of employment stratification, the

access to authority or power. Decision-makers now have the power to 6iscrimi-

nate. When that power itself is shared, it is evidence that discrimination is

absting and the decision. trunture is nolonger.conducive to discrimination.

Ecual pay for-equal work is probably the clearest indicator that no dis-

crimination exi.,3ts. The . ::6.!so.arch suggested here would shift the burden of

inquiry from "equal pay°` to "equal work." This represents, a simple extension

of current trends in employment research.

\
Independent variables. The principal alternative explanations. to discrimination

have been derived from empirical labor market Studies and from human capital

theory. Region, a proxy for observed variations in wage rates, is anexample

of the former. Education; training, and experience are the principal examples

of the latter. The NLS'is exceptional for its detailed attention to the type,

content and-.quality Of training, and -this is an area-in-whioh-subatantial

research has been pursued.
8

Migration can also be treated as an investnt'in human 'capital. It is

usually conceptualized as geographic migration, but mobility--in the sense



of firm, occupation, and industry changes--might also be included as an in-

dependent variable in examining discrimination. Certainly migration is re-

lated to employment and earnings.
9

But its relation to discrimination seems

worth investigating for.two,reasons. First, employmeht discrimination may

influence the decision to migrate. Migration, in turn, might influence Sub-

sequent discrimination. Frequent job-switching appears to discourage potential

employers, at leaSt those in the "primary" market. -Frequent moves may also

be interpreted as a sign of instability by employers as well as credit bureaus.

Second, the assimilation of blacks into northern labor markets appears. to have

been affected by the time of migration from the South.1 Use.cf respondents'

and parents' birthplace could be used to refine a migration variable.

Aside from the human capital approach, more attention should be paid to

the structural characteristics of firms. The degree and extent of discrimi-

nation are likely to vary with the size, industry, and organization of the:

firm. For example, firms of a certain size are required to file annual em-

ploSTment reports with government agencies. One might assume that these firms

are especially careful to eliminate discriminatory practices.
11

On the other

hand, small firms in competitive positions seem to be more likely to hire

blacks, women and other "secondary",workers.
12 Thus, discrimination may be

hypothesized to vary curvilinearly with firm size. Unfortunately, there is

likely to be substantial response error in workers' reports about firm size

and organization. And there are confidentiality problems in matching the

reported name of the employinvf:rm with corporate data available from other

sources. Nevertheless, it might q. possible with such data as'union member-

ship, industry, overtime pay structure, and so on, to construct, variables

that are proxies for the size, concentration or organization of firms.

A third area from which independent variables could'be constructed is

workers' Social structure. Friendship networks used in job search are an



alternative way of explaining why relatively few women or minorities are hired

in a given firm. It is possible that this kind of analysis could be extended',

to some industries, and occupations (e.g., construction, pesonal services; sales

clerks, secretaries):

The customary indicators in testing "objective" discrimination. are derived

`from hUman capital theory. A variety of additional indicators are available

from-the NLS. Migration, or mobility more broadly conceived, may be incorporated

into the human capital framework. "Moving away from human capital theory, it

would be"useful to have indicators of firm size and structure, and to use job

search data as a proxy for the importance of worker networks.

A Longitudinal Approach. Comparisons of annual cross-sectional surveys

are' one way to monitor "objective" discriminationz Butthe longitudinal

nature of the NLS permits cross-sectional time series'as well as longitudinal

analysis. The problem lies in identifying an individual victim from an aggre-

gated determination of discrimination. One way to do this is by matching re-

spondents on a number of characteristits and observing their career patterns.

A second approach possible with the NLS is to observe several-family -members

simultaneously when one or more of them is subject to discrimination. If

this can be done, it seems particularly important to follow the victims of dis-

crimination along several dimensions: earnings and work conditions, job security,

job continuity and career.

"Subjective" Discrimination

The agenda on discrimination research needs to go beyond "objectiVe"

discrimination, whether overt or institutional. The measurable impact of dis-

criminaticin may lie not only in what is "objectively" discriminatory, but also

in what is perceived to be discriminatory. Easterlin has argued for the im-

portance of the relative wage; more generally, a perCeptionOffairness is



likely to affect job satisfaction and mbtivation.
13

A good deal of evidence

indicates that although racial attitudes arelimproving, employment disCrimi-

nation remains controversial. Blacks appear to be losing faith in the govern-

ment's determination to enforce fair employment laws. They do not feel fairly

.-
treated, There is considerable-tontroversy over the Bakke Ease and the 'problems

. .

Of affirmative action, quotas, and reverse discrimination. Further, employers

will privately express fears that affirMative action will decrease morale,

because men (or whites) don't want to work with women (or,blacks).1
4

It seems

"that whites may also feel unfairly treated. At the same time, attitudes on

scales of racial tolerance have become so tolerant. that researchers need to

splice the scale with more "liberal" items: This is a serious combination of

factors: a continuing perception of injustice, deteriorating confidence in the

government's good faith, and erosion of the moral support for compensatory

measures, all of them occurring at a time when traditional survey techniques.

are unlikely to monitor the changes. Here is an area in which the NLS could

make a substantial contribution.

The NLS as a Victimization Survey, The most recent round of NLS surveys

asked a question Of the form, "Since 1971, do you feel that, so.far as work

is concerned, you have been in.any way discriminated against...?" This is a

key question for documenting the extent of. perceived discrimination. A

number of interesting questions 'come to mind. How widespread is-the sense of

"reverse discrimination?" How far does the "objective".incidence of discrimi-

nation overlap the "subjective" incidence?
15 How do people subject to dis-

crimination in several categories partition the discrimination they experience?

Do black women, for4XL;le, attribute it to their gender or their race?

On the oth hand, the present wording of the question precludes some

interesting studies. The five-year span in the question is insensitive to

changes in the business cycle, new legislation, and other issues that may affect

: .

2c



the perception of discrimination. the five-year span gives us little idea

whether respondents think the situation is improving, deteriorating, or,not

changing.,

The respondent may not personally be the victim of discrimination 'but may

be a token member of an otherWise white or male work group. Some case study

data seem to indidate that the token worker faces a variety of stresses not

shared by otherworkers.
1

An appropriate follow-up to
...

the discrimi ation

question might ask', "HoW many blacks (or women) do you work with every day?"

The token worker, although not'reporting .ditcriminaiOn, may show imilar
br

psychological correlates. For example, 'both token workers and di crimination..

victims may show changes in the i-E scale. Goodwin's questionnaires on.Work

motivation suggest a variety of additional items that might be applied to the

impact of discrimination.
17

,

Affirmative Discrimination? It may be that no matter how tolerant

Americans become on issues of racial equality, job equity will be ;valued even

more. Thus,' there may be continued resistance to affirmative action,. segre7

gated seniority rosters, and similar programs.- Unfortunately, what the rank-

and-file may view as a consistent stand on equity--no discrimination against

anyone -- may be viewed by employers as am anti-black or anti -woman stand. (Then

employers feel justified in dragging their feet because "the men on the shop

floor won't accept this," "they can't take supervision from amoman,".; an so on

The NLS could provide evidence on this by developing an.attitude scale on job

equity and discrimination. Some potential items for such a scale have appeared.'

in the literature
.18

One possible item could take the form, "I could work as

well under a woman supervisor as under a man," or "The most important- thing to

me is, that other workers on the job be qualified, regardless or race and sex."

These items might be splicedinto the "attitudes on women's work" scale. .



A more diffipult quetion is the effect of relative wages and working

conditions on perceived job equity, For the, new NLS' cohorts', it might be useful

to modify the "Knowledge of the world of work" scale. BeSides asking wha':doe$.--_
,

earn more,"an unskilled worker., in a steel mill or one in ashoe factory, we

might ask who.should earn more; one who works in a hot, dirty job with.lots of

phydicalMovement, or one who works in .a quieter, more routine job but who must`

sit in one place for long hours.

Longitudinal Considerations. Subjective discrimination and attitudes

toward equity need to be viewed in a longitudinal framework. The consequences

of perceived discrimination are likely to be different from the consequences

for a worker who is objectively, but not subjectively,a -Victim of'discrimi-

nation. Similarly, the attitudes of white workers on the equality-equity

:issue are likely to vary depending on government enforcement end. -the business

cycle. (Displaced aggression generally correlates with the business cycle.'

When there is general anxiety about.job security, anti-discrimination measures

may provoke an unusual amount of hostility.)

Earlier,reseatch on NLS youth cohorts has confirmed disciimination in
11

entry-level jobs.
19 It seems to me especially important that the subjective

reactions of workers at the entry-level be monitored, principally because of

the impact this may have on later work attitudes. Earlier research on the NLS

his shm.an that involuntary idlehess leads to higher externality.
20

A more

general perception that the cards are stacked against you--by overt or reverse

.

disctimination--may have an even greater effect on work attitudes.

Concluding Comments'

Related Areas-for Study

I have devoted relatively little attention to,age discrimination. 'Sub-

jective reports of.agediscrimination also reqUire annual reporting to



determine at what age.it begins. Further work on age discrimination depends

10

at least in part on the fate of the mandatory retirement act now in Congress.

An area of discrimination that deserves more attention is the requirement of

irrelevant credentials, which, although not covered by Title VII, has been

. forbidden by the Supreme Court.
21

On the other hand, the inclusion of di,-

crimination against religion might be drepped, for without information about

the respondent's religion, this subjective response is difficult to use.

The hardicapped, including ex-addicts and ex-alcoholics, are now protected

by anti-discrimination legislation. It is appropriate to consier whether the

current battery of health questions can be modified to permit a straightforward

definition of physical handicaps.

Summary oLSuggested Changes in NLS

The principal suggestions I have made may be summarized as fo1Iows:

1. Greater knowledge about the size and composition of the immediate

work group (or of the firm, if possible).

2. Knowledge cf the respondent's position in the supervision hierarchy.

3.__Yearly_reports_of-perceived-discritinationiexcept-perhaps for "religious

discrimination.

4. ,Attitude data on job equity, relative wages, and equality.

2



Footnotes

1. For example, the Supreme Court has used a statistical test as prima facie

. evidence for [discrimination. Casteneda v. Partida 97 S. Ct. 1272, 1281 (1977);

Hazelwood SchUol District v. U.S. 97 S. Ct. 2736, 2742 (1977). Also see Mr.

Justi;:e Stevens' disi;ent at page 2747, which tends to agree w.ith the statistical

test. Fur areview of other decisions, see S. Levitan, W. B. Johnston and R.

Taggart, Still a Dream (Cambridge:Harvard, 1975), ch. 13.

2. Space does not permit a discussion of the theories of discrimination that

inform the empirical work. For a useful review, see R. Marshall, "The Economics .

of Racial Discrimination: A Survey," Journal of Economic Literature 12 (September

1974):849-71.

3. For example, seethe explanatory variables summarized in the table on pp. 84-

88, in A. I. Kohen et al., "Women and the Economy," (Columbus, O.:Center for

Human Resources Research, The Ohio State University, 1975).

4. Frequently, such studies show little discrimination when job is held constant.

R. P. Straus and F. W. Horvath, "Wage Rate Differences by Race and Sex in the

U.S. Labour Market:1960-1970." Economica 43 (August 1976):287-98, find that

adverse employment, not wage rates, affects blacks when job is controlled. Kohen

concludes that there is little sex discrimination in the form of udequal pay for

equal work (op. cit., p. 83). However, some of the .studies could be interpreted

otherwise. For example, see L. Sifter an4 R. Miller, "Income Differences between.

Men and Women," American Journal of Sociology 78 (January 1973):962-974.

5. For discussion of occupational segregation, see B. R. Bergmann and J. G. King,

"Diagnosing Discrimination," pp. 49-110 in P. A. Wallace, ed., Equal Employment

Opportunity and the AT & T Case (Cambridge:MIT Press, 1976); M. Edaxall and B. R.

Reagan, eds. Women and the Workplace: The Implications of'Occupational Segregation

(Chicago:U.1Chicago Press, 1976). Because market concentration seems to be related

to occupational segregation, one useful approach might be to relate industry codes

to market concentration data and compare differentials in concentrated and uncon-

centtated industries.
,

6.. Job equity and continuity seem to
markets in dual market theory. See M

Market Stratification,"
an application with NLS data, see P.

Dual Labor Market Theory," (Columbus,
1973).

distinguish ,the primary-from the secondary .

. J. Piore, "Notes for a Theory of Labor

Working Paper No..95 (Cambridge, Mass.:MIT, 1972). For

J. Andrisani, "An Empirical Analysis of the

0.: Center for:Human Resource Research,

7. For example, women- physicians work fewer tours per week than men, and this

helps account for their lower earnings'despite:identiCal responsibilities.
B. H. Kehret,"Factors Affecting the Incomes of Men and Women.Physicians: An

Exploratory Analysis." Journal of Human Resources 11 (Fall 1976):526-45.

8. For example, see F. A. Zeller et al., Career Thresholds: A Longitudinal Study

of the Educational and Labor Market Experience of Male Youth, Vol. II (Columbus,

0.: Center for Human Resources Research, 1970).



9. H. H. Long and L. R. Heitman, "Migration and Income Differences berweenie.
Black and White Men in the North," Ameri4an Journ41!ZUZtalcogy 80 (May .975):"

in
1391-1409; B. Bluestone, W. M. Murphy, M. Stevenson, Wages work

Poor (Ann Arbor: Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations, The University ()

Michigan--Wayne State University, 1973), Chapters 7 and 8.

10. S. Lieherson and C. Wilkinson, "A Comparison between Northern and Southern

Blacks Rlsiding in the North," Demography 13 (May 1976):199-224.

11. See A. F. Brimmer, "Economic Growth and Employment and Income Trends
Among

Black Americans," pp. 142-162 in The American Assembly, Jobs for Americans
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1976), E. Ginsberg, ed,pp 155 -58.

12. Implied by-dual market theory. See, for example, D. M. Gordon, Theories of

Poverty and Underemployment(Lexington, Mass.: Heath, 1972), pp. 47_49,

13. In this section, "equity" refers to equitable treatment; in the preceding
section, it referred to the workers' investment in the job. For further
on equitable treatment, see L. Thurow, "Equity Concepts and the World

f;tr

14"1.----- "11V----'---.
pp. 207-220 in A. D. Biderman and T. F. Drury, eds. Meastirin.....vt
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are verystrong on personalsocial and economic characteristics of the population

sampled. They give extensive information on sources of income and earnings,

household and family charaCteristics, patterns of labor force-, employment and-

unemployment experience, family background, formal schooling, attitudes and

_preceptions, and even.measuresof IQ am:Lability. We know a great deal about

the people in the sample. We don't know very much about the work they do, and

about the characteristics of their jobs and the employers they work for.

'is true that some information of this sort is available: Workers are coded by 2

variant of the Standard industrial Classification (one wonders why the full SIC
11.

-detail: Isn't used for this purpose) and by their wage and salary'stntus (class

f.-16;rker). They also report their occupation or job title and are assigned a

umber based on the official' occupational classification. Butnote t at the

official occupations are themselves dominated-by a socio-economic status approaCh

'to classification and much less by, a technological approach that would be more

amenable to economic analysis. I believe it would be destrabl,e to expand this

kind of information and would like to explore some of the possibilities fcir

doing so.

Why is it important to obtain information about the characteristics of

work and employment? The -title of these notes gives away my own feelings on

A

the natter and I suspect that they are widely shared by others. Summary measures

of income inequality presently'are all related.to the moments of the personal
A

distribution of income., and earnings in one way or another. Statistics of income

are the best available for measuring the distribution of economic well-being.i.n

society and for charting changes in it over time. The rationale is simple

enough: A person's income'is a very. convenient Index of welfare because if sum

--.maries-the ability to command consumption, and it isconsumption that "produces"
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economic welfare. However there has been some reassessment of this view fn recent

years,' For example it might be possible to rationalize the whole "social indi-:

cators" movement in terms of dissatisfaction with existing economic statistics.

-.--- More generally, we have'become aware of the disamenities associated with economic

growth And devftlopment, including such things ascrime, pollution and crowding.

These are "consumption" items too, but seldom get accountea in official measures.

It isbecoming increasingly clear-also that imputations should not be exclusively

confined to output markers, since so much of a..person's time is spent at work:

A great deal of essentially consumption activity takes place =in the. labor market

In terms of the characteristics of jobs and other aspects of employment. Hence-.:__

it is difficult to maintain a strict dichotomy between consumption and Work;

In sum, the available wage is only one out of a multidimensional set of

indexes of employment opportunities that constrain supply and demand decisions.

Nonmonetary conditions of work are equally important, but we don't know much

atiOIA them.at the micro level.

Oneof the important findings that has emerged from the NLS and Michigan

panels is that. there are remarkable differences in market outcomes (e.g.,

earnings patterns) among people that persist throughout their lifetime. For

, .

example, more than one'balf of the personal variance of earnings among people

Of the same race, sex, experience and schooling can.be attributable to tnob-
k.

served, person effects that probably persist throughout the entire work life of

the cohort.. Presumably much of this is attributable interpersonal differ-

ences'intalents and motivation: We know little about how these differences

c.

get reflected in the kinds of work that people do and,in their employment

conditions. The panels also show marked interpersonal differences in job

mobility over the life cycle. ,No4oubt much mobility-at young ages'is best
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described as job shopping, but a large emount persists among older workers too.

There are stayers and movers whose behavior is influenced by both their own

personal characteristics and by the. job opportunitieg that constrain them.

For those who like to think in.such terms these issues are connected' to the

distinction between internal and external labor markets. For those who like

to think, as I do, in-other terms, they are related to the distinction between:'

specific and general human capital. Evidently tastes for leiture.nonmarket

opportunities.And labor market discrimination 'play roles hereat.well., It is

_ . .

often said- -thatthat the-poor experience adverseemployment and earnings_pmes___

because no "good jobs" are available to them. Some have used this argument:to

support public employment programs. Whether the public sector can auvoly good

jobs remains to be seen. The point is that right now it is difflzult to di's

tinguill_a good job from a bad one, because no adequate existent data are up

to the task. If we-are going to get any sensible public policies that essen

tially operate at the level ofworking conditions, then we had better find

out what those working conditions are, and GOOthey interact with the socioeco
.

nomic characteristics of workers that we can and do measure. The robe ent dynam
.

ics of this problem also strongly suggest that panel surveys would be very

( ,

detirable.

-I suspect that many of these issues ultimately will be reletetothe

general problem of the division of labor in sotietyi e,fact that should

increase the appeal_of this kind of data to the whole spectrum of social scien
i

`tists, since that notion is central to most of them. My own view is of course

o

highly colored by my background'as an economist. I like to thin% of it as an

assignment and matching problem. A job is a collection of production activities

and an assotiated.consumption (amenity 'and ditamenity) vector Investment



(learning) opportunities might be involved too. The distribution of jobs

and'the way different people are slotted into them is jointly determined by

the production technology; the productive traits and talents embodied in vari-

ous members of the labor force, the costs of producing more amenable working

conditions and -

opportunities for learning and the valuations that workers place

on them. To get a good picture of the matching problem it is useful to think

of the problem of marriage. In many ways the assignment of workers to jobs

closely analogous to the marriage market, There is the equivalent of

courtship and search, marriage, divorce and remarriage. There also may be

assortive,matching. .It is true that the explicit contract duration tends to be

shorter in the ,job market than in the, marriage market and that there is an

important quid pro quo--the wage--that is.more explicit than in most marriages.

.However, ManyOf'the contractural terms-including such things as job security,

the nature of work assignments and hazard's, are just as imPlicit as in6the marriage

market. I don't mean to suggest that we will solve the problem of marital insta-

bility by collecting data on jobs and working conditions, but there are some

interesting parallels nonetheless.

Let me.give an example of one possible use of this data based on some of

:my own research. This particular problem'is .dsely related to the problem of

evaluating work amenities and disamenities mox generally. The question to be

answeredwas, how much must a white teacher be paid to work in a school with

mainly black. students? Correspondingly, how muchmust a black

work in a school with mainly white students?

COleMan report, which, by the way, is one of the

oth the socio-economic characteristics

e schools at which they work. The

-

teacher be paid

The data used were from the

few sources that gives infor7

of. workers andHthe,charap,-

analytical framework was the



matching problem summarized- above: Teachers are viewed as selling their

productive traits to the schools and'simultaneously purchasing the student,

curriculum and- neighborhood characteristics of the school in which theTwere

-.

. employed. By the same token, the schools purchase, teacher trait and sell,

their own characteristics. The teacher characteristics identified by the data

_
were-the usual set,_including formal education;-exparience and ability.; -The

school characteristics were split into three sets, including characteristics

of students, specific attributes, of the curriculum and aspects of the neighbor-

hood in-which the school was located. Of the first group, racial composition o

the student body was the attribute of major interest. We also had measures of

student ability.(test scores) and student motivation and truancy. 7he method

was to partition observed wages into a component due to exchange of the services

of teacher attribute and another component due to exchange of:school attributes,?

using MuWvariate regressions. Those interestedin,,the details-can consult-

the Journal of Econometrics Vol. 3(1975), pp. 123-50. I will say no more here

than that the decomposition worked and it was possible to impute teachers'

impliCit valuations of:,the school attributes. ,Additional evidence that these
. ,

methods are workable is provided by another study in which it was possible

, to estimate worker valuations of job safety by 'similar methods and by a study

progress on the relatiOnshiP between intercity wage differences and inter-

city amenities and disamenities. One would hope. _to be able to do thesekinds

of studies broader scale and obtain the valuations nesSary to dmpute,

more aggregate indexes of .the quality 'of working life. Righenow, it is only

. possible on's-catch-as-catch-can basis for selected workers and jobsin the

Furthermore, it is not at all possible to study any of the dynamics
economy;

'

mentioned aboVe with current data sources. The remaining question therefore
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how can this, be implementsd in the NLS survey?

Contemplating-th-e--detalls-of this question has at once made me better

understand the reluctance of my academic colleagues to become involved in

data collection. Clearly I.cannot come up with, a detailed questionnaire here,

though undoubtedly the members of this meeting collectively can do so.after

muchtthought-and-discussionThere is evidence that it can be.done however,

and any-new efforts probably will follow the lead of past researchers.

Specifidally, thete is the recent study by Adesand Schultz -on the Chicago

.labor market, one by Renyolds and Shister almOst 30 years ago(Job Horizons:
j

c
A Study of Job Satisfaction and Labor.Mobility, Harper and Brothers: New York,

1949),and recent surveys by the Survey Research.Center and the Employment

Standards Administration (Survey of Working Conditions, 1970 and 1973). No

_doubt there are also many case studies with which I am unfamiliar. The ideal

'tethod-would be to supplement the household survey with a corresponding survey
. ,

of employers matched to household records. Something 'Close to this has been

-already-done Tor-previous NLS data in the way_ability_indexes were obtained
/

searching high school records). Even barring a surveyb4lemp\loyersi many

of their characteristics might well be obtained from matching theit idenfitication

to other data on payroll statistics from Employment and Earnings(dMail

ers are not represented here, but'half a loaf may be better than none):,

Occupational:Safety .and
Health'Administration,SOcial Security files and

The following IS a list of general indicators that would appear

n.

feasiblei

Employer Survey:

Employee's work record from payroll data,, including absenteeism

and reliability that-would supp the household data presently'



collected.

(ii) -fPrOmotion prospects of worker and typical experience on the job

to which he is assigned.

(iii) General measures of industrial work hazards (best from actu

reports to OSHA) and known hazards or dangerous substances to which

worker is exposed.

-,(iv) -Establishment size.

(v\ asure of employment stability in establishment based ion tuv over

r.

statist' from payroll data, including previous quit rates, lay-

4;

off rates, riew-hi r and-rehire rates, and variability of hours worked:
-__

--. .---7----,
.

Job grading and bumping. Seniority.

(vi) -A measure of the racial composition of thelrork froce in the

establishment.

.(vii) Average wage in the establishment and major occupatiunal distribution.

(viii) Hours and shift work-in the establishment. ,Seasonal employment

variability.

(4) Extent of unionism and coierage_hy collective agreement.

Househbld Survey:

(i) Questions pertaining to physical characteristics and requirements

of the job., ,

OA) Preceptionof responsibilities,
independence and control over the

work situation and interest in the work (related to job '!breadth"

and complexity).

0

(iii) Fairness of treatment and relationship with fellowlgOrkers and

management.

(iv) Steadiness of employment and potential job security.
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(v) EXtent and nature of injury risks and occupational hazards.

(vi) Extent of fringe benefits and perquisites.

(vii) Is the establishment covered by trade union contract and is the

worker a member? (This data h s been colleCted in some NLS surveys,_

but not all of them).

Cw

(viii') Chances for advancement and training. .

(ix) Methods (:): payment, including piecework, time work, incentive

boniis, attendance and timekeeping allowanceSi condition money, job--:.

grading and profit sharing or anual bonuses (also from employer

survey) .

I.
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Introduction

In the July 1977 Statistical Reporter there was a draft of a

chapter of a document concerndng the framework for planning U....S.
.

federal statistics-during the period 1978-1989. In the chapter-on

longitudinal surveys, concern is expressed for the proldferatdon of

fiery expensive- longitudinal surveys. The possibility of "omnibus"
' S

longitudinal surveys covering a variety of subject areas is advanced.

Reading this discussion prompted me to reflect on the development of

the content covered in the Parnes surveys over the past decade. These

surveys have, it Seems to me, changed greatlyin their character, moving-

from a well-focused study. of the dynamics of labor force behavior ,

toward being an "omnibus" social science survey. I do not mean to

criticize this evolution. Indeed, ehis kind of an evolution might well

have'been expected for the simple reason that virtually all of life's

activities are implicated either as cause 'or effect in the labor, force

behavior of men and women.

It does seem worthwhile at this juncture as plans are being

made for another, set of longitudinal, surveys to think about

this evolution. The choice may be thought to be between a

,
incomplete,, and inadequate treatment of a great

many topics, and a thorough examinationof a limited nuuber of

related topics

Given the fact that the surveys will continue .to be sponsored by

the United States Department of Labor one can presume that 'the central

focus of attention should be the labor market behavior of the population

group being studied.'

as thoroughly and carefully
,

That labor market behavior should be documented

as possible.

IP



The question then remains,'what of the myriad of determinants and

consequences of various patterns of labor market behavior should be

seriously examined and what is-the trade-off between being able to

deal superficially with a large number of these different determinants

and cdnsequences vs. being able to deal in a more definitive way

with only a few.

The National Fertility Study experience is interesting in this

regard.- Ryder and Wdstoff, at least in the 1975 longitudinal follow-

back of the 1970 sample,confined their attention almost 'entirely to the

' direct measurement of fertility variables, evidently resisting the

temptation to probe more widely into its deteFminants and consequences.

My conclusion would be that it is most desirable to select a very

limi ed range of topics that go beyond the direct. measurement of labor

force involvement, specify those topics in advance, and plan for a more

orderly and more detailed treatment of them, rather than shifting focus

from topic to .topictopic in each successive re-interview.

1 Despite my advocacy of focusing detailed attention on a narrow

range of subject areas, I have chosen in,this memorandum to review

a wide range of family-related topics that could be profitably examined

in future NLS rounds, or in one,- longitudinal studies. Reasonable

1

women and men will differ in the priorities they assign to these,

various topic areas, and I have chosen not to devote too much attention'

riorities among these topics. I am more concerned that whatever

one, is done' well and in sufficient detail to produce a substantial

inc ement to :our knowledge of the social processes, involved, and to

take fullest advantage of the longitudinal survey,design. In the latter

section of the memorandum, I will consider four general issues -that

22



pertain to family research, as well as research on other substantive

topics, relevant to the'design of a new round of longitudinal surveys.

I will organize this discussion around a series of specificlife

cycle stages* transitions. Analyses of some of these Stages and

transitions Will not be feasible with data collected in the Parnes

studies, but it makes sense to enumerate them nonetheless and make

explicit some of the limitations of these data. The life cycle stages

to be discussed are:

1. Childhood
2. Completion of education and entry into the, work force

3. Marriage
4. Earl married life"

the childless 'stage, i.e., the period prior to the birth

of the first child
5. The transition surrounding the birth of the first child

6. The age of children, their entry into school, etc.

7. "The empty nest"
8. Marital disruption
9. Old age

Childhood

Little can be done in connection with the childhood stage of the

life cycle with data gathered from the existing samples and proposed new

cohorts. This is true despite the fact that many of the women and men

in the sample have had or will have by the conclusion of the panel a

full complement of children. The problem is that we would have neither

the full cross-section-of children of any given age at any given'time;

neither would we have the full -set of parents of children of: any given

age at any given time nor the full set of children of any given. cohort

of parents.

221
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.

Howeyer, one possibifity is to retrospectively collect complete

rsidence histories.and/or family composition histories of the young

adult panels since birth in order to understand the complexity of-

the family'arrangeMents ancf'living arrangements through time, and their

effect on subsequent behavior. We routinely ask a question in surveys,

.

1 .

---as was asked'in the OGG II study, with respect to whether the person

.4.

.

-....._j

l'-"--__ ,

was living With, both parents at about'age 16 or so,. and if .nOt, whether.

the reason for that was the death of a parent. With high levels of

marital: disruption, this kind ofque-Stioming may 'give a quite erroneous

picture of the family,environmPnr.withiri-whith anindividual grew up.

For one thingihe question is not ,specific with respect to living with

step-parents. And for another,"age 16 may not represent well the

individual's total familial environment when growing up. One study

which has done this is that of Lee Robbins, ,in a very unrepreSentative
,

sample of black males in St. Louis. Some of these data have been
`

\

analyzed by'Ratcliff (1977). Questions used in this study could be

considered for inclusion here.

2. Compltion of :Education and Entry to the Work Force

4
This topic, in general, is covered more appropriately in David,

Featherman\s memorandum on "Schooling and the Transition froth Schooling

to Work." I s relevant here only to the extent-that completion of

education nd e try into the *work force are interconnected with familial'

.\
processes has-familial determinants and/or consequences).

Clearly, it does have these determinants and consequences and they ,
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should be considered. The only issue that I will discuss here is

the question of the interrelationship between age at first marriage

and. these, other processes.

3. Marriage

In connection with marriage, there are several relevant issues:

1. The age distribution of first marriages
2. Patterns of assortative mating ,

3; The Interrelationships among marriage and schooling and

job chOice

The most important issue with respect to marriage itself is to.

obtain a better understanding of the recent rise in cohort marriage

ages. In order to model the process of marriage, a'great deal of infor7

Illation on antecedents is required, much of which has not been asked of

the earlier Parnes survey. I do not think that a great dealsFan be

learned from these data on the changing process of marriage, but

the new cohort offer an opportunity to take a fresh view of the

marriage process. Two exemplary studies of the marriage process are

those of Hopn (1976) and Voss (1975). If there were.serious interest in this

issue, additional measures could be added to the new cohort study in

order to better tap the theoretical ideas of Becker and other 'economists

as well as the sociologists.

If more adequate data were available on some of the antecedents of'early,

or late marriage and/or of homogamy or heterogamy of marriages,,we would be ,

in a better position to assess the social and ecOnomic.consequences.Of

early marriage without the serious problem. of confounding early marriage

itself with the process of selectivity of early marriages on factors

also associated with the presumed consequence. (For studies of
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consequences of early,Marriage and childbearing, see Presser, 1971, 1974;

Bacon, 1974; Furstenburg, 1976 a, b,c; Cutright, 1973; Coombs and

'Preedman, 1970; Freedman and Coombs, 1966; Trussell, 1976, Bdldwin, 1976, and

Menken, 1972).

Life experiences of, unmarried persons.--Historically, for a very.

large share of women, marriage followed almost Immediately

upon the completion of education. And for any given cohort only

a small nuMber of personyears were spent. as an unMarried,adult,. We.

suspect that this has changed for recent cohorts with the rising

,age at first marriage. There are several interesting questions that

might beaddreLsed with these data and they may help achieve better

understanding. of the long-term social and economic significance of the

,

.riSe.of age at firAt.marriage. First, exactly what are young,

unmarried adults doing? To what extent are they-livinCindependently

of the family of orientation? What effect does the length of the

interval between the completion of education and marriage.have on

'Subsequent labor force 'and familial behavior? Does-this effect. depend

on the activities and living. arrangements during this interval?

In ()icier to address these questions, taking advantage of the

longitudinal design, it is essential to get detailed information on

the activities of high school age members of the new cohort. In

. .

Addition to parttime jobs and attending school; what do they do

that might dispose them to early or later marriage, to particular types

.0f educational aspirations, to premarital- pregnancy, 'etc..
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Married Life: The Childless Sta e And the Transition

to Parenthood

..Thede life-cycle stages are.extremely active periods in the

lives of men and women. Many crucial transitions occur and decisione

having- consequences for future stage's in .the life cycle are Made.

There is typically a high incidence of residential movement including

.migration from one labor market area to another as well as local

'movement involving the adjustment of housing to. changing needs for

space and amenities,and an improved ability'to pay for housing. It

is also a period- of frAquent job change as individUals seek to find

their best niche in the occupational structure. In additiOn,'yoUng'

couples are acquiring consumer durables, and setting their 'consumption

standards and establishing their unique life style. They, are also

developing plans for childbearing.

In addition this. is the .period' during which marital conflict

'is common as,
couples are learning to adapt their own activities. and

'behgvior to the desires and needs of the spousg. It is a period of

very high rates of marital disruption. ( Probably one marriage in

six or seven will terminate within the, first live years,. despite a

rising age at marriage distribution).

In recent years, there has been an increase in 'the interval between

marriage and the birth of the first ch4d,'and it would not be surprising

if the interval expanded even further. Even if themedan interval

doesrnot change ,Very much, the upper tail of the distribution nay'

spread out,and the prevalence of premarital pregnancies is likely to

decline (see Sweet.1977).
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The labor force participation rates of young wives ptior to

birth of their first child have continued to increase. In addition,

the rates of.. participation following the birth of the first

continued to increase, andarSe'now quite high.

kmajor focus of attention ought to be on recent:change in
.

the economic circumstances of young couples in ther'llnitedrStates.

This would involve looking both at inter- cohort changes, As well a

at the processes generating differential economic circumstances

of young cOuples in relation to educational Chatactetistics, other

background characteristics, childspacing, and wives'

in the labor force.

(2) Of high priority is to try .to get a greater sense of the,

participation

processes by which sex-role norms and attitudes are foynd, and their

consequences. In this regard, I think it is important to tecognize

these as dynamic attitudes and not regard them as'sort of psychological

traits which once measured, apply forever to the individual. The important

point here is that these attitudes and norMs are not-only.changing

society-wise through time, perhaps at a very rapid pace, but they also

change in response to'changing conditions and experiences of individuals..\

Therefore, it would seem to me that in addition to asking the labor

force series,year after year, it would also be well to ask at least

a selected set of sex-role norm .or sex -role attitude quest:f.ons-as

welI.
.

r'

.(3) A similar rationale applies to studying the division

within the, married couple's household.

fixed, hut may be constantly in fluX..

of labOr

This.division of laboris not



I would concur with Harriet Presser's conclusion id a paper.

on female employment and the division of labor within the home:

"Not; that we are seriously studying the employment of women

outside the home'it is time we gave at least equal attention.

to the diyisiona labor inside, the home." (1977)

Inboth cases,'it is important to attempt to better understand

the consequences (if any) of a given pattern of sex role orientations.'

and/or division of household labor, independently of the antecedents

of these orientations and behaviors.

(4) Relations with kin,--It has been difficult in the past to get.

representative measurements of kin contact of young couplee following

their own marriage. These data provide a unique opportunity to get an

indication'on a nationallyrepresentatiVe basis of the degree-to-which

relationships with kin persist following marriage Or a cross=Section

of the United States population, and also an ,indication of the degree'

to whiCh such contact, or lack thereof, is influential in other life

cycle or career decisions.

(5) A Specific.issue in this regard is the, extent of parental

financial assistance to young persons following their marriage.

This;is very closely tied tip with the process of marriage and

completion of education, particularly when aid early pregnaocy.occurs

either prior or or shortly after the marriage.

a
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In connection with the working wives, questions' involving

adaptations of her life and those of other members of the household

of value. Specifically, it would be interesting to kno0.

(a) how couples adapt to the patterns of child.care in a two worker'

househOld. By that I do not specifically mean day care, but that .

routine child care -- the bathing, the feeding, playing with'and caring

for infants and yOUng children. (b) Leisure time 'activities -- How do

working couples deal with their leisure in comparison to couples with

only one earner? (c) "The'division of labor with respect to' household

tasks. How do two earner families compare with one earner families?

(d) DO sex-role attitudes and various aspects:of l'happiness"-andrlife

satisfactions differ by employment status of the wife (and husband)?

In ;addition to looking at cross-sectional differences by work

status, it would be possible to look at changes in these patterns in

responge to changes,In the employment, status of wives(see later.

discussion on_the problem of "exposure to risk").

(7) Of particular significance for young couples is. the actu-.

mulationof assets and the incurrence of debt. It would seem to me

that more,attentionsbouldbe paid to these processes. Particularly

relevant would be the impact of child spacing on these processes and

these processes themselVes on child spacing.

It would be valuable tci\have collected more data on the(8)

spouse of both the young men and young women who-are-married. This

involve
.
. V

-.Would involve more data at 'each successi e interview as well as more

retrospective 'data in the first Or second ilterview. In some cases,

Particularly for marital disruption studies, might be'useful to

collect some additional information on ciriracteristics of the first
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spOuse-a.ttheLtime'of marriage for that small subset of women. who

have been mar
It

ied more than once.. This would have been particularly

fort the 30-44 year old sample in the earlier study..

(9) 'Another potentially valuable addition

.
.

concerning young people's projection of their 'futures. The. interesting.

valuable

would be questions

thing about a ten-year panel is that many of these predictions can be'

'validated over time. It' would also be interesting to see how these

expectations about the future change, in response to changing circum-

'stances. -This is particularly important With reference to various.'

theories about permanent incomesnd also the theories about the forma-

tion of. tastes and about the impact of one's expectations about the

.

future on'One's present behavior. 'Presently, we have only a glimmering__

of an. understanding of the degree to which indiViduals nd couples:.

plan their longer term life courses, and the circumstances under

which these plans, if they exist at all, are modified.

There are a number of interesting and important issues with

respect to'fertility.

(A) We now routinely collect' fertility expectations data

and ws know that young couples now report very loW fertility. TAave

argued SlSewhere (Sweet, 1977) that in a pill-sterilization birth.

control environment, I would expect a t'endendy for doWnward adjustmc:nt

of these expectations for a, fairly large share of the cohort.

varticulsrly, I think that childlessness '',and one-child_ fmilies will

'Occur With greater prevalence than the present expectations data

r.nggest.',,(One study of these'data for a recent, cohort has appeared --

see Suter and Waite, 1975.) This adjustMent of fertility expedta-

implications for rIle Jabc-r_folcce. behavior of:theindiVidual .
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women and the cohort. .."-Further, there are, if I am correct, mpOrtant

labor force determinants'of this readjustment.

(B). :There is the wi101e issue of the:caUsal relatiOnshipl3etween

;labor force Participation and fertility. ,To date we have nOt been

able to get any decent-handle on,the:problem.' The exPlinations

for this failing include:

(1) We do not yet have the right statistical tricks.

.(2) We donot yet have the right data.

However, in my judgthent, the reason is primarily;

(3) We have not yet been able to adequately Formulate-the'

ti

appropriate questions which we want to answer. We do not really have

offered

many refutable, but non -trivia], hypotheses. Perhaps this overstates

'the case, but it emphasizeS that in.my judgment at least, before we '.

.Undertake further large' scale studies Of the whole proceSs, we should

(1) Try to organize our existing knowledge about tiie various

.components of the' process;

(2) Undertake small scale studies of some of these ooMPonent.

processes;

_(3) Attempt to develop theoretical and conceptual and els whiCh

.encompass a larger share of these component ProcesSes.

The,Aglpg of Children

This life cycle stage is not well represented ilithese samples.

111 omission of 25-29 year old women and men 25-44 in

the:earlier study as well as the lack of SpecificquestiOning_on

children,' makes these data relatively inappropriate; for studies of

life Cycle.stage.involving children in school.

0.



The "Empty. Neat"

The,"eMpty nest" is a label,given to the situation, o married

couples1011owing the exit from the household of the last child.' There

has.to date been little*study in the United States of the process by

which children leave the parental household. The one notable exception

is the work done with the Michigan panel data (see also Young,.1975).

More study of, this important process from the pOint of view Of the

parental, household, as well' as from the point of )view of the young

.adult leaving. the household, would be quite valuable. There:are many,

forces affecting this transition, including the economic resources of

the young adult, the economic resources of the parents, the housing

situation in which parents are residing, the:Social environment:of the

parental household, the educational Status of .the child. .1.1oW does

thiscvary among children with different characteristics or different

.birth'.orders?
o 4'

There are other issues which deserve attention. To what'extent

parents adjust their housing stock to the empty neat situation,

moving from larger housing to smaller housing, to housing which is

more or less accessible to jobs and other institutions? To what extent

is the empty nest associated with residential migration? It is a

commonplace observation that people frequently remain a community

until their children finish high school, and iris quite possible

moves are "stored up" until this time and a great amount of

movement occurs at about that time. To my'knowledge,little:is known

about .this.- ',To what extent is the labor Force participation and hOurs

Worked, particularly by the wife, affected by the last child leaving
A

231
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the household? One' factor is the cost of financing college education.

To the extent, that the absent child is' still a,financial burden on

i,

mother.

the "empty nest" couple it may result in continued or renewed labor

force participation and an incr,
"

eago in the hours worked of the wife.or .

To what extent is the empty nest a period, of conflict or a period

relative contentment? Dependent children in adolescent ages

frequently a source of considerable, strain within the family..

What are leisure patterns of empty nest couples? DO they

their leisure patterns as their children leaVe their household? What

are patterns of contact .of empty nest couples in the absence of

..daytoday responsibilities for childsen with other kin. Do relations

with kin assume an increasing role, in the life' of empty nest couples?

8. Narital Disruption

With-the sample design..from the first survey
and the present

proposed purvey it appears as if a -large portion of both early and late.

marital disruptions would be caught. Some of the issues with respect

to marital disruption by separation and divorce which should be .explored

include:

(1) 'Overall, there has been a neglect of tie male experience °of

marital disruption and subsequent remarriage. See, however, Hogan

(1976) (2) Lobgitudinal data, unlike much of our retrospective

data, provide an opportunity
to/obtain information on 'charac-

-:.

teristiCs of both spouses at the time of marriage, retrospective. reporeg

experience of spouse8 prior to marriage, and

the experiences within marriage. This potential
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should be exploited. (3) The circumstances of step7childrenlhas been

a neglected topic of research. The possibility exists of get ing a

fair amount of experience of step- children in a sample of this sort.

Unfortunately, the younger sample would produce, very few step-children'

(and person years of ,experience of step child-hood) over a period of

5-10 years. Similaiiy; the circumstances surrounding. adoption and

foster children might usefully. be studied,. although the number of

cases here is very small. (4) A more dynamic view of the living .

arrangements of persons following marital disruption would be possible

with data of thiS sort. In an earlier paper, I observed ,that.

the cross-section data on the living arrangements (or laborforce

behavior) of divorced women do not provide a very good understanding

of what really happens following marital disruption. First, in a

cross-section the women who are currently separated or divorced are

very heavily over-representative Are7;11:1., who have been in those

..-r

circumstances for a long period of time and-are very tive

f the circumstances of women who spent only a short period of time ,

between marriages, i.e., who remarried. within a year or so of the

termination of ,their marriage. 'A crosssection sample of separated

or divorced women, gives us the experience of women weighted in/

proportion to the number of-years spent in a disrupted state.

//
The important Issue here is, what is the adaptation of women to a

marital disruption -- in terms of living arrangements (i.e./moving

into a parental household, moving in with other relatiVes,-moving in
/

and forming a household of one's own), their economic adaptation

(i.e., going on welfare, continuing to work, increasingihours worked,

233
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entering the work force after an absence or for the first time).

Attention should-be paid to both temporary adaptations, and adapta-

tions of a more permanent nature, and to their relationship with

remarriage probabilities.

It would also be useful to try and get a better handle on

women's expectations regarding remarriage; and for married persons an

indication of their perception of the long-term:viability of their:

present marriage. A limited amount of work has been done in the 1970:

National Fertility Study regarding expectations about reMarriage, and

it,seems worthy of continud'development here. One of-the important

issues in understanding processes of marital disruption is to

separately determine'the antecedents of "marital conflict" and then.

to determine the response to conflict (e.g., separation) conditional

on a given level of conflict.
A

It would be possible to ask some hypothetical questions about the

responses to marital disruption. At first thought, this might seem

somewhat farfetched but in terms_of_understanding the dynamics of

disruption, but it would be interesting to try to assess the degree to

which persons have thought about their responSe to a potential disruption,
1

or for that matter,:to a potential. marriage strain. This kind of thing

has its drawbacks both practical and ethical. It might well be

the sort'of questioning which would cause the leCk of subsequent

cooperation with the interview. It also might be regarded as a kind

questioning which might have an adverse effect on the life of'the

respondent.

A unique opportunity that the longitudinal design provides is to

examine responses to temporary personal crises. For example, the death
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of a family member, a period of extended unemployment ur illness, the

temporary separation of spouses, and suforth. Any of these events is:

sufficiently rare that definitive work could not be done with a small

samp_;.e of this sort. However, it does seem to me that as one follows

the lives of a group of people over a period of time, such events

are of'sufficient frequency to provide some interesting study if

we are prepared ahead of time to follow through on it and not treat

these events simply as temporary crises or annoyances within the lives

of the . sample households. Again, pursuing this line of.endeavor-Might-

.beregarded as either of doubtful Utility, unethical, or potentially

damaging of the rapport and cooperation of the sample respondents.

9. Old Age-Retirement

Much of the. work done on activities of the elderly population

surrounding retirement, widowhood, etc., has drawn on lodel samples

which were quite homogeneous with-respect to "social class." Smile

oU.the other studies which have been.doneof more representative samples

have relatively restricted content.

Many of the same series of issues appropriate to the "empty nest"

population might'alse be appropriate to the elderly sample. These

issues include migration, adjustment of hbusing, adjustment of the labor

force participation and hours worked of the wife, part-time post-

retirement employment of the husband, the degree of conflict within the

marriage, the degree of happiness,.leisure patterns, kin contact,' etc.

. For lack of Lime, knowledge and inspiration, Z have chosen not

to develop this topic in any further detail.
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I will conclude my discussion with some general issues

that 'pervade many topic areas covered in this memorandum and as well

atothers.

(1) ,A serious' problem in longitudinal studies like the Parnes

Study under discussionhere and the Michigan Longitudinal Study

is that of sample attrition. It is usual practice to minimize the

significince of sample attrition by comparing the distribution of

/ ..

characteristics of the initial sample with those of.the survivors in

the sampleat some 1\ t r point. Most often these Comparisons show--

little selectivity ileample attrition.-

The issue that I am concerned with, however is,edifferent

issue' -- sample attrition that is associated directly with the

processes being studied. For example, there have been several

reports from both the ParnesStudy and the Michigan Studyon,

levels and differential incidence of marital disruption. It

seems to me that theseanalyses have not cometo grips with the fact

that one very important' source of-sample-attrition is that Associated

with marital disruption itself. This:would certainly have an effect

\
on measured levels of marital disruption-. Itcould have an effect on

differential-petterns ofd marital disruption among subgroups in the

population and might well bias measured effects of both background

characteristics, as well as the effects of changes n economic.

circumstances, etc.

Other processes inaddition.to marital disruptionould well be

associated with attrition from the sample. -These
.

include marriage, migration, job change, and mobility into and out of
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the labor forces. One might also find deterioration of respondents'

"mental health" to be associated with attrition.

I am raising a question and not proposing a solution. I would

'..not advocate refraining from studying processes like marital 1-,ruption

which may be associated with sample attrition, but I thir( that

reater,caution should be exercised.

(2) Cohort definition,, duration, and exposure to.risk in

longitudinal samples defined by age using a period specific.interview

question content. - -In a recent paper, Steven Bahr (1977) examined the

Probability of marital disruption of the NLS /pang women's sample.

He begins with a sample of persons married at' the time of the first

interview and analyzes the probability that their marriages terminated

within four years. He addresses the question of whether the higher

rate of marital dissolution associated with young age. at, marriage is

due to the intervening process of changes in husband's income and

the couple's accumulation of assets:- With this-design the sample

of marriages consists disproportionately of persons marrying young,

as compared to what any marriage cohort would include. His sample of

young marriers are disproportionately, at longer durations than his

sample of older marriages. Further, the marriage experienced studied

varies systematically with respect to duration,'depending on age at;,_

marriage. However; an adequate test of his hypOthesis requires that

duration be fixed.'

In the NLS data, the original sample of young persons are

15 to 24 years of age at the first observation. We follow these people

2-3'7
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throUgh time. The members of the sample complete their education,
\,

marry, begin their first job, have children, and go through a variety

of other life cycle transitions as they age. They start:in an age

k".
range spread over an interval in which a great many important transi

tions tend to occur. These transitions occur to individuals not at

a fixed age, but over a range of-ages.

The sample persons are asked for information about their present.

characteristics and about recent changes on an annual basis using the

same interview schedule for every individual in any given year. The

content of this interview schedule is similar for one year to,another,

but each year some further unique information is asked. It is this

unique information to which my comments are directed.

Suppose that it was determined that it is important to add some

questions which might illuminate the process of marital disruption and

a series of questions were added.to the surveyof that year

people will not be asked 'these questions because they are not yet

married. For other people. who are married, the questions wilibe

asked very early in their marriage because,-perhaps,:they got married

the day before the interviewer came along..., Other people who are\older

at the initial sample selection and may have been married for several

years at that time, have been married for 10 years or so by the time

Some :

they are asked the questions which are aimed at illuminating processes

of marital disruption. Still others have already experienced disruption of

their Carriage by the time the questions are asked, so they are not asked.
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Two problems are involved. 'The first is that at a given

point, in time in a survey in which the respondents are selected.

on the basis of their initial age, different members of the sample

are in different circumstances with respect to risk of particular

events. In addition, they have had different peribda of exposure to.

risk. Secofidly, married.persons in the sample appear at varying'

.marriage durations, with different family circumstances. Statistical

controls may be introduced. in a multivariate model, and interactions

can be introduced in various ways. However, it seems to me to be

preferable to have a more homogeneous (marriage) cohort experience to

analyze.

The solutionNto this problem, it seems to me, is to determine at

the beginning what processes are going to be studied intensively and

then consider what the ideal point in the life cycle would be to ask

about these processes. Relevant questions should be-asked at the

relevafit point,rso that exposure to risk is controlled. For example,

1,n the case
of_marital disruption,. questions about the marriage should

- -

be asked shortly after its occurrence -- say, 6 months to at year, or a

year.and a hale after. the marriage. Thus, individuals would be asked

a marriage supplement at a more or, less' fixed duration-following the

marriage and then at successive rounds thereafter. Not everyone in

the sample would be asked the same questions in the same year, but

everyone would be asked to the extent that it is feasible, the same

questitina at the same point in their-"family life cyble,

I have focused attention on marriage and divorce, but there are

a numberbf different events that mark an important life cycle transition
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which might reasonably be regarded as beginning aA)eriod of.exposure

;

to risk and other -1-0-fis of transitions and expeilences. It might be

considering deVisinga). series of questions to be

whenever they,ocJur-,within the smme span of the .study.-

Tor example, (1) at the time-of graduation from high.,school or college:

or the termination of edUcation; (2) special questions on the sitUation

at the time of first birth 7-7 perhaps sOme retrospeCtiVe questions

surrounding.the decision to have a'_first birth .or fhe circumstances
.

under which the conception occurred;:(3).marriage would be another

event with a special. set.of questions Surrounding the occurrence of a

first marriage; (4) divorce;. (5) retirement; (6) entering the "empty

nest" stage; (7) Widowhood.

.

The period, immediately after the occurrence of such an event is

.Particularly important because.a whole series of temporary and more

permanent changes and adjustments are likely to follow. very Soon after

,the event ;; an Understanding of this complex- array of responseS.may

help in tetter understanding the longer -term' consequencesof the-.

occurrence of such an event or of its timing,

Another example of a related problem is found inthe questions asked

of young women an the sample on page 11 of the first round interview.

Such women -were asked a question. concerning why.they left .their last job:

two of the categories relate to family processes -- one,was to get

married, and another was because the husband wanted her to From this

kind of question it is, of course, impossible to determine the degree

to which marriage is associated with labor force transitions since,

many people who married and left their job, subsequently gotta new job.
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SiMilarly,'many people who got married'continued with their job.

The question asked:relates to an event that occurred at an unspecified

point in time, andirefers to the last occurrence of a4Osaibly recurring

event: whiCh mayor may not have, coincided with thgmarriage of the woman.

the question asked does not permit any analysis of job mobility

associated with marriage (or anything else, for that matter)

(3) Retrospective questions.-.-1: think the utility ofa'longieudinal

study maybe greatly enhanced by asking retrospective questiOngabout

the life experiences prior to the beginning of the study .p

early round of the survey. I' felt verymuch-thatthe pas studf,eg

have not had enough/retrospective questioninf.,. For example, in the

.30-44'year oldYbomen;tample, complete childbearinggnd work bistories

should have been collected at the outset. As it standgnow there.are

many gaps, and work such as that of Polachek and Mincer would have,been

greatly enhanced by the inclusion of such questions. Selecting

relevant retrospective questions would require :a more:comprehensive.

plan of substantive focus and priorities.

RetrOspective questions are another way of filling, in

missed by virtue. of the sample design (age specific sample with fixed

survey content for all respondents at each round

have considerable age variance in occurrence).
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(4) Duncan (1969) has noted that there is a fundamental

f social change, between replicating old survey

exactly as they were done at an earlier time or improving upon, them

aotici, losing the ddvantages of exactriepliCatione In considering the

surveying` of'a new cohort of,yoUng persons in the national longiH:'

tudinal surveys it is appropriate to consider explictly this dilemma.

;This; is the second cohort to be observed. in what may become a series of

studies. Exact replication of earlier studies is impOrtant in assessing

social change to date. We should not lose sight of the fact that there

will be further change in subsequent decades and at some point the

data to be collected in the late 1970s will be used as the starting

point In assessing change in the future. Thus, it is essential to

consider not only what we can replicate from the previous cohort study,

but also what baseline measurements takeri today would be worthy of

replication a decade from now.
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Only a modest amount of empirical work has been accomplishedim:the

field-of.job Search. The main reason for this is the abeence of appropriate

data to distinguish:among:the miatitUdinous search - theoretic hypotheses.

This,memorandUm states some of.these.hypotheses and indicates*ho:the Nat-,_

ional 4Ohgitudinal Surveyt can be used\to,facilitatetesting.:

It begins.with the timPlett search mode and detcribes'the'data necessary'

to test some Of'its imPlicationt. Isyhichaccommodate fluctuat-

inj. reservation-wages are then presentetagether, with their data requiremento.

This,is 'followed by a-Model:of on-the-job'vsearch and questions that an

determine its importance. iiext, model that alloWt search intensity to .

vary is briefly outlined as well as ts,data requireMents. The concluding.

section Ontains'a model of job search over thebusinett cycle anddisOusses

,

the data necessary for testing its implications.

The Elementary Job Search Model

The critical components of job search models are the cost of search;

c, t e dittributiohj F, of:Joh offers, and the reservation wage, In the

elem ntary job search model, a job offer Xi is tenderedeach period, where Xi

is a random iiariahle with distribution F. Thecost of generating each,o-fer

I

is constant and there is no discounting. The X 'a dreAnutuallY independent

an&T. is Well-behaed.,.If tiie job seareherretainS.theAhighest.offer

(sedrching with recall); the return from stopping after thel,nth:tearch it

Max(1 ...,X
n

) - nc.

The searcher is assumed to maximize Y . The best rule in this simple setting

has the following form:
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accept employment if k.> t

continue to search if x'<

where t is the .solUtion: to .

c = (x-t) dF(x)..1/

This:model has been used to rationalize frictio uneMployment ....

1what was previously regarded as waste is now interpreted as a productive

endeavor. But do people really behave in this, elementary way? More

Complic'ited search models have.been designed that-include
I

risk aversion,

wealth effects, adaptive behavior, etc. These will bekaddresied in a

I

. \

moment. For now focus on the simple model and its data reqUirementa.
.1.

The cost of search must be measurer before we can 'test this model.

In the NLS, it is important to differentiate between the fixed and:Marginal

costs of searching. A question about cost.could be asked for 21m, hOw

did you find your current job and how muchdid.it cost? How vas thiS cost

.

divided between an entry payment and a payment per offer? Did the cost

per ,job offer remain constant, over the period of search?-411/

.Next the wage distribution facing the job searcher should be ascertained.

This cannot be done precisely, but we might be able to as questions from

Which the mean and standard deviation can be inferred.' This :could be done
/

after 48b.

The reservation wageis the answer to questions 48c and 46d. Given

the_cost.oi\search and an estimate of the offer distribUtion, the dia.-
\

crepancy between the "optimal" and actual reservation wage can be.

calcuIk4.ted.

±/ For d.Clmplete description of.this elementary search model, seethe survey

by Lippman and McCall. \
"[Question nuMbers refer to the 1976 Survey for Young Men.

4,
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\

The essence of the job search paradigm is a willingness to reject offers

below the reservation wage. In the Retrospective Work History after the'

respondent is questioned'about the method of search 52e, he could then be

asked about,the/cost of search, the offer distribution, the reservation

wage, the number of offers he received, but rejected, and the accepted wage.

This shouldr'be done for each spell of unemployment. The way the question

is currently phrased implies that the job searcher could have rejected only

one offer in the past five years./ Would also like to know how long he

. I

searched before receiving an acceptable offer. It is extremely important

__ /

to differentiate between the period of unemployment and the period of search.

Surely, it is incorrect to equate unemployment and job search.

. J
Search Models With Fluctuating Reservation Wages

.

The behavior of the reservation wage over the period of job search is
4

-----,--a decisive factor in discriminating among search models. In the elementary
.

.
,

. ! [

search model the ,reservation wage is constant over time Empirical studies

have found this to be incorrect. Kasper and others discaVered that the

*/
reservation wage declines over the period of job search. On the other

hand, Sant conclu416s froa his analysis of the Survey of Work Experience of

Your Men, "that a monotonicalLy declining sequence of reservation wages is

mot\an accurate description of actual search behavior of unemployed ,

individuals looking for jobs." What theoretical considerations can be used

to reconcile these em irical inconsistencies? And, more importantly haw,

can the NLS be used to a;sess their relative importance?'

,

!,/ In his study of 3000\long term unemployed the reservation wage declined,
at a'rate that varied from 2 to -.76-pel month. Barnes and Stephenson
also observed declining eservation wages.,

/
\
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There are several reasons for xpectIng reservation wages"to decline

as search continues of which the f lloving are the most significant:

(a) Finite time horizon will cause he job searcher to lower his reserve-
_

*/ .

tion wage as he ages.-- One would expe t this factor to be ot minor

'importance during brief episodes of unemp This is especially true

younger searchers. (b) Initial perceptions the wage offer distribu-

tion may be incorrect. Assuming that an adaptive se= ch strategy is

followed, the reservation wage will be adjusted as these false perceptions

**/
are corrected'by observed wage offers. If the searche was initially

and wrongly pessimistic, his reservation wage will rise, OV time; if he

r.

-was overly optimistic, the reservation will decline as searci continues.'

.(c)- Salop has discussed another reason for the reservation =ge to decline

as search proceeds. The elementary search model assumed that individual

sampled randomly without recall from the wage distribution. All firms in

which their skills were used were treated equally. In fact, job searchers

usually'haye.prioriinformation about job opportunities in. these firms

Using this information to rank firms, they then search systeMatically start-

ing with those firms *ith the best opportunities. As the searcher marches

down his list he recalculates his reservation wage at each step. The

reservation wage appropriate for a highly ranked firm will be too large for

a lower ranked firm so that searching in this systematic way gives rise to

a declining reservation wage.

IV See Gronau and Lippman and McCall. This is true. for both recall and non-,

recall, with the recall reservation wage exceeding the non-recall wage.

\**/ See Rothschild.
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(d) As search goes on there is presumably a diminution in wealth.' This

in turn causes the reservations wage to decline assuming that the searcher

*
has-decreasing-absolute risk aversion-.-4

/

The important point emerging from-these models is that the reservation

wage and its behavior over periods of search depend on factors like age,

wealth, perceptions, skills; and risk preferenCes. The theory of search can-,

not be tested properly until information is gathered on these key variables.

The addition of the following questions to the NLS would enable\us to test.

the importance of these' variables:

1. How much wealth did you have at the beginning of your job search?

2. How much ofthis was in a liquid form?

3. At what rate was wealth reduced dUringtearch?

4. Were you receiving unemployment compensation while searching?

5. What was your initial reservation wage?

'6. Did you revise your reservation wage as offers were obtained?

7. Did you search systematiCally?

8. What offers were rejected? How many?

.
_ .... _ ..... _ _ ........ _ .

9. What was the acceptance offer

10. Were you allowed to accumulate .aters?

11. How long was the period of search?

All the previous discussion assumes that the job is completely

characterized by the dollar amount of the wage offer. Obviously, the

searcher 'is also concerned with non - pecuniary, aspects like job tenure,

42/ See 'Hall, Lippman,'and McCall. The assumption of decreasing absolute
risk aversion is relatively weak. The sparse empirical work on this subject
does not reject the assumption.
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availability of on-the-job training, working conditions, and location.

Consequently, the following questions should also be asked:

12. Do you regard the accepted job as a permanent or temporary position ?.

13. Does the job include training?

14. Does the job involve more travel time than'previously?

15. Did you relocate in order to obtain this job?

On-The-Job Search

A valuable job attribute is the ability to engage in on- the -job search.

Mattila estimated that "at least 50.t6',60 percent of all quits move from job

to job without ever experiencing unemployment." This suggests that on-the-

gob search may be quite important and that full time searchers are mainly

new entrants and discharged workers. In the model of on-the-job search

the worker has three options at every point of time: work fUll time, on-

the-job search and full time search. Assuming that the cost of On-the-

job search exceeds the cost of full time search, and also that on-the-job

search is worthwhile, the policy has the following structure:

if x <'E
1

search full time

if E
1

< x < E2, use on-the-job search

if x > E2, wnrk full time,

where x is the current wage and E
1
and E

2
are reservation wages.-1

/

The significance of on-the-job search can be assessed by the NLS. This

can be done by elaborating on 35c, asking the following questions:

See Lippman and McCall for details.

O
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1.. What is the cost of on-the-job search relative to full time search?

2.. Did you engage in on-the7job- search?

3. How-many-offers did-YOU-get-during-your-on=the.=job-search?. .

What was the accepted offer?

5. How long did you search on-the-job?

6. .7.11d you begin 4th on-the-job search but eventually quit and

. SearIh full time?

7. Was on-the-job search done in anticipation of a layoff?

As an aside note that question 21 1, the respondent should evaluate

the alternative methods used in his job search. Also explain whyhe chose-,

ajarticUlar mode of search. And in question 30a should not mix layoff and

job search. Rather should ask if a job was sought during layoff. If people

'search on the job then ear:Ay they oust also search-while being laid off.

How important is this?'

If you quit your previous job, did yousearch.before quitting?

Was this easier. than searching aher'tInitting?

If laid ti, you search while avaitin a recall/. .

:Variable Tntensity GI' Search'.
Almost-all search nodelc assume there is a fixed cost of search per

,period yielding One drau, from the wage distilbution. In fect, the intensity

of earchis a variable that can be controIed by the job searcher,

jhresumably, the higher foregone earnings the greater the intensity of search.

The.folloWing questions can addresa this issue:

. .
.

1- Was ycSur rate of search per period constant over the job search?

2. If constant, what via the rete/

3. If not constant, what w& its range?
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14:' Was your rate of expenditure on search constant throughout the

STell.pfunemployMent?

5. If it was constant, what was the amount?

6. If not; what was the range within which it flUctuated?

Business Cycle Effects

Another setting in which reservation wages are not constant over time

is when the'underlying wage distribution is changing in response to business

,.

.

cycle, forces. It has been shown that the,reservation wage declines.as the'.

economy deteriorates. Nevertheless, without'Special assumptions, it could

not be demonstrated that the period of search unemployment declined as the

economy improved. The longitudinal feature of the NLS can be,used to test,

the effects of the business cycle. These tests can be based on questions

already asked about reservation wages and duration of-search at different

points of the business cycle.

..
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n recommending foci for the new cohort panels of the National Longitudinal

Studies (NLS) I shall raise, at least implicitly, an issue which may be moot

at this stage of-planning. Namely,- should the-NLS be conceived rather narrowly

as a longitudinal version f the Current Population Survey (CPS); or, should

the NLS range broadly over many aspects of the unfolding development of young

:liersons!.lives-as they paSs through various stages of the life cycle? In the

first case, the new NLS would !go forward with refinements in its technical

measurement
.

of unemployment; job changes, earnings, and the economic returns,

to schooling -- essentially issues about the supply of labor but also toa degree

about the supply and quality of jobs in the regular economy. In the second

case, the'scope of life's substance addressed by the NLS would be even more

encompassing than the present range of the questionnaires (see James Sweet s

evaluation of the perhaps excessive breadth of the former surveys). As I

understand my. mission, I am to take some stand between these two alternatives.

In view of.my subject, "the transition from school to work," I shall argue

for substantial expansion of the topical foci of the new NLS panels of young

boys and girls. Further, I shall argue that_the target population of these

panels should be expanded to include military as well aS civilian members

of the 'resident population. (I might be convinced to restrict it tothe non7

institutional population, but the matterof,following the institutionally

resident student population into
,

adulthood is not an unimportant one.)

Finally, I shall suggest that a commitment to a five-year follow -up of persons

in the ages. 14 to 2l_ is not enough.

In my remarks I shall attend in themain to the half of my assignment

on the transition from school to work; thus, my-ideas refer mostly to the

. new NLS cohorts. I am reluctant to venture too deeply into What is really

a second major topic - -the effects of schooling. This fs'the economists'

baliwick, and'it.has enjoyed extensive attention throughout the course of the

°
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NLS studies' (as well as else0Rere).. But the recent decision,

newdohort definitions from ages 14 to 24 to ages:14 to 21 is really the

-basis of my reluctance to say much about the effects of eduCation. At the

end of the five-year follow,up, large'fractions of the new cohorts

still be in school, at least part-time. Thus',-,it is,rather:fOol,iShto:ialk

abOut 'assessing the effects bf something Which will not:be fully unfolded:

until Sometime after the present commitment to a five -year follOw-Up has

been discharged.

Let me consider briefly the outline of-what I understand to be the

transition from school to work. From the vantage of the individual., this

.

life-stage transition is part of -the evolution of a multiplex role-set which

we might refer to as becoming an.adult: : "Worker"-is,but one roje or element

of the adult role-set (including, for example,.spouse, parent.,'- citizen).

"Student" is but one element of the role-set of youthv--While-the-latter-is---n--
1

far less subject to multiple and often inconsistent role deiandsthan imthe

instance of adults, both "student" and "worker" roles can be

isolation' from their respective role-Seta onlyat great risk

studied in'

to complete

uncerstanding. In proposing the study of the life-stage transition from

school to work (call it entrance into the labor force, if youwill), I am

suggesting that "initial" entrance into the role "worker" is conditiOned'by

Other roles and by'a variety of socio-cultural, historical;, and economic

factors. It is my view that little new will be learned of how youth enter.
1 -

the labor market and become, workers Unless panel, studies such as the NLS:

-(and BaChmanisuth in Transition") placerthis proCeSs within the larger

framework,of "becOming an adult"--that process of exchanging:4 'rather simplex:

role-set for a multiplex one during the late teens tO:middle Or late twenties,:



From a perspective on social c011ectivities rather than individuals,

cc.1,&ebodies cultural norms which adjudt the psicho-biologiCalH.

11

time-piece of maturation to socio-cultural rhythmS (see*th'Benedict,, 1938).

a majority ofAmericat males, the. life cycle between

in the termination of schooling, followed by (in order)

a nearly full-time worker arid marriage and family life,:,life.
(

Table 1 documents the statistical reality of this sequential time-table of

yoiitk and-aduithood

into the economy, as

entrance

life events, as over half of American men expeTence

both the sequencing and the pace of everitsfin

are variable. Among the birth cohorts which bore

military service in World War II and kto a lesser

tion became\somewhat less orderly than usual,land

this "typical" pattern

the transition into adulthood'

the greater burdens of

degree) in Korea, the transi-

/
the frequency of atypical

inversions- -such as the interruption of schoOling by military service, brief

civilian employment, and the resumption of schoeling--rose sharply. (Note

the percentage of education-first job InversiOns in Table 1 increased from

about 11 percent to 15 percent for cohorts with substantial ,WW II and Korean

veterans before falling again, jIndeed; veterans; in all birth

experience less utypicality" in.-the sequencing of life events than nonveterans--

see Hogan, 1977). In the aggregate, however, the transition from youth to

adulthood, as indexed by the teMpoi.al intervals between school leaVing and

.

ientrance into first full-time civilian jobs, has grown shorter ,(see Figure 1)

1

over the experiences of successive cohorts born in this.century. Winsborough

(1975)= suggests that the, exigencies, of w-time"and (for,later cohor the

I

impending threats of the Vietnam'draft piiobably compressed the,stage

and shortened the duration of the transia from schoolboy to adult worker.



Moving from this discourse on:life cycleS-,-:what:is,the significance

'for the :deSign-and content of-the new NLS? In Stating the relevance.

assume that the selection of two youthful cohorts was again guided by

j

intereStAn-"the
.

processes ofoccupational choice, and-...the preparation fer

1,/otk andothelrequently diffic7.1t periled of accommodation to the label', market

when formal schooling has been completed" (NLS Handbook, 1976:1).

First, the target population should include all elements "at risk" to

becoming a worker (i.e, completing the transition from school to woi4kAuring

the course of the study period). Operationally, this means samplinglthe birth

cohorts ages 14 to 24 or 14 to 21 in the initial survey year and follOwing
f

them as ajmnel across time. This is not hoW the 1966 and 1968 NLS surveys

for the "boys!' and "girls" cohorts were designed. Rather, these were targetted

the civilian noninstitutional populations. By, definition, these surVeys

J

did not include students residing in , institutional.iquarters or yodth in the

1

military in 1966 (1968 in the case of'girls). Once eliminated bY their non.7.

universe statusfrom the initial:panels, theSe:non.civilian Or s udent yedth

]

were noi,part of theChrOnicle of occupational choice':and1abor.force exPer7::

iencp which the NLS data contain. The'whOle. impact of this p4ulation

restriction is,;hard to estimate, but one example is informativ

In 1966.roughly 3 million males were on active military dirty-71.1p .slightly,

1

\ from the post-Korean lows of 1960 but not as high as the peak of th, Vietnam

\period (3.5 million in 1970). If we assume that the most vulnerable ages for

military: service in 1966 were ages 17 to 20, then we-can say that.the birth

cohorts of 1946-49 were at the greatest risk to being incompletely sampled

by the NLS survey of young men. Fully 46, 55, 51, and '42 jercent of the men

in these birth cohorts ever served in the military. The m
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pen in all these cohorts would have'entered the service was 18, although 25

percent entered4oridt-to their eighteenth birthday. Average dUrationof-

military:service for each of these cohorts was over 4.5 years. By inference,

a large segment of "young male cohort" was and is missing from the. old

NLS data because of a uniqUe historical (period) event which (because of an

ill7cOneeiVed NI,:population restriction) irreparably-confounds one s.analytic

aspirations for cohort comparisons (using a new cohort and the Old baseline)

_

and conflateS period effects with those of aging. An instance of the latter

is the.analysis.of first jobs.'. From retrospective questions in the 1973,.0CG
that

survey (Featherman and Hauser, 1975) we can estiMate/themedian ages of first

'fb11-time civilian jobs of the cohorts born between 1946-49 ranged between

19.5 and 20.0 (Winsborough, 1975: Table2); fewer than 25 percent of.theSe

cohorts took their firSt jobs prior to the averageage-of military. induction.

Thus a large segment of.the first-job taking process -is totally' missing from

the,"old" NLS cohort of young men. One can only speculate how accurate the

story of first-job taking is as represented by these data from civilians only

(as of 1966). (The population restriction. for 1966.quickly made even 'less-

,

sense.uin 1967, when the panel data no longerrepresented even the'civilian

non-institutional population in that year; this is what I mean by the irre-

parable conflation of period -- 1966 - -and. aging effects.)

Operationally, the new NLS cohorts of youth should sample those currently!

living on'military baSes and in certain institutional quarters, namely.in

.
schools and college dorms, as well as in non-institutional housing (military

in offAidse houSing is conventionally classified as "civilian 0],y census CPS

The deviation of this suggestion frOm the 1966 NLS 'design for
if

the young cohorts is not regarded as costly. :Current enlistments in militarY



service are markedly lower than in the sixties. Student residential populations
\

could be subsampled, either directly or through the households of their parent's,.

Comparisons of the "new" and "old" youthful cohorts still could be'carried-

out, at least nominally (although coverage of the noninstitutionalized resident

population in the relevant ages would be unequal in comparisons carried out

in the civilian populations of 1966 and 1977, owing to differentials in military

service). In.any,case, since the Bureau of the Census probably will not be

doing the fieldwork this time, issues of comparability are really up in

air anyway. (This is even more reasonto sample birth cohorts and not some

residentially defined subset thereof.)

My second recommendation, based.on the life cycie notion, is that,,the

definition for the new cohorts should be ages 14 to 24 rather than 14 to 21.

.From the 1970 Census we know that nearly 8.5 Percent of men ages 25 to 29

were still enrolled in school; at ages 30 to 34, 5 percent. Of the approxi-

mately 93 percent of men ages 25 to 29 in the labor force in 1970, some 9

percent also were enrolled in school. The two enrollment percentages are up

from the comparable 1960 figures. Clearly, a son4whaf larger fraction of

persons protracts its schooling to older ages than in 1966. ,Following the

cohorts to at least ages 29 or 30 is essential to monitor the school-

completion, first-job taking process, 'especially,for those entering the

market with college and advanced degrees. That group is critically interesting

4 .

in light of Richard Freeman's (1976) contentions about- the dttrioration of

returns to college. Moreover, the persons in their twenties in 1977 represent

the trailing edge of the "baby-boom"--cohorts with rather unique experiences

in (crowded) schools and with perhaps unusually high school attendance rates

(Suter, 1976). From the standpoint of seekg to characterize experiences
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of historically important birth cohorts,'the new NLS survey should include

these age groups.

Third, the content.a d format of the annual NLS questionnaires should

11
permit analysts to dis/ect the complexities of the transition from school to

/
work within the larger context of the role /transitions from. youth to adulthood.

Keeping in mind that these transitions are subject to Period Or historical

effects, it would be highly useful to have detalled and extensively dated

personal histories of school attendance,; job 'hanges, pregnancies, births,

marriages/divorces by which cohort historie cou d be constructed. Within

',single-year birth cohorts, it would be des rable to compare the sequencin

'and pace of life-stage events which comps "se thg feMale vs. male life cy lc

the black vs. white, the rural' vs. metro olita ; the middle-class vs.

"under-class" life cycles, Thus, "mapp ng" the life cycles, of cohorts/and

.social aggregates is an

1

'mportant anal tic Po sibility for the new NLS'.

To accomplish this end, however, the qu stionnaires would have to collect

detailed chronologies of events m asured in small units of time--p r aps

using retrospective reporting (as was. the c sein.the job history se tion of

the 1976 interview of y8ung mn). Importa t content domains of th life
i

cycle transition into adulthOOd include (am ng others) job histori s, employ-

ment histories, enrollment histories, migra ion and living arrangements,

consumption patterns (e4., when do persons ssume responsibility/for buying

own clothes, paying rent,Ibuying gas), interyLsonal and sexual intimacy, and
.

_

pregnancy and childbearing histories. Ideally
1

1 I

on each'event wjAl each lof these domains, inc uding timing and duration

ofthestatuses .:sin years. 'Experience with Atrospective techniques of

/ \
I ,

repotting suggests that such life history schedul s could be c011ected in a.

/
i

/ I

I

I

I

J

I

one would like information
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singl., panel for a.longer period
/

pf reference than one year, if necessary.

In.principle, one wishes to account for how youth spend their time over'the

course of eac year and across the set of domains-which Comprise the matrix

of roles they en ct.

What would the analyst do with such abundant data? That's a tough

question, for the record of sociological Studies of rich life history data

is not impressive. Techniques for summarizing complicated chronologies are

still in embryo (although I suspect some physicist might lend a hand in this

matter of establishing trace lines for careers and life transitions in

general). But I remain convinced that we must give Substantial attention to

specifying the, content and form of the early adult life cycle if we are to

understand the contingent circumstances under which individuals (and later,

spouses) alter their educational and labor force participation. Indeed,

lacking a concrete (operational) definition of life cycle, it is virtually

impossible to make much sense out of intercohort shifts in schooling and work

patterns.

My fourth recommendation is suggested by. my emphasis of broadly conceived

life cycle processes associated with becoming an adult, but it also is at

the heart of the specific transition from school to work. For most persons

in, the ages 14 to 21 in the late seventies, schooling and some form of educa-

tion-is the major business of life. Educational institutions set the tempo

(as any parent of teenagers!). At present, the'ALS questionnaires tell us
-

very little aboqt_educational experiences, a bit more-.about schooling, and

considerable about enrollment and curriculum in regular schools. Consider.

the proposition that high unemployment of teenagers is an inevitable feature

`. .

of advanced industrial economies--that demand for young "drop'outs"

inelastic.. Assume that school enrollment and unemployment rates are positively
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related over some lagged interval, but at the individual level the search for

employment often occurs because the schools are unattract re places to spend

time and, after grade 12; expensive. Thus, one approach to the "problem" of,

unemployed or marginally employed youth is through questionS that ascertain

what keeps kids in school and out of the labor force. The suggestion that

one fruitful line oflabor_force studies among youth_ might be studies of

school retention probably falls outside the,interests of many in this audience.

But I submit that we shall not further our understanding of the interface,

between schooling and work unless we push our base of information about school

experiences well beyond the short limits of the-old NLS questions. .Without

attempting to draft new questions, let me phrase some issues.

1. What curricula, instructional styles, scheduling and student

compositional features of classrooms are objectively and

subjectively linked to positive orientations toward and retention

in regular schools?

2. What types of peer orientations facilitate or impede vocational

or academic values' within the school? How do peer networks outside

the school influence scholastic orientations?

3. Aside from conventional classroom settings, what are the possi-

bilities for education through activities and clubs? Leadership

roles? Counter-cultural roles?'

4. What.effects do racial and generational conflicts within the schools

have on the capacity of schools to retain their enrollees?

5, What problems or issues within the household and family environments

of high-school aged children prompt withdrawal (e:g., sudden

financial shifts, teenage pregnancy)?

6. What events lead to ,irregular, discontinuous patterns of enrollment,

as distinct from those which encourage permanent withdrawal?'

7. What types of teenage employment experiences and jobs lure

students out of schools? What are the job histories (career tra-

jectories) of such persons? Conversely, what types of jobs and

employment histories.of teenagers are likely to encourage, re-

enrollment?

These issues are framed within the settings of regular schools. Similar

ones-could be phrased for vocational/technical schools as well as other in-

stitutions of non-regular education. The idea is to see the variety.of

X64
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educational settings as alternatives to labor force participation and not

ju$t as means for enriching and certifying the quality of the labor supply.

Beyond both regular and non-regular schools, teenage education takes

place in the streets and, for those with jobs, on the job. With regard to the

latter, I see no effort in the past NLS studies to tap the idea of OJT directly,

at least in ways which permit one to disaggregate tenure (viz., time with a

given employer) from job- or occupation-specific knowledge. Can workers

articulate the ways that_they have learned from fellow employees? Are there

manifest efforts to control knowledgeby more senior. .personnel?. How much iS

there to learn in the first place? What effects do .such .real-world-experiences

(such as as on jobs and in schools) have on knowledge of the world of work?

[An aside--it is too bad that "knowledge of the world of work" was assessed

only once for each young cohort--1966 and 1968 for boys and girls, respectively.

One would like to see this education in a developmental perspective. While the

.items doubtless are loaded on geneial intelligence, their nearly exclusive

use as measures of "late IQ".underplay the potential in relation toeaspiratiens

and concrete. decisions about continuation of schooling and early job histories.]

A fifth suggestion is that military service also be treated as an alter-

native to labor force participation by some youth. Particularly in times such

as the present when the service is "voluntarily" chosen, it seems important to

query persons as to (a) whether or not they considered the military as an

option_instead of going back. to school this term or of looking for a job;

(b) why they "volunteered," if they did and what they hope to get out of it;

(c) whai'determines how long they stay in; (d) what happens to their civilian

skills and aspirations/plans during the period; (e) aside from job.-related

.

changes, how is social maturity ("competence") advanced in relation .to those

2



in other social. settings? Militarf seriice is in a sem;e .1ce, the. schools- -

a place to bide one's time, a place to be educated, an experience which alters

the pace and sequence of other event thelife:.5tage transition to adulthood.

But to study_these.matters, it-is estial to study birth cohol-ts. and monitor

their-membei's as they .disztaluce time across the imreasingly varied

Foie's and.institutions associated with full adult

[I:would generalize my last remark to includ,e-marriageand parenting as

options, too. It would be useful to know, at least on a semi-annual-schedule,

which life options. are considered by youth. The NLS tends to limit its view

to schools vs. jobs. I recommend that in addition to asking about educational

and job plans for next year'that each panel be asked about plans in other

domains;.. then, follow-up on why they did not get married, have a child, go

into the military.]

Let me close my remarks with suggestions for refinement of concepts and

measurements dealing with jobs. Here my ideas do not rest on an expanded

and elaborated "mission" for the new.NLS as a longitudinal cohort study.

First, I should think that all occupations should be coded' as close to

homogeneous jobs as.our technology permits. This means at least a DOT coding

as well as three-digit detailed occupation codes as used by the U.S. Census

(I include industry and class of worker information as well). Such.detail is

the basic stuff of either "human capital" approaches or "market" approaches

to occupational careers.

Second, I would suggest that measures of job and occupational character-

istics not accessed via the DOT be ascertained. "Job authority" is one

-------- -important-characteristic- (see -appended-items which-were part-of-our-OCG

Wisconsin survey and used subsequently by Sewell and colleagues in their follow-

up of a Wisconsin high school cohort; see also Wolf and Fligstein; 1977, for

applications to male/female occupational differences; see also Kluegel, 1975).
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It may not be practical to estimate such specific job and occupation9s-Aar-.

acteristics directly from rather small survey's such as the NLS, just as

"market" analysis of inter-job relationships may not be terribly feasible

-since jobs and not people are the critical units. Nevertheless,a var:kf!ty

of job characteristics would be desirable so that shifts An jobs can be seen

along dimensions other than income or "status" and so that actual changes in

jobs are more clearly discernible. This recommendation entails the .further

one that the NLS more consistently and clearly distinguish. (particularly

for the respondents!) job (task) changes from occupational changes from employer

changes from industry changes. I maintain that the conventional questions used

by the Census are godd places to start, but the detailed occupational and

industry codes are only crude ways to store the details of job incumbency

which seem .necessary in order to test some of our theories or to model careers

(either for people or for jobs as units).

Third, I would pay more attention to the job search for all persons.

Aside from what earnings levels people look for, what job characteristics

are important for whom, at. what stage of life, in relation to Other alternatives

(sue!) as housework, school, military, parenting) ?. For example, much has been-

written about the "selective" or "censoring" of women into the labor force: but

aside from conventionally economic issues (market wage vs. the opportunitieS of

the "home economy") the matter is not imaginatively pursued. What about

spouses' jobs in relation to each other, in relation to their respective and

joint experiences of intergenerational mobility, in relation to job trade-offs-

across a set of j b characteristics over the short and long-runs?

All of these quite general suggestions.about jobs are even more critical

An addressing the early employment histories, of youth. When does work begin--
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what. is the "real" first job, or are their conceptually several "first"

jobs ?. In either case, the matter is intractable until we have some greater

purchase on the concept of job itself.

Finally, I would make a pitch .for a series of measurement studies in

conjunction with the new NLS. The Census'has its own program for evaluating

the validity and reliability of its items. In view of the probable change,

in the agency which carries'out the new NLS studies, it would be well to

reassess /he quality of what is collected. This is particularly true for

income, occupation, and education (in that order) as basic items in these

NLS studies.



Ordering of Events in the Transition from Schoolboy to Adult Status, Civilian Noninstitutional

Population, by Birth Cohort, March 1973 (in percentages)

Ordering
'of..events

Typical order of
education, first
job, marriage

Inversion of
education and

Unclassifiable

Birth cohorts

19077 1912- 1917- 1922- 1927- 1932- 19377

1911 1916 1921 1926 1931 1936 1941

56.5 56.8 57.5 .54.2 53.2 53.3 55.2

10.6 11.6 11.9 13.5 15.0 15.5 14.4

25.5 21.8 17.6 16.5 16.5 16.1 15.4

19427.1947- :rotal_men ages
1946 1951 21 to `65-

54.3 49.8 54.0

12.5 9.1 12.4

18.6 34.5 21.3

SOURCE: Hogan, 1976: Table 3-1.
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Duration of. the Aggregate Transition to Maturity

6

8 1311111I1 1 1 ti1 I1 1 IIIIIIIIItIlltIrti
1911 1916 1921 1926 1931 1936 1941

'Birth Year

SOURCE: Winsborough, 1975: Figure 12.
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Questions from Project 696, Sewell and Hauser "Wisconiin School Stuay"

\

I shall read several statements about a person's activities on the job.

As I read-each statement, please terrine by saying "Yes" or "No" whether

'it applies to you in your work as (SEE. QUESTION 28), First: I have

authority to hire or fire others.

/Yes/ /No/

I can influence or s t the rate of pay received by others. /Yes/ /No/

39. Someone else influences 'or sets my rate or amount of_pay. /Yes/ /No/

40. I supervise the work of others. That is, what they produce or how much.

/Yes/ /No/

T (TO Q 41)

40a. I decidelboth what others do and how they do i

_) /Yes /' /No/

Q 41)

40b. /I decide what others do, but they decide how to do it.

/Yes/ /No/

41.. Someone else\pervises my work. Thatirs, what I produc or how muCh.

/No/.

Q 42, NEXT PAGE)

41a: Someone else decides what I. do and how I do it,

/Yes/ -/NP/

(TO Q 42, NEXT PG)

41b. Someone-else decides what I do, but-I decide hot,/ to

/Yes/

41c. My supervisor exercises little or-no control over my work.-

/Yes/
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Mere are, of course, social psychologists -- many in my own depaxtment --

who.would say that the NLS doesn't include any social psychological variables.

/

This is aa much a reflection on the field as it, is on the contents of

\Studies./

will all 'probably agree that except? for the adapted Potter scale

and the questions about sex roles, there is not allot m the studies that goes

social psychological explanatory concept's or variables. TherarW.questions
! j

about objective aspects of workrand life which the social psYchologist can take

as indices in proxy for social psychological variables: so'we use social class

or jab class as an index representing certain social and Psychological conditions

m the lindividual's life. But we .always recognize l that these stand as distant

proxies\and we long to measure directly thoSe social-psychological aspects of
o

life which, we think, affect peoples' lives; attitudes, and behavir. So, for

example, instead of'social class [or along withlit] we would like to measure

the quality of interpersonal interaction in the_family and the extent of ver-

balization in a study of chiIdredsdevelopment or adolescent choices. We make

db with class, but have ideas about the critical intervening factors which

class only rather palely and poorly signals. \

Still, there are riches in the NLS as it stands and social psychologY

not, after all, its Prime focus. I will restrict suggestions for new questions

as tightly as possible and look mainly t- the social psychological promise the

existing data hold.
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An__a_.1y. sis Areas ar0

The studies are Particularly attractive because they are longi

now with the addition of the new youthicohort they offer unique opportunity

to segregate historical from developmental change.

The content areas *Lich focus interest for social psychology seem

to be primarily:

al and

b.

the meaning of work and its deteminants, including

broad changes in the culture over time

the relationship between work and other life areas,

Particularly family life

o._shifting norms about sex roles .and yeeen's participation.

in the productive syStam

The first two areas are combined in the following remarks.

The Work tife

I.

Social psychologists areiinterested

attachment to work, the meaning work has

are alienated from their work. In these

in the nature and degree of people's

for people, the extent to which people

areas the surveys currently. include

relatively rich information which offers. analytic promise. In all of them

I can offer a few suggestions for additional questions which I think would en-

large the payoff Significly at relatively small cost in questionnaire space.

Attachment to Work

For the non-eocnoMist this is probably the richest area of the question-

naire as it currently stana. The n"71-'°?:, imaginativeness, and sophistication

of the questions is extraordinary. We get the degree of job satisfaction and

the qualities respondents consciously like and dislike in their jobs. Beyond

conscious
attributionlwe have 'measures of many other job aspects which might

cause satisfaction or dissatisfaction and instability in work: wages, work

demands and stress, the work organization's character Whether ijureaucratic or

entrepreneutial], distance traveled.to..work,_overtime
demands, etc.-- We have
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I information about 1pw muCh ecandmic
! .

3

incentive it wculd take to get R to Change

jObs and to take a j67a/i'm another part of the !country, Wi: know whether R

would uork. if she/he' bad no econOmic-survivalneed to do so.

The strategies which Suggest themselves for analysis ofitheseta are

numeroUs and ,pore or less Ob
!

.

ous. Many of them have in ?r1 uSed in

early reports from the studies. Life stage analysis and r1\ variations
\

i .

/

in attachment to work are two of the most exciting. And thejongitudinal
,

.

character. of the studies eilr- ...y-ntangling their effeCts.L Itinsic\grati-
..

ficationS of work/content ar6, ..ow, more crucial at professional.and\

managerial leyels'of the occupation Structure. But within Occupations or\oc--

cupational-clUsses, can we demonstrate generational differences in the attacih-

ment to work. t the young, who have grown up in a time when traditional work

-.7alues have haen radicalay challenged, demand more intrinsic gratification iLcut

work [as, for_example they seem to do in school, ,claiming /that they cannot learn

what is t intexesting t;-) them or has no relevance]? Or:do they, on thenO

rAi:er hand, (lewellue the work life itself and ask only that work provide the
I

money and''Ix-ee time [i.e., the extrinsic rewards] which make possible Satis- \

factiOn If other self defined needs outside the productive system?
6

,

l
1

Is it possible that attachment to work Changes over the life cycle so that

the young demand intrinsic reward from work and care less about hours or high
---

pay, the young middle-aged [absorbed with family responsibilities, demanda,

and pleasures) want high pay and reasonable hours. more than intrinsic grati-

f.'

cation,land the middle-aged want intrinsic reward and reasonable hours to
f

allowygreater

1111..other words,

tisfaction as

multiplicity
i

self-,levelorment and broadening of lifesatisfaction?

change the role they assign work in self-definition

they move through various life stages? Do wecome

Do people,

to appreciate

and life-

of life as we get older [cf. the midlife crisis and midlife
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change research] or do we grow increasingly mnemonic -- deciding that life

is work cr fame or money or whatever individual-value we fix on?

Clearly individualc vary in this: some broaden and some narrow their

goals and gratifications as they grow older.. We can profitably loiok at pat

terns of change in attachment to work over life stages [always controlling for

job class] and see if it's posSible to Predict Such outcomes as psyChological

stress, physical morbidity, and life satiSfaction.

Warren work for reasons different from those which tommand men. it seems

to me that we have a long way yet to go in understanding the waywomen attach

to work. We do know that,-aside from anything else, when many other incentives

are factored out, money alone is a more dampening force attaCL'ing men to

work [Rodgers]. Women, still for the moat part working in segregated settings

and in less powerful and less interesting work, may find.- the mastery involved .

in managing two crucial, spheres a. source of satisfaction and self-definition.

And they probably do derive more satisfaction from the interpersonal aspects

of work. They say they do and it may not.be only becaUse they are stuck doing

uninteresting work.

Here, then, I come to an area which I think should be added to, the studies:

we need to know somethir-; abbut the interpersonal setting of work. TO what

extent does'the work a.t.,jw and support interpersonal exchange? Surely this

is a buffer against alienation [cf. Blanner] and a source of job commitment

for some people. We may get some information about it for those to whom it

is highly salient [what do youlike best about.1 pult it may also predict

job instability in many people for whom it'is not a consciouply salient aspect

of work.

I

..



The MeaninEIS

Wbomenleave work or stay out of the labor force for reasons whidh are

unique to their sex' and the studies
as they stand take account of this fact:

ndi-child-dare and sexr-role ideology are among the specific as of questioning

which reflect it. Woman traditionally work only on
the co tion that work

family !ntegration is possible,' their' work commitment is contingent on its

fitting with family goals.

This concern with the fit between work and famil-Y life may be spreading

ularly men at (certain life stages.
to include men, and Partic In a recent

analysis, Staines and Pledk. have shown that overtime and difficult commuting

relate to job dissatisfaction in both
'females and males during tie years of

active patenting. [i-e-, when there are Preschool dhildren. in the home].

This aspect of the meaning of work -- the
vjall in whiCh.work

enters the

definition of self and the Concept of life seems'to me one which could be
ti

of special importance in the generations now coming into.adulthood. I

urge inclusion of.scme items to allow.
us to assess:

a. the relative oantralityof work in individuals' self

definitions [compared to family roles and other roles]

b. the extent to which occupation is conceived as .en

individual or activity: If work is primarily

an instrUment for realizing family .goals [as it has

traditionally' been for women but must alc,.!J be or many

men whose jobs allow no self expressior,] iz it not pos-

.sible that the work life may come to be viewed as a

rPrise.in whidh meMbers are substitutable for
family enterprise
[or suPplementary to] each other as earners in the labor

market. Sc]u things as work hours,. flexitime, part time,

.

commuting time may come to be'important to both males

and females,- and cOuPles may
do more

-coordinated planning

of work coma& ts as warrens' roles Change, discrimin-
ation decreases and work values change,

Would

We have a new traditional family in which both adults are wage earners.

Some analyses show that the wife's work is in many
cases a sub_titute for the
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husband's moonlighting -- that is, as women have entered the work force, men

have given up second gobs. This, then, is a case of cbordinated work planning

in families, and other cases may also develop [the two profession couple who

willnot move for a good job for only one member of the couple].

kii:2tion-

_ Here is an area in which the study incincies social psychological measures:

the IE and the question asking whether R would work without economic necessity

pressing. The things listed as good aspects of work can also potentially be

usedi,,those who list no positive qualities and/or no intrinsic job qualities

being more alienated ':han those who list all or mostly intrinsic rewards.

I have suggesteuadding some measure of the interpersonal structure of

work on the basis of evidence that those jobs which disallow interpersonal

exchange will alienate workers and lead to instability in job occupancy.

The analytic strategies here include relating alienation in work to the

rE [both personal efficacy and fate control aspects] for subgroups in the

population, including job classifications. How does alienation in work affect

one's sense of fate control? Does it haV. =eater force in same groups than

in others? One suspects, for example that those who are subject to

discrimination will, as the Gurins have demonttrated, recognize extern,-x1. [social

L;:,-.c.-,tIlral] forces as determinants of their situation [i.e., they will exter7

blame their situation] but will not necessarily be emasculated by

recognition\in the personal realm. Groupoonsciousness intervenes to

pToteot the individual from demoralization.. Where there is no possibility of

such bufferingri! the indiVidnal buys the myth of-individual oontrol,.

alienation at work. may have more profound effects on the individnAl's sense of

cOntrol and morale.
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N question or two might be added directly on the issue of work, alio:pa-

- e,g., Does R think he /she is especially good at his work? Is he/she

.i.,laceable? Is-his/her work important?

.-.,..nievement and Career Lines.

What pattern of work history optimizes achievement? Demographers have

shown that for males, early deviations from the conventional pattern of work

preparation-work produce irretrievable losses in achievement. The young male

who drops out of sChool for marriage or other purposes will not recover the

same level of achievement in career as his_mare conventional peers. The

question which has not been explored is whether the same generalisation

applies to women? Or does the fact that interruption in work is normative

for women dilute-its impact? Does the timing of the deviation fran the career

line affect the extent of the handicap? There is a myth at least that women

who complete training and establish an early career before having children

will be'able to reenter the. work force with less loss in overall. achievement

than those who deviate earlier.

The youth cohorts in NLS provide a rare opportunity to map career de-

Velopment and to analyse relationships among occupational aspirations,'

expectations, and actual vocational attainment. One can use the data to es-

tabliSh the relationships and the extent to which aspiration and expectaticzi

oontribUte to the variance in .job attainment [compared to background factors

like social class and paternal education] and also to understanei that forces

operate in deviant cases whqre aspiration is not predictive, The data also

permit analysis of intergeneratictial mobility since respondents list father's'

education/occupation when they are living at hare. The parents' contribution

and social support for R's education is interesting as a possible determinant

=
of R's occupational. attainment, but it can also be thought of as an index of

280 ,
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the parent-child relationship as well ---,the extent to which parents commu-7__

nicate(d) with their offspring and actively participate(d) in planning their

future during the crucial formative years. Such an index Maybe a powerful

predictarJat least for males] of the young R's identification with the

goals of the parents and thus of his social class aspirations. Youth who

do not, share a close interactive relationship with parents may be less likely

to achieve high occupations. But it may also be that close identification

with the father will lead the boy to stable class aspirations [I want a life

like my father's] rather than to upward mobility. The situation' for the young

female is different: since the mothers of these young women will have lived

their adult lives in the traditional status system in which a woman' S status

was defined by her husband's attainment rather than her own .occupation, the

aughter can identify closely with the mother yet aspire to a class position

aad work life quite different from the mother's -- without that aspiration

as an implicit rejection of -the mother.

The .e;isnce of opportunities for part time,work can be tovomen

in a career line. An analysis of professional and semi-professional

os. wruen working part tine [compared, to those in full time workl,

at the active parenting stage would yield information about where [in what

occupations] part time jobs exist and what qualifications increase the chances

of a woman finding or creating part time work opportunities.

Sex Role Issues

The stildies provide unique opportunities in this area of profound social

change. We expect, on the basis of previous findings, generational and sex

differences in concepts of women's role. The NLS data offer the possibility

of looking at the effects of critical role shifts and life experiences on

these concepts. So for example it has been suggested that the birth of a first
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Child-alters-the-taSk-diStribution in couples and leads to a conservative

shift toward oomplementaryroles for husband and wife. This can potentially

be tested in the young. cohorts over the next 5-10 years, and to see whether

certain preconditions [e.g., strong egalitarian ideology in the. couple]

insulate. a couple against this effect.

Moving into-the work force represents another critical change point

since-itmay present young wrieen [and minorities] with their -first concrete

experieaces,of discrimination. the studies allow detection of the effect

of work-force entry on the experience and report of discrimination and sex

-role conceptic:is. The question here is whether experiences with discrimina-

tion radicalize sex role concepts.

While we know that sex role attitudes have became more liberal in the

population, that younger people and women are more liberal than the older

art men, there are still important questions to be asked about the distribu-

tion of attitudes and where the ta.-Gt striking changes are occurring.

One set of data [from Political 'elites] suggests that among elite men,

the higher the power pe3ition they occupy, the more conservative they are

in sex role conceptions. Is this a _3ralization that holds for occupational

power? fl men in higher managerial and professional positions the gate

keepers to job opportunity who can maintain or alter the sex-segregation

which. so clearly marks the occupational structure -- hold more conservative

sex role Conceptions than their less powerful-male peers? Have they been

more resistant to the changes sex role norms occurring in the culture at

large?

Monitoring changes u sex role conceptions and patterns of family organiza-

tion ov.r the next ten years is in itself-a critical function the studies

will serve. Analysis of intergenerational trancis8., of these conceptions

2Q2
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is also possible. We know that older wcmen who live traditional lives valUe

Changes in opportunities for women because they see the changes affecting the

choices available to their daughters [Jayratne and Staines]. The interaction

of mothers anc daughters is likely to change in areas related to work and

achievement. Traditionally fathers have been crucial as work models for

male children, and wcmen have served as models for daughters in family roles.

With-the-growing expectation that warren too will spend most-of-their adult

lives in the wrrk force, there may be some dislocation in the value trans-

mii:sion line between mOthers and daughters. This may be another area in

which supplemental questions should be used.
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